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Dear Commissioners, 


I have come here today a resident and home owner in 


Eugene to bring to your attention the gravely dangerous 


situation that we are iq should 5G infrastructure continue 


deployment and be activated . Cellular units are being 


installed in front of hornes and schools right now without any 


form of public notification or input. 


Through the years we have been mislead by industry. The 


Telecoms and manufactures of wireless technology have 


normalized and promoted this technology without alerting us 


to the magnitude of its biological effects on humans and 


environment akin to the history of tobacco, asbestosis and 


DDT which was strayed liberally on bodies without care. 


Now there is a vast amount of peer reviewed science 
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revealing biological effect from low level non-ionizing 


radiation. There are thousands of studies. The Environmental 


Health Trust and Pub Med are reliable sources to look at. 
/ c,JlJl (I.I\./ 


These studies show DNA breakage, oxidative stress, cancer, 


diseases ranging from diabetes to Alzheimers. The newest 


data from the U .S National Toxicology Program shows "Clear 


Evidence of Cancer" by expert panel. 


Representative Blumenthal;&'$lltEsho9 and others have 


demanded that the FCC prove the safety of 5G. In a 


congressional hearin~CC and Teleconftestified that they 


could not prove safety nor produce any study proving 


biological safety. 


Why is~ing installed in our city when not proven safe and 


there are thousands of peer reviewed studies showing harm1? 


We want an emergency moratorium on 5G adopted 


immediatelyl 
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Dear Commissioners, 


I have come here today a resident and home owner in 


Eugene to bring to your attention the gravely dangerous 


situation that we are in should 5G infrastructure continue 


deployment and be activated. Cellular units are being installed in front 


of homes and schools right now without any 


form of public notification or input. 


Through the years we have been mislead by industry. The Telecoms 


and manufactures of wireless technology have normalized and 


promoted this technology without alerting us to the magnitude of its 


biological effects on humans and environment akin to the history of 


tobacco, asbestosis and DDT which was strayed liberally on bodies 


without care. Now there is a vast amount of peer reviewed science 


revealing biological effect from low level non-ionizing radiation. There 


are thousands of studies. The Environmental 


Health Trust and Pub Med are reliable sources to look at. These 


studies show DNA breakage, oxidative/cell stress, cancer, diseases 


ranging from diabetes to Alzheimers. The newest data from the U.S 
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National Toxicology Program shows "Clear Evidence of Cancer" by 


expert panel. 


Representative Blumenthal, and Eshoo, and others have demanded 


that the FCC prove the safety of SG. In a congressional hearing the 


FCC and Telecom's testified that they could not prove safety nor 


produce any study proving biological safety. 


Why is SG being installed in our city when not proven safe and there 


are thousands of peer reviewed studies showing harm? 


We want an emergency moratorium on SG adopted in1mediately! 


S0cbr.\,,_...._ S;~ e..- / 
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Beatrice Alexandra Golomb, MD, PhD 
Professor of Medicine 
UC San Diego School of Medicine 
9500 Gilman Drive, #0995 
La Jolla, CA 92093-0995 
Phone: 858 558-4950 x201 


To whom it may concern, 
August 18, 2017 


I urge in the strongest terms that you vigorously oppose California SB 649. 


If this bill passes, many people will suffer greatly, and needlessly, as a direct result. 


This sounds like hyperbole. It is not. 
My research group at UC San Diego alone has received hundreds of communications from people who 
have developed serious health problems from electromagnetic radiation, following introduction of new 
technologies. Others with whom I am in communication, have independently received hundreds of 
similar reports. Most likely these are a tip of an iceberg of tens or perhaps hundreds of thousands of 
affected person. As each new technology leading to further exposure to electromagnetic radiation is 
introduced - and particularly introduced in a fashion that prevents vulnerable individuals from avoiding 
it - a new group become sensitized to health effects. This is particularly trne for pulsed signals in the 
radiowave and microwave portion of the spectrum, the type for which the proposed bill SB 640 will 
bypass local control. 


Mechanisms by which health effects are exerted have been shown to include oxidative stress (the type 
of injury against which antioxidants protect ,see optional section below), damage to mitochondria (the 
energy producing parts of cells), damage to cell membranes1


• 
21


, and via these mechanisms, an impaired 
"blood brain barrier"3


-
5 (the blood brain barrier defends the brain against introduction of foreign 


substances and toxins; additionally, disruption can lead to brain edema6
), constriction of blood vessels 


and impaired blood flow to the brain7
, and triggering of autoimmune reactions8


• 
9


. Following a large 
exposure, that depresses antioxidant defenses, magnifying vulnerability to future exposures, some 
persons no longer tolerate many other forms and intensities of electromagnetic radiation that previously 
caused them no problem, and that currently cause others no problem. But this group deserves - nay 
needs -- the right to be able to avoid these exposures. 


Affected individuals not only experience "symptoms" that "merely" cause them distress and 
suffering, when they are exposed- symptoms like headaches 10


• 1
1
, ringing ears10


• 
11 and chest pain10 from 


impaired blood flow, hea1t rhythm abnormalities 10
• 


11
, and inability to sleep 1 o, 11


• These symptoms arise 
from physiological injury. Moreover, many experience significant health problems that can include 
seizures11


, heart failure, hearing loss12
-


14 and severe cognitive impairmentu, 15
• The mechanisms 


involved are those also involved in development and progression of neurodegenerative conditions 
including Alzheimer's disease16


• 
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Fully half who were employed when their problems developed lost their job because of the 
problem, among participants of a survey we conducted. They reported that their condition had cost 
them up to 2 million dollars to date. Many had lost their homes. A number became homeless, and have 
swelled the ranks of so-called "EMF refugees" 17


-
19


• Among those affected, many were previously high 
functioning individuals - engineers, doctors, lawyers. The best and the brightest are among those whose 
lives - and ability to contribute to society - will be destroyed. High profile individuals with 
acknowledged electrohypersensitivity include, for instance, Gro Harlem Brnndtland - the former 3-time 
Prime Minister ofNorway and former Director General of the World Health Orfanization20


; Matti 
Niemela, former Nokia Technology chief 1; as well as the wife of Frank Clegg2 


, who formerly headed 
Microsoft Canada and is cmTent head of Canadians for Safe Technology23


. 


Each new roll-out of electromagnetic technology for which exposure is obligatory, swells the ranks 
of those who develop problems with electromagnetic fields (EMF).- particularly following a 
significant exposure to pulsed radiowave-microwave radiation, and particularly when people have no 
ability to avoid it. 


Many state that they didn't give credence to the problem (if they had heard of it at all) until they 
themselves fell prey to it. 


This is not a psychologically driven condition. Multiple objective phzsiological changes reflecting 
mechanisms of injury have been shown in persons with this condition2 


• 
25


. 


The role for oxidative stress, that has been shown in innumerable studies (below), is affirmed by 
evidence of a link of this condition to genetic variants in antioxidant defenses, that are less avid in 
defending against oxidative stress307


. People cannot manipulate their genes, to produce such an outcome 
by suggestibility. 


An analysis by a University of Washington researcher showed that most studies funded by 
industry reported failure to show physiological effects. However, most studies without such 
industry bias affirmed effects. This is redolent of findings shown in medicine26


, regarding which the 
former editor in chief of the BMJ (the British Medical Journal), Richard Smith, noted, based on findings 
of a study, "This {result} suggests that, far from conflict of interest being unimportant in the objective 
and pure world of science where method and the quality of data is everything, it is the main factor 
dete1mining the result of studies."27


. So where articles deny injury from nonionizing radiowave
microwave radiation, there is commonly a stake aligned with financial benefit from such denial. 


Those who are affected are in desperate need of protection by our elected officials. They need 
creation of safe spaces and housing, and roadways to allow travel, not removal of any prospect of one; 
protection of local rights to make decisions - not removal of any recourse 01· ability to avoid what 
injures them. They are far more strongly in need of protections than a great many protected classes -
their problems arose due to actions of others, against which they were given no control - and can be 
reversed, in most cases, if the assault on them is rolled back. Through no fault of their own, and in some 
cases against their will (e.g. before opt out was permitted with smart meters), they were subjected to an 
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exposure that has altered their lives as they knew them, and forced them - needlessly - to the margins of 
society. 


Let our focus be on safer, wired and well shielded technology- not more wireless. 


This legislation, if passed, and the resulting unrestricted roll-out of this technology, will 
predictably and directly injure and disable a new group, and add depth of suffering to those already 
affected. 


In other spheres we abridge freedoms to protect the vulnerable few. We require that every 
schoolchild be vaccinated, supposedly to protect the vulnerable few who may not respond effectively to 
a vaccine. The need to protect the vulnerable group is deemed to be so great that it justifies the decision 
to abridge individual rights. 


In contrast, this bill seeks to abridge individual freedoms, and local rights, in the service of 
harming a vulnerable group, and creating a new one. 
(The common factor appears to be that in both cases, the direction is aligned with a powerful industry 
that influences political decisions.) 
Luckily, no abridgment of individual rights and freedoms is required to protect,t here. 


If any group can opt out (such as, I understand, firefighters*)28
; then every group deserves that equal 


right. Others should not be second class citizens, subject to fewer protections. 


It would go far to helping this cause if anyone complicit in promoting or passing the legislation (and 
then after that, their families) were required to be the first subjected, for a substantial test period, to the 
greatest amount of exposure that anyone else (and their families) may be subjected to, when new 
policies of this type are rolled out. It will still not do them equal damage; because they may not represent 
the vulnerabilities that others will have; but such a policy might help them to think twice. That is a bill I 
would strongly endorse. 


Most who are now affected - were not, until they were. This may become you - or your child or 
grandchild. Moreover, if you have a child, or a grandchild, his sperm, or her eggs (all of which she will 
already have by the time she is a fetus in utero ), will be affected by the oxidative stress damage created 
by the electromagnetic radiation, in a fashion that may affect your future generations irreparably. 


It was noted above that, among survey completers, fully half of those who were employed at the time 
they developed electrosensitivity, lost employment due to this problem. (This may understate the scope 
of the tragedy, since this most-affected group may be least likely to be able to respond to an online 
survey.) Many who previously had no problem navigating in the world are now restricted from 
access to basic services like hospital care, post offices and libraries because of these problems. With 
each new introduction of technology that exposes many to yet a new nondiscretionary source of 
electromagnetic radiation, particularly (but not exclusively) that which emits pulsed radiation in the 
radiowave-microwave part of the spectrum, a new group of people are affected; and the suffering of 
those who are already affected increases greatly. 
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Please, defend the public and our future. Protect the rights of the individual and the locality, against a 
form of incursion that will lead to serious harm to some - and set a terrible precedent. Vote no on 
California SB 649, and urge that everyone else do the same. 


Sincerely, 


Beatrice Alexandra Golomb, MD, PhD 
Professor of Medicine 
UC San Diego School of Medicine 


*Comment on the fire fighter exemption:"The legislature granted an exemption from SB 649 to the 
firefighters who requested it for health reasons. Throughout California firefighters have long complained 
of often disabling symptoms from cell towers on their stations. Cities frequently rent out space on fire 
stations to add to city revenue .... Symptoms experienced by the firefighters have included neurological 
impahment including severe headache, confusion, inability to focus, lethargy, inability to sleep, and 
inability to wake up for 911 emergency calls. Firefighters have reported getting lost on 911 calls in the 
same community they grew up in, and one veteran medic forgot where he was in the midst of basic CPR 
on a cardiac victim and couldn't recall how to start the procedure over again ... Prior to the installation of 
the tower on his station, this medic had not made a single mistake in 20 years. A pilot study (2004) of 
California firefighters showed brain abnormalities, cognitive impairment, delayed reaction time, and 
lack of impulse control in all 6 firefighters tested (https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/7022117660.pdf). This 
study led to the overwhelming passage of Resolution 15 by the International Association of Firefighters 
in Boston in August 2004. Res. 15 called for further study and was amended to impose a moratorium on 
the placement of cell towers on fire stations throughout the US and Canada."15 28 


Clearly, others who experience similar problems also deserve protections. 


Optional - More on the Science 
There is a robust literature showing that electromagnetic radiation, including in 
nonionizing frequencies, and at levels29


• 
30 below those that are cause thermal effects 


(heating)- causes physiolor;ical effects, injury, and cell death - not only in humans but 
many animals and plants3


' 
7
• 
3 


-
49


, Unsurprisingly, industry has sought- against the tide of 
evidence to the contrary - to maintain that radiation must be ionizing or heating to cause 
mJury. 


Scores or hundreds of studies show that radiation, including specifically radiowave
microwave spectrum radiation, and including low-level exposure, can impair antioxidant 
defenses, increase "oxidative stress" (free radical injury) and damage mitochondria, the 
energy producing parts of cells1


• 
2


• 
34


' 
50


'
6930


' 
10


-
104105


-
13646


• 
137


-
171


• These effects occur with 
ionizing and nonionizing radiation, at thermal and subthe1mal levels. (Indeed, much or most 
of the damage by ionizing radiation, and radiation above the thermal limit, occurs by 
mechanisms also documented to occur without ionization, and below the thermal limit.) These 
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mechanisms cohere with the mechanisms documented to play a role in symptoms and health 
conditions that are reported in those who are electrosensitive - extending to seizures172


-
176


, 


herut failure 177
-
184 and cognitive decline5


• 
32


• 
57


• 
108


• 
185


-
195


• 


These mechanisms have known involvement in induction of brain cancer, metabolic 
diseases like obesity and diabetes, autism, autoimmune disease, and neurodegenerative 
conditions, conditions that have exploded. In each case these have been linked, or 
presumptively linked, in some studies to electromagnetic radiation8


• 
9


• 
16


• 
34


• 
196


-
219


. 


Such radiation also has effects on sperm33
• 


100
• 
220


-
228


; and the DNA of spe1m229 (consistent 
with recent news reports of marked recent declines in sperm counts and function) .. 


Such radiation also has toxic effects in rregnancy230
, to the fetus and subsequent 


offspring231
-
235 including at low levels23 


, and is tied to developmental problems in later 
life, including attention deficit and hyperactivity31


• 
235


-
241


. It is critical to defend pregnant 
women (and eggs of girls who may at a later time become pregnant) from exposures with such 
toxicity. 


Electromagnetic radiation across much or most of the spectrum (not excluding visible 
light) has been shown to depress levels of melatonin 40


• 
72


• 
242


-
252


, which is best known for its 
role in slee~ (and indeed, impaired sleep is the most consistent symptom in affected 
individuals 0


• 
11


) . 


Melatonin is in fact a critical antioxidant that defends the body against harm from many 
toxic ex~osures253-266 including electromagnetic radiation itself 61


·"66
, 


67
• 


82
• 


101
• 


107
• 


118
• 


121
• 


138
• 


144
• 


151
• 
20 


• 
249


• 
267


-
284


- reducing the oxidative stress that is implicated in cancer, metabolic 
diseases like obesity and diabetes, autism, autoimmune disease, bipolru· disorder and 
neurodegenerative conditions, and that also plays a role in heart attack and stroke9


• 
285


-
329330


-
343 


Radiation, and specifically radiation in the radiowave-microwave portion of the 
spectrum can also depress levels of other critical antioxidant systems that also defend the 
body against chemical, radiation, and other sources of injury. These other antioxidant systems 
include the glutathione system, superoxide dismutase and catalase81


• 
102


• 11
5
• 


116
• 


233
• 


344
-
358 


_ 


which are also involved in defending against health problems. 


This suggests that depression of antioxidant defenses due to electromagnetic radiation 
may magnify risk of chemically induced health effects (and depression of antioxidant 
systems due to some chemicals may amplify risk of harm from electromagnetic 
radiation). Indeed just such effects have been reported359


•
360


. 
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Scientific panel advises there is evidence for an association between both heart and brain cancers 


and cell phone radiation In large-scale animal study. 


Expanded Press Release (with radio/TV/print news at bottom of page) 


(Triangle Park, NC) March 28, 2018 


Scientific panel advises there is evidence for an association between both heart and brain cancers 


and cell phone radiation in large-scale animal study. 


(Triangle Park, NC) Scientists concluded (https://ehtrust.org/actions-from-peer-review-of-the-draft


national-toxicology-program-technical-reports-on-cell-phone-radiofrequency-radiation-march-26-28-


2018/) there is "clear evidence" linking cell phone radiation to the development of cancers in rats. 


The U.S. government invited an expert panel to make a majority-rules declaration in response to the 


$25 million U.S. government National Toxicology Program (NTP) study of cell phone radiation in 


animals. After a three-day review of the study data, they voted to strengthen the conclusions that 


cell phone radiation caused health effects in the cell phone radiation exposed rats and mice. 


Scientific American (https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/new-studies-link-cell-phone


radiation-with-cancer/) and The Nation (https://www.thenation.com/article/how-big-wireless-made


us-think-that-cell-phones-are-safe-a-special-investigation/) both ran stories on the issue along with 


The News and Observer entitling their piece, "Can your cellphone cause cancer? Scientists find 


definitive link in study of rats. (http://www.newsobserver.com/news/business/health


care/article207112454.htmi)" Ira Flatow of Science Friday also featured the scientific conference 


findings in a radio interview "Is There A Cell Phone Link To Cancer? A Definite Maybe" 


(https://www.sciencefriday.com/segments/is-there-a-cell-phone-link-to-cancer-a-definite-


maybe/) on March 30, 2018. 
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The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS), National Toxicology Program 


released a statement about the conclusions of the panel for each endpoint, found here 


(https://ehtrust.org/actions-from-peer-review-of-the-draft-national-toxicology-program-technical


reports-on-cell-phone-radiofrequency-radiation-march-26-28-2018/). NIEHS also wrote an article on 


the March conclusions of "clear evidence" in an article entitled, "NTP cell phone studies - experts 


recommend elevated conclusions (https://factor.niehs.nih.gov/2018/4/ feature/feature-2-cell


phone/index.htm)." See the presentation by NIEHS on DNA damage found in rats and mice. 


(https://ehtrust.org/wp-content/uploads/Evaluation-of-Genotoxicity-of-Cell-Phone-Radiofrequency


Radiation-in-Male-and-f-the-Genot-d-Female-notoxicity-e-Rats-and-y-Ce-d-Mice-ell-Ra-e-Following-g
Subchronic-ncy-c-Exposure-Poster-.pdf) 


The peer review panel voted that the malignant schwannoma tumors found in the heart of male rats 


be scientifically categorized as "clear evidence of carcinogenicity" and that the malignant gliomas 


found in the brain of male rats be categorized as "some evidence of carcinogenicity." In addition, 


they voted that the increased tumors of the adrenal medulla in male rats exposed to the GSM type 


of cell phone radiation be categorized as "some evidence of carcinogenicity;' adding a new type of 


tumor thought to be caused by the exposure. The expert panel advised strengthening the 


conclusions regarding seven different health effects. The panel called attention to statistically 


significant increases in an unusual pattern of cardiomyopathy, or damage to heart tissue, in 


exposed male and female rats. The panel highlighted that in Italy a recent animal study 


(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0013935118300367?via%3Dihub) on 


radiofrequency radiation at much lower radiation levels than the NTP study found the same types of 


rare malignancies. 


In addition to the heart and brain cancers, statistically significant increased numbers of tumors 


were found in other organs at one or more of the exposure levels studied, including the prostate 


gland, pituitary gland, adrenal gland, liver, and pancreas. See the bottom of this release for a full list 


of cancer endpoints. 


"What should happen now is the FDA should be immediately working on developing a quantitative 


risk assessment from this data and in the meantime the FDA, FCC, and other agencies should 


promote precautionary measures for the population-especially for children;' said Ronald Melnick 


PhD, who led the design of the NTP study in his 28-year career as a scientist at the National 


Toxicology Program. Melnick is currently senior advisor to Environmental Health Trust 


(https://ehtrust.org) (EHT). 


"Enough is enough, how many more deaths would be needed before serious action is taken? 


Evidence just continues to accumulate. On March 28, 2018, the external peer reviewers of the 


National Toxicology Program voted to increase the level of evidence for the causal role of 


radiofrequency radiation for several tumors and other negative health effects. It's time for action," 
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commented Annie Sasco MD, DrPH, former Chief of Research Unit of Epidemiology for Cancer 
Prevention at the International Agency for Research on Cancer of the World Health Organization 
and medical advisor to EHT. 


"The NTP study found far more than evidence of cancer. Animals exposed in their lifetimes to the 
same amount of radiation that a human can receive in theirs gave birth to smaller babies with more 
defects in their hearts. What also makes these results especially compelling is the fact that all well
designed studies of people with 10 or more years of exposures to cell phones find higher risks for 


comparable tumors-gliomas and acoustic neuromas. Yet exposures continue to increase every 
day in schools and homes throughout this nation as chi ldren are handed two-way microwave 
radiating devices to use next to their young developing bodies," stated Devra Davis PhD, MPH, 
Visiting Professor of Medicine at Hebrew University and President of Environmental Health Trust, 
who added, "the Ramazzini Study published this week in Environmental Research 


(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/labs/journals/environ-res/new/2018-03-14/) found statistically 


significant increases of the same rare cancers as found in the National Toxicology Program study, 
but at radiation levels significantly lower than those of the NTP. Combined, these two studies 
strengthen the case that this radiation is a carcinogen. Cautionary action is urgently needed to 
reduce exposures for children and the rest of us. The chairman of our Business Advisory Group 


Frank Clegg, former President of Microsoft Canada, has advised: 'I come from a smart industry. Tell 
us what we need to do and we will get it done."' 


This animal evidence, together with the extensive human evidence showing increased risk of gliomas 
of the brain and vestibular schwannomas in humans exposed to prolonged radiofrequency radiation, 
largely from cell phones, especially if the exposure begins at a young age, coupled with a rising 
incidence of brain cancers in young people in the U.S., conclusively confirms that radiofrequency 


radiation is a Category 1 human carcinogen," explains Anthony Miller MD, Professor Emeritus, Dalla 
Lana School of Public Health, University of Toronto, medical advisor to EHT, who has served as an 
advisor to the World Health Organization. 


'The peer reviewers reviewed the tumor data in a transparent scientific process. This landmark U.S. 


government study, in addition to the recently released Italian Ramazzini study, provides the scientific 
evidence governments need to take swift action to protect the public;· said Theodora Scarato, 


Executive Director of EHT who added, 'The rollout of 5G small cells must be halted. Schools need to 


install wired internet networks. Communities should have maintained landlines. Solutions exist such 
as Ethernet and fiber optic networks. Public Health Departments need to initiate public awareness 
campaigns to educate the public on how to reduce exposure. People need to understand just how 


easy it is to use wired connections, instead of wireless radiation, especially at home. Employers need 
to prioritize this issue and make changes in the workplace to limit and minimize workplace 
exposures. We have a responsibility to take action on this issue now.· 


Dr. Marc Arazi stated that he traveled from France 4000 miles to tell the National Toxicology Program 


scientists that the way cell phones are radiation tested do not reflect real human exposure and that 
the exposure levels they used are comparable and in fact lower than radiation exposures people can 
be experiencing from cell phone use. "In terms of actual use, almost all of our mobile phones expose 


us to levels 2 to 10 times higher than the limits allowed by the regulations to protect our health. I say 


this based on government radiation tests conducted between 2012 and 2016 by the French National 
Frequencies Agency on nearly 400 of the best-selling mobile phones in Europe. This issue is at the 
origin of the international health and industrial scandal called Phonegat (https://ehtrust.org/cell
phone-radiation-scandal-french-government-data-indicates-cell-phones-exposeconsumers-radiation


levels-higher-manufacturers-claim/)e. The radiation measurements found in the French tests 


(https://ehtrust.org/france-cell-phone-radiation-tests-make-model-sar-radiation-measurements-379-
phones/) far exceed the exposure levels used in the NTP study. I presented these revelations publicly 


during the Peer Review session in front of the authors of the study and the scientists of the pane. I 


was pleased to hear Dr. John Bucher of the NTP explain to reporters how to reduce radiation 
exposure by keeping the phone at a distance from the body. 
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"This is an important step forward in our understanding. But the NTP study, in my judgement 


substantially underestimates the risk. That is because they used a reverberation exposure chamber 
which lowers the polarization of the electromagnetic field and can also produce substantial amounts 


of destructive interference. Both of these changes decrease biological effects; stated Martin Pall, 
PhD, Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry and Basic Medical Sciences, Washington State University. 


"RFR from wireless devices appears to act as a common toxic exposure similar to other chemical 
toxins and metals. In this increasingly wireless environment, more people will be developing chronic 
diseases. It will take decades (if it is even possible) to sort out the additive contribution of harm from 
wireless technology. Your research indicates that guidelines need to be based on biological cellular 
effects and not thermal effects. Precaution is warranted. Reduction of exposure to RFR is a 
preventative public health measure; stated Cindy Russell, MD of Physicians For Safe Technology 
(https://mdsafetech.org) and author of "Wi-Fi in Schools" 
(https://issuu.com/18621 /docs/bulletin_0415_web/17?e=B664035/12346964) and "A 5G Wireless 


Future: Will It Give Us a Smart Nation or Contribute to An Unhealthy One?" (https://ehtrust.org/13302-


2/). 


The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences webcast of the three-day review will be 
online within days. The NIEHS meeting webpage with powerpoint slide presentations is here. 
(https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/about/org/sep/trpanel/meetings/docs/2018/march/presentations.html) 


RECOMMENDATIONS OF CLASSIFICATION OF CANCERS AND PRE CANCERS In NTP STUDY 


On March 26-28, 2018 the NTP expert peer review panel recommended the following actions 


related to the strength of confidence in the association between the finding and the exposure


NTP's scale (https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/results/pubs/longterm/defs/index.html) of clear evidence, 
some evidence, equivocal evidence, and no evidence. For seven cancer endpoints, the peer review 


recommendations were to increase the level of evidence (noted with a *) They recommended the 
following strength of evidence classifications after a review of the study findings. 


Clear Evidence of Carcinogenic Activity 


• *Increases in malignant schwannoma in the heart in male rats (GSM and CDMA) - clear 


evidence of carcinogenic activity 


Some Evidence of Carcinogenic Activity: The strength of the response Is less than that required for 
clear evidence but is enough to consider it an association. 


• *malignant glioma in the brain in male rats (GSM and CDMA) - some evidence of 
carcinogenic activity 


• *Increases In pheochromocytoma (benign, malignant, or complex combined) In the adrenal 
medulla male rats (GSM) - some evidence of carcinogenic activity 


Equivocal Evidence of Carcinogenic Activity: A marginal increase of neoplasms that maybe related 


to the exposure. 


• Increases In adenoma or carcinoma (combined) in the prostate gland in male rats (GSM and 


CDMA) - equivocal evidence of carcinogenic activity 
• Increases In benign or malignant granular cell tumors in the brain in male rats (GSM) 


equivocal evidence of carcinogenic activity 
• Increases in adenoma in the pars distalis of the pituitary gland In male rats exposed to both 


GSM and CDMA - equivocal evidence of carcinogenic activity 
• Increases In adenoma in the pars distalis of the pituitary gland in male rats CDMA - equivocal 


evidence of carcinogenic activity 
• Increases in pancreatic islet cell adenoma or carcinoma in male rats (GSM) -equivocal 


evidence of carcinogenic activity 
• *Increases In malignant schwannomas in the heart in female rats GSM and CDMA -equivocal 
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evidence of carcinogenic activity 


• Increases in malignant glioma in the brain in female CDMA- equivocal evidence of 
carcinogenic activity 


• Increases in pheochromocytoma (benign, malignant, or complex combined) in the adrenal 
medulla in female rats (CDMA} - equivocal evidence of carcinogenic activity 


Additional Findings: 


• DNA damage was significantly increased in the frontal cortex of male mice (both modulations 
GSM and CDMA), peripheral leukocytes of female mice (CDMA only}, and hippocampus of 
male rats (CDMA only). "These results suggest that exposure to RFR has the potential to 
induce measurable DNA damage under certain exposure conditions;· stated the NTP 
scientists in this PDF of the Genotoxicity findings (https://ehtrust.org/wp
content/uploads/Evaluation-of-Genotoxicity-of-Cell-Phone-Radiofrequency-Radiation-in-Male
and-f-the-Genot-d-Female-notoxicity-e-Rats-and-y-Ce-d-Mice-ell-Ra-e-Following-g-Subchronic
ncy-c-Exposure-Poster-.pdf). 


• Cardiomyopathy of the right ventricle in both male and female exposed animals in both CDMA 
and GSM. 


• Increases in nonneoplastic lesions in the heart, brain, and prostate gland in male rats (GSM 
and CDMA). 


• Increases in nonneoplastic lesions in the heart, thyroid gland, and adrenal gland in female rats 
occurred with exposures to GSM. 


• Increases in nonneoplastic lesions of the brain In females exposed to CDMA. 


* Peer reviewers increased the level of strength of evidence 
(https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/results/pubs/longterm/defs/index.html}from the draft report. 


Click here to download (https://ehtrust.org/wp-content/uploads/EHT-Cell-Phone-Radiation


lnfographic_FINAL-2.pdf) and share an infographic about cell phone radiation and cancer. 


Environmental Health Trust has compiled key documents and resources so you get the information 
you need about the National Toxicology Program Study findings. 


National Toxicology Program Cell Phone Radiation Study Documents 


"NTP cell phone studies - experts recommend elevated conclusions • 


(https://factor.niehs.nih.gov/2018/4/feature/feature-2-cell-phone/ index.htm) NIEHS published article 
on the "clear evidence· of cancer conclusions of the peer review. 


"Statement of the Conclusions of the NIEHS Peer Review· 
(https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/about_ntp/ trpanel/201 8/march/actions20180328_508.pdf) The NIEHS 
NTP issued this two page document that lists the final conclusions of the peer review panel for each 


cancer endpoint. 


NIEHS NTP Webpage with powerpoints of presentations from the peer review meetings, 


(https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/about/org/sep/trpanel/meetings/docs/2018/march/presentations.html)Website 


with Submitted Expert Comments 
(https://ntp.niehs. nih.gov /about/org/sep/trpanel/meetings/ docs/2018/march/index.html) 


Video by NIEHS of the three day March 26-28 2018 peer review meeting that includes all 


presentations and comments. 
(https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/about/org/sep/trpanel/meetings/docs/2018/march/Videos/index.html} 
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Youtube Playlist of excerpts from the three day March 26-28 peer review. 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KQfE3V4p9-


c&list=PLT6DbkXh TGoDCMzMWKamWFXfll 391 Ly4e) 


Full report/presentation by NIEHS on DNA damage found in rats and mice. (https://ehtrust.org/wp


content/uploads/Evaluation-of-Genotoxicity-of-Cell-Phone-Radiofrequency-Radiation-in-Male-and-f


the-Genot-d-Female-notoxicity-e-Rats-and-y-Ce-d-Mice-ell-Ra-e-Following-g-Subchronic-ncy-c


Exposure-Poster-.pdf)Note: This information was presented in 2017 at a conference and found via a 


public information request. 


The Peer Review panel of experts for the NTP technical Report See it here 


(https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov /ntp/about_ntp/trpanel/2018/march/roster _20180328_508.pdf) 


Draft Technical Reports NTP Rat Report: Studies of Cell Phone Radiofrequency Radiation (Rats), 


(https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/about_ntp/trpanel/2018/march/tr595peerdraft.pdf)NTP Mice Report: 


Studies of Cell Phone Radiofrequency Radiation (Mice) 


(https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/about_ntp/trpanel/201 8/march/tr596peerdraft.pdf) 


National Institute of Health Press Materials 


2/1/2018 NIEHS Press Release "High Exposure to Radiofrequency Radiation Linked to Tumor Activity 


in Male Rats" (https://www.niehs.nih.gov/news/newsroom/releases/2018/february2/index.cfm) 


***Statement on conclusions of the peer review meeting by NIEHS, released after external peer 


review meeting. 


(https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/about_ntp/trpanel/2018/march/actions20180328_508.pdf) 


NEWS STORIES 


New Studies Link Cell Phone Radiation with Cancer, 


(https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/new-studies-link-cell-phone-radiation-with


cancer /)Scientific American March 29, 2018 


Can cellphones really cause cancer?, Pittsburgh (KDKA) 


(http://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2018/03/29/ can-cellphones-cause-cancer/) 


Findings of cancer in rodents exposed to cell-phone-like radiation draws crowd to RTP 


(http://www.cbs17.com/news/findings-of-cancer-in-rodents-exposed-to-cell-phone-like-radiat ion


draws-crowd-to-rtp/1086391625), CBS News 


"Can your cellphone cause cancer? Scientists find definitive link in study of rats" 


(http://www.newsobserver.com/news/business/health-care/article207112454.html) The News and 


Observer March 28, 2018 


"Researchers find the cellphone-cancer risk is higher than originally thought" 


(https://www.theblaze.com/news/2018/03/30/researchers-find-the-cellphone-cancer-risk-is-higher


than-originally-thought) The Blaze March 30, 2018 
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The Nation: How Big Wireless Made Us Think That Cell Phones Are Safe: A Special Investigation: 
The disinformation campaign-and massive radiation Increase-behind the 5G rollout 
(https://www.thenation.com/article/how-big-wireless-made-us-think-that-cell-phones-are-safe-a


special-investigation/). By Mark Hertsgaard and Mark Dowle, The Nation, March 29, 2018 


On Point WBUR NPR Interview "Big Tobacco lied about cigarettes. Is Big Wireless lying about cell 
phones? We'll look at the cancer-cell phone connection." 
{http://www.wbur.org/onpoint/2018/04/05/cell-phones-cancer-connection) 


New Study Links Cancer to Cell Phone Use, (https://www.nbcdfw.com/news/health/New-Study-Links
Cancer-to-Cell-Phone-Use-478243173.html) NBC DFW March 28, 2018 


Advocates for Tougher RFR Standards Welcome Expert Views, (https://ehtrust.org/tr-daily
advocates-for-tougher-rfr-standards-welcome-expert-views/) Paul Kirby, Senior Editor, TRDaily 


·we now have the first clear evidence cell phone radiation can cause cancer in rats" 
(https://qz.com/124186 7 /cell-phone-radiation-can-cause-cancer-in-rats-according-to-the-flnai
results-of-a-us-government-study /)Quartz, March 30, 2018 


"Is There A Cell Phone Link To Cancer? A Definite Maybe" 
(https://www.sciencefriday.com/segments/is-there-a-cell-phone-link-to-cancer-a-deflnite-maybe/) 
Science Friday Radio 7:56 Minute Radio, March 30, 2018 


Cell Phone Radiation Linked to Cancer in New Studies (https://interestingengineering.com/cell
phone-radiation-linked-to-cancer-in-new-studies), Interesting Engineering, April 1, 2018 


Article tags: cell phone radiation (https://ehtrust.org/tag/cell·phone-radiation/), cell phones and brain cancer 


(https://ehtrust.org/tag/cell·phones·and·brain·cancer/), national toxicology program (https://ehtrust.org/tag/national


toxicology·program/) 
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Radiation concerns halt Brussels 
5G development, for now 
Monday, 01 April 2019 10:54 


©Belga 
Plans for a pilot project to provide high-speed 5G wireless internet 
in Brussels have been halted due to fears for the health of citizens, 
according to reports. 
In July, the government concluded an agreement with three telecom 


I 


operators to relax the strict radiation standards in Brussels. But according to 
the Region, it is now impossible to estimate the radiation from the antennas 


required for the service. 


"I cannot welcome such technology if the radiation standards, which must 


protect the citizen, are not respected, 5G or not," Environment minister 


Celine Fremault (CDH) told Bruzz. "The people of Brussels are not guinea 
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pigs whose health I can sell at a profit. We cannot leave anything to doubt," 


she added. 


A pilot project is not feasible with the current radiation standards, and 


Fremault told Bruzz that she does not intend to make an exception. 


The Brussels region has particularly strict radiation standards for telecom 


applications. The standard of 6 volts per metre has already led to problems in 


the past with providing fast mobile internet via 4G in the capital. 


Last week, the various governments in Belgium once again failed to reach 


,agreement on the auctioning of the 5G licences. The file remains stuck on the 


distribution of the proceeds. It will be up to the next. government to handle 


the proposal, said Telecom Minister Philippe De Backer (Open VLD) last 


week. 


The Brussels Times 


More Stories 
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How Big Wireless Made Us Think 
That Cell Phones Are Safe: A 
Special Investigation 
The disinformation campaign-and massive 
radiation increase-behind the 5G rollout. 
By Mark Hertsgaard and Mark Dowie March 29, 2018 


Illustration by Don Carroll. 


Things didn't end well between George Carlo and Tom Wheeler; the last time 


the two met face-to-face, Wheeler had security guards escort Carlo off the 


premises. As president of the Cellular Telecommunications and Internet 
Association (CTIA), Wheeler was the wireless industry's point man in 
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Washington. Carlo was the scientist handpicked by Wheeler to defuse a 


public-relations crisis that threatened to strangle his infant industry in its 


crib. This was back in 1993, when there were only six cell-phone 
subscriptions for every 100 adults in the United States. But industry 


executives were looking forward to a booming future. 


Listen to Mark Hertsgaard on the Start Making Sense podcast. 


Remarkably, cell phones had been allowed onto the US consumer market a 


decade earlier without any government safety testing. Now, some customers 


and industry workers were being diagnosed with cancer. In January 1993, 


David Rey_nard sued the NEC America Com;nanY-, claiming that his wife's NEC 


phone caused her lethal brain tumor. After Reynard appeared on national TV, 


the story went viral. A congressional subcommittee announced an 


investigation; investors began dumping their cell-phone stocks; and Wheeler 


and the CTIA swung into action. 


A week later, Wheeler announced that his industry would pay for a 


comprehensive research program. Cell phones were already safe, Wheeler 


told reporters; the new research would simply "re-validate the findings of the 


existing studies." 


George Carlo seemed like a good bet to fulfill Wheeler's mission. He was an 


epidemiologist who also had a law degree, and he'd conducted studies for 


other controversial industries. After a study funded by Dow Corning, Carlo 


had declared that breast implants posed only minimal health risks. With 


chemical-industry funding, he had concluded that low levels of dioxin, the 


chemical behind the Agent Orange scandal, were not dangerous. In 1995, 


Carlo began directing the industry-financed Wireless Technology Research 


project (WTR), whose eventual budget of $28.5 million made it the best


funded investigation of cell-phone safety to date. 
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Outside critics soon came to suspect that Carlo would be the front man for an 


industry whitewash. They cited his dis:uute with Henzy.: Lai, a professor of 


biochemistry at the University of Washington, over a study that Lai had 


conducted examining whether cell-phone radiation could damage DNA. In 


1999, Carlo and the WTR's general counsel sent a letter to the university's 


president urging that Lai be fired for his alleged violation of research 


protocols. Lai accused the WTR of tampering with his experiment's results. 


Both Carlo and Lai deny the other's accusations. 


Critics also attacked what they regarded as the slow pace of WTR research. 


The WTR was merely "a confidence game" designed to placate the public but 


stall real research, according to Louis Slesin, editor of the trade publication 


Microwave News. "By dangling a huge amount of money in front of the cash


starved [scientific] community," Slesin argued, "Carlo guaranteed silent 


obedience. Anyone who dared complain risked being cut off from his 


millions." Carlo denies the allegation. 


Current Issue Whatever Carlo's motives might have been, 


the documented fact is that he and Wheeler 


would eventually clash bitterly over the 


WTR's findings, which Carlo presented to 


wireless-industry leaders on February 9, 


1999. By that date, the WTR had 


commissioned more than so original studies 


and reviewed many more. Those studies 


raised "serious questions" about cell-phone 


safety, Carlo told a closed-door meeting of 


the CTIA's board of directors, whose 


members included the CEOs or top officials 


of the industry's 32 leading companies, 


including Apple, AT&T, and Motorola. 
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Carlo sent letters to each of the industry's chieftains on October 7, 1999, 


reiterating that the WfR's research had found the following: "The risk of rare 
neuro-epithelial tumors on the outside of the brain was more than doubled ... 
in cell phone users"; there was an apparent "correlation between brain 


tumors occurring on the right side of the head and the use of the phone on the 
right side of the head"; and "the ability of radiation from a phone's antenna to 
cause functional genetic damage [was] definitely positive .... " 


Carlo urged the CEOs to do the right thing: give consumers "the information 
they need to make an informed judgment about how much of this unknown 


risk they wish to assume," especially since some in the industry had 
"repeatedly and falsely claimed that wireless phones are safe for all 
consumers including children." 


The World Health Organization classifies cell-phone radiation as a 


"possible" carcinogen. 


The very next day, a livid Tom Wheeler began publicly trashing Carlo to the 


media. In a letter he shared with the CEOs, Wheeler told Carlo that the CTIA 


was "certain that you have never provided CTIA with the studies you 
mention"-an apparent effort to shield the industry from liability in the 


lawsuits that had led to Carlo's hiring in the first place. Wheeler charged 
further that the studies had not been published in peer-reviewed journals, 


casting doubt on their validity. 


Wheeler's tactics succeeded in dousing the controversy. Although Carlo had 
in fact repeatedly briefed Wheeler and other senior industry officials on the 
studies, which had indeed undergone peer review and would soon be 


published, reporters on the technology beat accepted Wheeler's discrediting 


of Carlo and the WfR's findings. (Wheeler would go on to chair the Federal 


Communications Commission, which regulates the wireless industry. He 
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agreed to an interview for this article but then put all of his remarks off the 


record, with one exception: his statement that he has always taken scientific 
guidance from the US Food and Drug Administration, which, he said, "has 
concluded, 'the weight of scientific evidence had not linked cell phones with 


any health problems."') 


Why, after such acrimony, Carlo was allowed to make one last appearance 


before the CTIA board is a mystery. Whatever the reason, Carlo flew to New 
Orleans in February 2000 for the wireless industry's annual conference, 


where he submitted the WTR' s final re12ort to the CTIA board. According to 


Carlo, Wheeler made sure that none of the hundreds of journalists covering 
the event could get anywhere near him. 


When Carlo arrived, he was met by two seriously muscled men in plain 


clothes; the larger of the two let drop that he had recently left the Secret 
Service. The security men steered Carlo into a holding room, where they 
insisted he remain until his presentation. When summoned, Carlo found 


roughly 70 of the industry's top executives waiting for him in silence. Carlo 


had spoken a mere 10 minutes when Wheeler abruptly stood, extended a 


hand, and said, "Thank you, George." The two muscle men then ushered the 


scientist to a curbside taxi and waited until it pulled away. 


In the years to come, the WTR's cautionary findings would be replicated by 


numerous other scientists in the United States and around the world, leading 


the World Health Organization in 2011 to classify cell-phone radiation as a 


"possible" human carcinogen and the governments of Great Britain, France, 


and Israel to issue strong warnings on cell-phone use by children. But as the 


taxi carried Carlo to Louis Armstrong International Airport, the scientist 


wondered whether his relationship with the industry might have turned out 


differently if cell phones had been safety-tested before being allowed onto the 


consumer market, before profit took precedence over science. But it was too 
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late: Wheeler and his fellow executives had made it clear, Carlo told The 
Nation, that "they would do what they had to do to protect their industry, but 


they were not of a mind to protect consumers or public health." 


This article does not argue that cell phones and other wireless technologies 


are necessarily dangerous; that is a matter for scientists to decide. Rather, the 


focus here is on the global industry behind cell phones-and the industry's 


long campaign to make people believe that cell phones are safe. 


As happened earlier with Big Tobacco and Big Oil, the wireless 
industry's own scientists privately warned about the risks. 


That campaign has plainly been a success: 95 out of every 100 adult 


Americans now own a cell phone; globally, three out of four adults have cell


phone access, with sales increasing every year. The wireless industry is now 


one of the fastest-growing on Earth and one of the biggest, boasting annual 


sales of $440 billion in 2016. 


Carlo's story underscores the need for caution, however, particularly since it 


evokes eerie parallels with two of the most notorious cases of corporate 


deception on record: the campaigns by the tobacco and fossil-fuel industries 


to obscure the dangers of smoking and climate change, respectively. Just as 


tobacco executives were privately told by their own scientists (in the 1960s) 


that smoking was deadly, and fossil-fuel executives were privately told by 


their own scientists (in the 1980s) that burning oil, gas, and coal would cause 


a "catastrophic" temperature rise, so Carlo's testimony reveals that wireless 


executives were privately told by their own scientists (in the 1990s) that cell 


phones could cause cancer and genetic damage. 


Carlo's October 7, 1999, letters to wireless-industry CEOs are the smoking


gun equivalent of the November 12,...1.9..82., memo that M.B. Glaser, Exxon's 


manager of environmental-affairs programs, sent to company executives 
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explaining that burning oil, gas, and coal could raise global temperatures by a 
destabilizing 3 degrees Celsius by 2100. For the tobacco industry, Carlo's 
letters are akin to the 19.fu)_proposal that a Brown & Williamson executive 
wrote for countering anti-tobacco advocates. "Doubt is our product," the 
memo declared. "It is also the means of establishing a controversy ... at the 
public level." 


Like their tobacco and fossil-fuel brethren, wireless executives have chosen 
not to publicize what their own scientists have said about the risks of their 
products. On the contrary, the industry-in America, Europe, and Asia-has 


spent untold millions of dollars in the past 25 years proclaiming that science 
is on its side, that the critics are quacks, and that consumers have nothing to 
fear. This, even as the industry has worked behind the scenes-again like its 


Big Tobacco counterpart-to deliberately addict its customers. Just as 
cigarette companies added nicotine to hook smokers, so have wireless 
companies designed cell phones to deliver a jolt of dopamine with each swipe 


of the screen. 


This Nation investigation reveals that the wireless industry not only made the 
same moral choices that the tobacco and fossil-fuel industries did; it also 


borrowed from the same public-relations playbook those industries 
pioneered. The playbook's key insight is that an industry doesn't have to win 


the scientific argument about safety; it only has to keep the argument going. 
That amounts to a win for the industry, because the apparent lack of certainty 
helps to reassure customers, even as it fends off government regulations and 


lawsuits that might pinch profits. 


Central to keeping the scientific argument going is making it appear that not 


all scientists agree. Again like the tobacco and fossil-fuel industries, the 
wireless industry has "war gamed" science, as a Motorola internal memo in 


1994 phrased it. War-gaming science involves playing offense as well as 
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defense: funding studies friendly to the industry while attacking studies that 


raise questions; placing industry-friendly experts on advisory bodies like the 


World Health Organization; and seeking to discredit scientists whose views 
depart from the industry's. 


Funding friendly research has perhaps been the most important component 


of this strategy, because it conveys the impression that the scientific 


community truly is divided. Thus, when studies have linked wireless radiation 


to cancer or genetic damage-as Carlo's WTR did in 1999; as the WHO's 
Inter12hone studY- did in 2010; and as the US National ToxicologY.: Program 


did in 2016-industry spokespeople can point out, accurately, that other 


studies disagree. "[T]he overall balance of the evidence" gives no cause for 


alarm, asserted Jack Rowley, research and sustainability director for the 
Groupe Special Mobile Association (GSMA), Europe's wireless trade 


association, .s.peaking to re12orters about the WHO's findings. 


A closer look reveals the industry's sleight of hand. When Henry Lai, the 


professor whom Carlo tried to get fired, analyzed 326 safety-related studies 
completed between 1990 and 2005, he learned that 56 percent found a 


biological effect from cell-phone radiation and 44 percent did not; the 
scientific community apparently was split. But when Lai recategorized the 


studies according to their funding sources, a different picture emerged: 67 


percent of the independently funded studies found a biological effect, while a 


mere 28 percent of the industry-funded studies did. Lai' s findings were 


replicated by a 2ooz analY-sis in Environmental Health PersJl.ectives that 


concluded industry-funded studies were two and a half times less likely than 


independent studies to find a health effect. 


One key player has not been swayed by all this wireless-friendly research: the 
insurance industry. The Nation has not been able to find a single insurance 


company willing to sell a product-liability policy that covered cell-phone 
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radiation. "Why would we want to do that?" one executive chuckled before 
pointing to more than two dozen lawsuits outstanding against wireless 


companies, demanding a total of $i.9 billion in damages. Some judges have 
affirmed such lawsuits, including ajudge in ItalY- who refused to allow 


industry:-funded research as evidence. 


Even so, the industry's neutralizing of the safety issue has opened the door to 


the biggest, most hazardous prize of all: the proposed revolutionary 


transformation of society dubbed the "Internet of Things." Lauded as a 
gigantic engine of economic growth, the Internet of Things will not only 


connect people through their smartphones and computers but will connect 
those devices to a customer's vehicles and home appliances, even their baby's 
diapers-all at speeds faster than can currently be achieved. 


Billions of cell-phone users have been subjected to a public-health 
experiment without informed consent. 


There is a catch, though: The Internet of Things will require augmenting 
today's 4G technology with 5G, thus "massively increasing" the general 


population's exposure to radiation, according to a.petition signed by.....23.6 
scientists worldwide who have published more than 2,000 peer-reviewed 


studies and represent "a significant portion of the credentialed scientists in 
the radiation research field," according to Joel Moskowitz, the director of the 


Center for Family and Community Health at the University of California, 


Berkeley, who helped circulate the petition. Nevertheless, like cell phones, 5G 


technology is on the verge of being introduced without pre-market safety 


testing. 


Lack of definitive proof that a technology is harmful does not mean the 


technology is safe, yet the wireless industry has succeeded in selling this 


logical fallacy to the world. In truth, the safety of wireless technology has 
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been an unsettled question since the industry's earliest days. The upshot is 
that, over the past 30 years, billions of people around the world have been 
subjected to a massive public-health experiment: Use a cell phone today, find 
out later if it causes cancer or genetic damage. Meanwhile, the wireless 


industry has obstructed a full and fair understanding of the current science, 
aided by government agencies that have prioritized commercial interests over 
human health and news organizations that have failed to inform the public 
about what the scientific community really thinks. In other words, this 


public-health experiment has been conducted without the informed consent 
of its subjects, even as the industry keeps its thumb on the scale. 


"The absence of absolute proof does not mean the absence of risk," Annie 
Sasco, the former director of epidemiology for cancer prevention at France's 


National Institute of Health and Medical Research, told the attendees of the 
2012 Childhood Cancer conference. "The younger one starts using cell 


phones, the higher the risk," Sasco continued, urging a public-education 


effort to inform parents, politicians, and the press about children's 
exceptional susceptibility. 


For adults and children alike, the process by which wireless radiation may 


cause cancer remains uncertain, but it is thought to be indirect. Wireless 


radiation has been shown to damage the blood-brain barrier, a vital defense 
mechanism that shields the brain from carcinogenic chemicals elsewhere in 
the body (resulting, for example, from secondhand cigarette smoke). Wireless 


radiation has also been shown to interfere with DNA re:glication, a proven 


progenitor of cancer. In each of these cases, the risks are higher for children: 
Their skulls, being smaller, absorb more radiation than adults' skulls do, 
while children's longer life span increases their cumulative exposure. 


The wireless industry has sought to downplay concerns about cell phones' 


safety, and the Federal Communications Commission has followed its 
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example. In 1996, the FCC established cell-phone safety levels based on 
"specific absorption rate," or SAR. Phones were required to have a SAR of t.6 
watts or less per kilogram of body weight. In 2013, the American Academy_of 


Pediatrics advised the FCC that its guidelines "do not account for the unique 
vulnerability and use patterns specific to pregnant women and children." 


Nevertheless, the FCC has declined to update its standards. 


The FCC has granted the industry's wishes so often that it qualifies as a 


"captured agency," argued journalist Norm Alster in a report that Harvard 


University's Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics published in 2015. The FCC 


allows cell-phone manufacturers to self-report SAR levels, and does not 
independently test industry claims or require manufacturers to display the 


SAR level on a phone's packaging. "Industry controls the FCC through a soup


to-nuts stranglehold that extends from its well-placed campaign spending in 


Congress through its control of the FCC's congressional oversight committees 


to its persistent agency lobbying," Alster wrote. He also quoted the CTIA 
website praising the FCC for "its light regulatory touch." 


The revolving-door syndrome that characterizes so many industries and 


federal agencies reinforces the close relationship between the wireless 


industry and the FCC. Just as Tom Wheeler went from running the CTIA 


(1992- 2004) to chairing the FCC (2013-2017), Meredith Atwell Baker went 


from FCC commissioner (2009-2011) to the presidency of the CTIA (2014 


through today). To ensure its access on Capitol Hill, the wireless industry 


made $26 million in campaign contributions in 2016, according to the Center 
for Responsive Politics, and spent $87 million on lobbying in 2017. 


Neutralizing the safety issue has been an ongoing imperative because the 


research keeps coming, much of it from outside the United States. But the 


industry's European and Asian branches have, like their US counterpart, 


zealously war-gamed the science, spun the news coverage, and thereby 
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warped the public perception of their products' safety. 


The WHO began to study the health effects of electric- and magnetic-field 


radiation (EMF) in 1996 under the direction of Michael Repacholi, an 


Australian biophysicist. Although Repacholi claimed on disclosure forms that 


he was "independent" of corporate influence, in fact Motorola had funded his 


research: While Repacholi was director of the WHO's EMF program, 


Motorola paid $so,ooo a year to his former employer, the Royal Adelaide 


Hospital, which then transferred the money to the WHO program. When 
journalists exposed the payments, Repacholi denied that there was anything 


untoward about them because Motorola had not paid him personally. 
Eventually, Motorola's payments were bundled with other industry 
contributions and funneled through the Mobile and Wireless Forum, a trade 


association that gave the WHO's program $150,000 annually. In 1999, 


Repacholi helped engineer a WHO statement that "EMF exposures below the 
limits recommended in international guidelines do not appear to have any 
known consequence on health." 


Two wireless trade associations contributed $4. 7 million to the Inter12hone 


studY- launched by the WHO's International Agency for Cancer Research in 
2000. That $4·7 million represented 20 percent of the $24 million budget for 


the Interphone study, which convened 21 scientists from 13 countries to 


explore possible links between cell phones and two common types of brain 


tumor: glioma and meningioma. The money was channeled through a 


"firewall" mechanism intended to prevent corporate influence on the IACR' s 


findings, but whether such firewalls work is debatable. "Industry sponsors 


know [which scientists] receive funding; sponsored scientists know who 


provides funding," Dariusz Leszczynski, an adjunct professor of biochemistry 


at the University of Helsinki, has explained. 


The FCC grants the wireless industry's wishes so often that it 
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qualifies as a "captured agency." 


To be sure, the industry could not have been pleased with some of the 


lnter12hone studJ.:'s conclusions. The study found that the heaviest cell-phone 


users were 80 12ercent more likelY- to develoILglioma. (The initial finding of 40 


percent was increased to 80 to correct for selection bias.) The Interphone 


study also concluded that individuals who had owned a cell phone for 10 


years or longer saw their risk of glioma increase by nearly 120 percent. 


However, the study did not find any increased risk for individuals who used 


their cell phones less frequently; nor was there evidence of any connection 
with meningioma. 


When the Interphone conclusions were released in 2010, industry 
spokespeople blunted their impact by deploying what experts on lying call 


"creative truth-telling." "Interphone's conclusion of no overall increased risk 
of brain cancer is consistent with conclusions reached in an already large 


body of scientific research on this subject," John Walls, the vice president for 
public affairs at the CTIA, told re12orters. The wiggle word here is "overall": 


Since some of the Interphone studies did not find increased brain-cancer 
rates, stipulating "overall" allowed Walls to ignore those that did. The 


misleading spin confused enough news organizations that their coverage of 


the Interphone study was essentially reassuring to the industry's customers. 
The Wall Street Journal announced "Cell Phone Study Sends Fuzzy Signal on 


Cancer Risk," while the BBC's headline declared: "No Proof of Mobile Cancer 
Risk." 


The industry's $4·7 million contribution to the WHO appears to have had its 


most telling effect in May 2011, when the WHO convened scientists in Lyon, 


France, to discuss how to classify the cancer risk posed by cell phones. The 


industry not only secured "observer" status at Lyon for three of its trade 


associations; it placed two industry-funded experts on the working group that 
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would debate the classification, as well as additional experts among the 
"invited specialists" who advised the group. 


4/2/19, 12:50 PM 


Niels Kuster, a Swiss engineer, initially filed a conflict-of-interest statement 


affirming only that his research group had taken money from "various 


governments, scientific institutions and corporations." But after Kuster co
authored a summary of the WHO's findings in The Lancet Oncology, the 


medical journal issued a correction expanding on Kuster's conflict-of-interest 
statement, noting payments from the Mobile Manufacturers Forum, 


Motorola, Ericsson, Nokia, Samsung, Sony, GSMA, and Deutsche Telekom. 


Nevertheless, Kuster participated in the entire 10 days of deliberations. 


The industry also mounted a campaign to discredit Lennart Hardell, a 


Swedish professor of oncology serving on the working group. Hardell's 


studies, which found an increase in gliomas and acoustic neuromas in long


term cell-phone users, were some of the strongest evidence that the group 
was considering. 


Hardell had already attracted the industry's displeasure back in 2002, when 


he began arguing that children shouldn't use cell phones. Two scientists with 


industry ties quickly published a repmi with the Swedish Radiation Authority 


dismissing Hardell's research. His detractors were John D. Boice and Joseph 


K. McLaughlin of the International Epidemiology Institute, a company that 


provided "Litigation Support" and "Corporate Counseling" to various 


industries, according to its website. Indeed, at the very time Boice and 


McLaughlin were denigrating Hardell's work, the institute was providing 


expert-witness services to Motorola in a brain-tumor lawsuit against the 


company. 


The wireless industry didn't get the outcome that it wanted at Lyon, but it did 


limit the damage. A number of the working group's scientists had favored 
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increasing the classification of cell phones to Category 2.A., a "probable" 


carcinogen; but in the end,..:the_g[Qllp could onlY- agree on an increase to 2B, a 
"possible" carcinogen. 


That result enabled the industry to continue proclaiming that there was no 
scientifically established proof that cell phones are dangerous. Jack Rowley of 


the GSMA trade association said that "interpretation should be based on the 
overall balance of the evidence." Once again, the slippery word "overall" 


downplayed the significance of scientific research that the industry didn't 
like. 


Industry-funded scientists had been pressuring their colleagues for a decade 
by then, according to Leszczynski, another member of the Lyon working 


group. Leszczynski was an assistant professor at Harvard Medical School 
when he first experienced such pressure, in 1999. He had wanted to 
investigate the effects of radiation levels higher than the SAR levels permitted 


by government, hypothesizing that this might better conform to real-world 


practices. But when he proposed the idea at scientific meetings, Leszcwski 
said, it was shouted down by Mays Swicord, Joe Elder, and C.K. Chou
scientists who worked for Motorola. As Leszczynski recalled, "It was a normal 


occurrence at scientific meetings-and I attended really a lot of them-that 


whenever [a] scientist reported biological effects at SAR over [government


approved levels], the above-mentioned industry scientists, singularly or as a 


group, jumped up to the microphone to condemn and to discredit the 


results." 


Years later, a studY- that Leszczynski described as a "game changer" 


discovered that even phones meeting government standards, which in Europe 


were a SAR of 2.0 watts per kilogram, could deliver exponentially higher peak 


radiation levels to certain skin and blood cells. (SAR levels reached a 


staggering 40 watts per kilogram-20 times higher than officially permitted.) 
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In other words, the official safety levels masked dramatically higher 


exposures in hot spots, but industry-funded scientists obstructed research on 
the health impacts. 


"Everyone knows that if your research results show that radiation 
has effects, the funding flow dries up." -Dariusz Leszczynski, 
adjunct professor of biochemistry at the University of Helsinki 


"Everyone knows that if your research results show that radiation has effects, 
the funding flow dries up," Leszczynski said in an interview in 2011. Sure 


enough, the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority of Finland, where 


Leszczynski had a long career, discontinued research on the biological effects 
of cell phones and discharged him a year later. 


According to scientists involved in the process, the WHO may decide later 
this year to reconsider its categorization of the cancer risk posed by cell 


phones; the WHO itself told The Nation that before making any such 


decision, it will review the final report of the National Toxicology Program, a 


US government initiative. The results reported by: the NTP in 2016 seem to 
strengthen the case for increasing the assessment of cell-phone radiation to a 


"probable" or even a "known" carcinogen. Whereas the WHO's Interphone 


study compared the cell-phone usage of people who had contracted cancer 


with that of people who hadn't, the NTP study exposed rats and mice to cell


phone radiation and observed whether the animals got sick. 


"There is a carcinogenic effect," announced Ron Melnick, the designer of the 


study. Male rats exposed to cell-phone radiation developed cancer at a 


substantially higher rate, though the same effect was not seen in female rats. 


Rats exposed to radiation also had lower birth rates, higher infant mortality, 


and more heart problems than those in the control group. The cancer effect 


occurred in only a small percentage of the rats, but that small percentage 
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could translate into a massive amount of human cancers. "Given the 
extremely large number of people who use wireless communications devices, 


even a very small increase in the incidence of disease ... could have broad 
implications for public health," the NTP's draft report explained. 


But this was not the message that media coverage of the NTP study conveyed, 


as the industry blanketed reporters with its usual "more research is needed" 


spin. "SeriouslY-, sto12 with the irres12onsible re12orting on cell 12hones and 


cancer," demanded a Vox headline. "Don't Believe the HY-_Pe," urged The 
Washington Post. Newsweek, for its part, stated the NTP's findings in a 


single 12aragra12h, then devoted the rest of the article to an argument for why 


they should be ignored. 


The NTP study was to be peer-reviewed at a meeting on March 26-28, amid 


signs that the program's leadership is pivoting to downplay its findings. The 


NTP had issued a public-health warning when the study's early results were 


released in 2016. But when the NTP released essentially the same data in 


February 2018, John Bucher, the senior scientist who directed the study, 


announced in a telephone press conference that "I don't think this is a high


risk situation at all," partly because the study had exposed the rats and mice 


to higher levels of radiation than a typical cell-phone user experienced. 


Microwave News's Slesin speculated on potential explanations for the NTP's 


apparent backtracking: new leadership within the program, where a former 


drug-company executive, Brian Berridge, now runs the day-to-day 


operations; pressure from business-friendly Republicans on Capitol Hill and 


from the US military, whose weapons systems rely on wireless radiation; and 


the anti-science ideology of the Trump White House. The question now: Will 


the scientists doing the peer review endorse the NTP's newly ambivalent 


perspective, or challenge it? 
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The scientific evidence that cell phones and wireless technologies in general 
can cause cancer and genetic damage is not definitive, but it is abundant and 


has been increasing over time. Contrary to the impression that most news 


coverage has given the public, 90 percent of the 200 existing studies included 


in the National Institutes of Health's PubMed database on the oxidative 


effects of wireless radiation-its tendency to cause cells to shed electrons, 
which can lead to cancer and other diseases-have found a significant impact, 


according to a survey of the scientific literature conducted by Henry Lai. 
Seventy-two percent of neurological studies and 64 percent of DNA studies 
have also found effects. 


The wireless industry's determination to bring about the Internet of Things, 


despite the massive increase in radiation exposure this would unleash, raises 
the stakes exponentially. Because 5G radiation can only travel short 


distances, antennas roughly the size of a pizza box will have to be installed 


approximately every 250 feet to ensure connectivity. "Industry is going to 
need hundreds of thousands, maybe millions, of new antenna sites in the 


United States alone," said Moskowitz, the UC Berkeley researcher. "So people 


will be bathed in a smog of radiation 24/7." 


There is an alternative approach, rooted in what some scientists and ethicists 
call the "precautionary principle," which holds that society doesn't need 


absolute proof of hazard to place limits on a given technology. If the evidence 


is sufficiently solid and the risks sufficiently great, the precautionary principle 


calls for delaying the deployment of that technology until further research 


clarifies its impacts. The scientists' 12etition discussed earlier urges 
government regulators to apply the precautionary principle to 5G technology. 


Current safety guidelines "protect industry-not health," contends the 


petition, which "recommend[s] a moratorium on the roll-out of [5G] ... until 


potential hazards for human health and the environment have been fully 


investigated by scientists independent from industry." 
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No scientist can say with certainty how many wireless-technology users are 


likely to contract cancer, but that is precisely the point: We simply don't 
know. Nevertheless, we are proceeding as if we do lmowthe risk, and that the 
risk is vanishingly small. Meanwhile, more and more people around the 


world, including countless children and adolescents, are getting addicted to 


cell phones every day, and the shift to radiation-heavy 5G technology is 


regarded as a fait accompli. Which is just how Big Wireless likes it. 
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Harry Vere Lehmann 
Principal Attorney 


Law Offices of Harry V. Lehmann PC 
4 Vineyard Court 


Novato, California 94947 


April 2, 2019 


TO: Lane County Board of Comissioners 


FR: Harry Lehmann 


RE: SG Science, Government Liability 
and The Long Con 


Dear Commissioners Bozievich, Farr, Berney, Sorenson and Buch 


Area Code 415 
Telephone: 897-2121 
Facsimile: 898-6959 


I am in-a break between appearances in Court in California. This letter is a ten minute 
piece, best I can do, but will include elements from other documents, admittedly pasted in 
quickly, but you will find the data well authenticated. Most important, please see the letter 
from Dr. Golomb, a full Professor at the University of California School of Medicine, San 
Diego, which references more than 360 sources to the same effect, non-ionizing microwave 
radiation is dangerous to health. I personally lost four people from my circle of friends and 
colleagues, one of which was my most trusted friend, which propelled. me into this area of 
study several years ago. I am an unimportant trial lawyer from California, but a science and 
engineering lawyer by background and would not write were the science not strong. The 
enclosed February 21, 2019 letter to our Board of Supervisors of the County of Marin is the 
most thorough compact summary of.the EMF issues, including SG and governmental liability 
currently known to me. I am familiar with Eugene as our daughter is a Duck. 


Knowing thatthe enclosed is thick, mostly with scientific citation, my purpose with 
this cover letter is to outline some key points in a condensed way. 


The 9th Circuit Cases 


The law on this subject is the subject of inten~e litigation in the 9th Circuit, transferred 
from the 101


\ which will decide whether FCC has the legal capacity to seize your County's 
property. No appli.cations should be granted, due to uncertainty alone, until that matter is 
decided. I cannot take the time for full citation but will provide later if asked. 


The Long Con 


All of us, including myself, have been the recipients of a Long Con by the Cellular 
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Telephone.Industry Association. For clear and convincing data on this point, well-researched 
history, see the March 29, 2018 edition of The Nation magazine, here is the link to the article 
which describes this advertizing history: 


https://www.thenation.com/article/how-big-wireless-made-us-thi.Pk-that-cell-phones-are-safe 
-a.,special-investigation/ 


For further data showing the industry intentionally, using this very term, tried to 'war 
game' the scientific.work of Dr. Henry Lai, who first proved DNA damage from cellular 
radiation, conduct an Internet search for: "Dr. Henry Lai Seattle Magazine" . I regret that the 
ten minutes I can take to paste this tog~ther for Lane County doesn't ~llow full discussion. 


The Science 


The industry's position is that living tissue cannot be damaged by the non-ionizing 
radiation from cellular devices, essentially they pitch that: "Non-ionizing radiation does 
not have sufficient power to displace an electron from its shell. Ther<~fore it is 
impossible as a matter of well-understood physics for microwave radiation to cause 
any direct f!On-thermal ionic effect (meaning directly caus~d chemical change) in 
tissue." To understand the industry argument it is necessary to remember valence 
from our high school chemistry classes. I hope scientists who read this, challenging 
or not, will feel that the industry point, which is the basis for the FCC safety 
standards, has been fairly stated below: 


1) The involved non-ionizing radiation does not have the ability to cause an 
electron to jump shell, so that: 


2) Since an electron cannot be forced from shell, there is no change ·in the ratio 
between protons and electrons in the involved atoms, which ratio, in chemistry, 
is 'valence.' 


3) Iftliere is no change in val~pce ratio, ther~ is no possibility of forced ionic 
recombination at an atomic level. Without a change in valence there can be no 
forced "ionic," or direct chemical change. 


The following definition which provides ilJustration: "Jonie bonding is the 
complete transfer of valence electron(s) between atoms. It is a type of chemical 
bond that generates two oppositely charged ions. Jn ionic bonds, the [metal] loses 
electrons to become a positively charged cation, whereas the nonmetal accepts those 
electrons to become a negatively charged anion." 
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In saying that it is impossible for non-ionizing radiation to force ionic injury to 
tissue, the industry has been making a correct general statement of physical principle, 
and then incorrectly extrapolating the industry and now FCC pitch that: The only 
scientifically sensible explanation for damage to tissue is where prolonged close 
encounter caused microwave induced thermal damage to tissue. 


Contrary to the industry pityh, there exist scientifically supported separate 
mechanisms through which demonstrate that his non-ionizing radiation has sufficient 
p_owerto tear apart living tissue. There is an annotated explanation of this in the 
Causation section of the July 19, 2017 letter submitted in opposition to SB 649, 
which can be found at www.greenswan.org . 


The vibratory nature of DNA strand breakage is illustrated in the University of 
Maryland interferometer.experiments of 1983. As I recall it, citations in the letter, the 
University of Maryland interferometer study showed that addition the of a 7.43 
percent. constituent of DNA into plain water (from DNA salts put into the resulting 
solution ·1evel of said 7.43 percent), caused a 24 fold (meaning 24 tin1es) increase in 
Specific-Absorption Rate(how much energythe fluid absorbed), which change in 
energy absorption was determined to he non-ionic. but rather 'acoustic~ ' Which 
means, to my understanding tl).at: A transmitted vib_ration within a medium having the 
ability to do work at the recipient target within that same medium. In the 
interferometer study·mentioned here, there was molecular change by DNA vibration 
(energy absorption in the DNA molecule, measured as comparison between the 
energy penetrating through the plain water compared to penetrating through the DNA 
soh1tion). Call me sentimental if you want, but I still REALLY love the Ella 
Fitzgerald Memorex commercial from 1972, check it out. 


All these years the industry had been saying, ' the vibration won't hurt you, no 
harm until you cook.' However, Dr. Henry Lai's findings fron:i the University of 
Washington School of Medicine proved that DNA strand is broken by exposure to 
cellular signal, established beyond rational scientific doubt. Dr. Lai's findings have 
never been disproved, and if industry could have, they would have. It fa very worth 
yoµr tim~ ~o Intem~t search f<~r: 'Dr. Henry Lai Seattle Magazh1e,' and to find the part 
in that article about where a disclosed industry memo pitched that the company 
involved needed to 'war game~' against Dr. Lai, as part of a concerted and focused 
effort to discredit him. Some of these people are nothing more than manipulative 
materialists who care for nothing but stature and wealth. 


The calcium ion analysis from Dr. Martin Pall, late of the University of 
Washington School of Medicine proves cellular damage: Please see a 15 minute 
video of his 2015 presentation at The Commonwealth Club event organized by EMF 
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safety expert Camilla.Rees, https://vimeo.com/132870272. Dr. Pall's calcium ion 
conclusions show that tissue dam~ge is multi-axial with DNA strand breakage and 
calcium ion cell damage both taking place. For access to Dr. Pall's scientific studies on 
the effect$ of EMF see: https://www.ncbi.-nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC378053 I/. For the 
scientist s,ee: https://europaem.eu/attachments/article/131/2018-04 EU-EMF2018-5US.pdf, 


Cnnclusion 


This_isn't a hobby or a game, this is serious, with the health of the residents ofLan:e 
County ~t stake. At the very least, all decisions on appUcations should be put off until the 
decision makers cue up to sp.eed on the·science, and the ou,tcome of the 9th Circuit litigation is 
known and un4e~tood. ·This.letter will likely have error~. I wQn't have the opportunity to edit 
out; please fo~give due to the circ\lIIlstances, on a break from Court, during which I 
personaily typed this out. 


Very truly yours, 


Harry V. Lehmann 
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Harry Vere Lehmann 
Principal Attorney 


Marin County Supervisors 
Room 329 Civic Center, 
350 I Civic Center Drive 
San Rafael, CA 94903 


Law Offices of Harry V. Lehmann PC 
4 Vineyard Court 


Novato, California 94947 


February 21, 2019 


Area Code 415 
Telephone: 897-2121 
Facsimile: 898-6959 


Re: Limiting the scope of Marin's financial risk for 50 litigation 


Dear Supervisors -


This is the last of three letters, together sent as a gift with my kindly intent being to 
respectfully let your Board and County Counsel and our professional administrative policy 
makers know about emerging factors in EMF litigation risk, which new factors, if not 
skillfully addressed, will threaten the solvency of the County. 


It was very decent of you to put on the Workshop and the turnout and messages 
spoken showed readily that there is massive constituent objection to 50. Rather than 
complaining without suggested path, this letter offers a clearly defined strategy which is 
suggested as the safest course for minimizing litigation exposure. Maybe your people won't 
like it, I'm just pitching the best I can. In addition to the suggested overall strategy, actual 
listed defenses are respectfully listed as items A - G starting at page 9 of this letter. 


I write to authenticate this advice; that the County's safest course for limited litigation 
exposure is, contrary to instinct, to immediately adopt an emergency moratorium on 5G 
pennits and installations, including installations alleged as co-location. 


Consider the situation of an aircraft in climb-out, if due to excessive nose-high 
attitude, it has entered into aerodynamic stall or has progressed beyond that to a spin. Flat 
spins result in high energy contact with terrain unless the spin is interrupted. 


The pilot's instinct, not wanting to crash to earth, is to pull back on the yoke, to keep 
the nose in the instinctively desired direction; up hoping to get away from the approaching 
terrain. As you probably know, the actual procedure required to break out of an aerodynamic 
stall or resulting spin is to go against instinct and push the yoke forward to break the stall. 


Based on clearly identifiable factors the current 50 risk posture of the County of 
Marin resembles that of an aircraft in high stall at the edge of spin, instinct says pull back on 
that yoke labeled 'settlement,' but the terrain rushing up at the County is an endless array of 
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ADA claims and other litigation if Marin voluntarily enters into a joint venture for 50 
allowing telecom to merge microwave saturation machinery with publicly owned poles. The 
tenn 'merge' is used here in the Doctrine of Fixture~ context. Please avoid that exposure. 


The legal basis for Marin County's liability for Dangerous Condition of Public 
Property was presented in my letter to the Board dated February 4th and delivered to the 
offices of your Board on the morning of February 5th, which letter is incorporated herein as 
though more fully set forth. More explicitly, the County's risk comes from the math. 


By the numbers. 


After the Workshop and responsive to my letter, there was profuse Astroturfing with a 
higher shill ratio than poker at a Nevada casino. I avoided reading it, however a person 
whom I believe is known in her family as Starfleet Command was fascinated and read a few 
troll shots to me. One implied that I cared about my political chances, but that train left the 
station decades ago. 


Another shill&troll, in a nicely focused hit piece, pitched that since in a legislative 
submission I'd claimed that 50 presents national security impairments, and also because in a 
2017 letter against SB 649 I had once mentioned possible mass casualties, I must be an 
alarmist with claims to be laughed off. As it was read to me, an erudite person responded on 
the national security issue with reference to the back doors in Huawei equipment. As to the 
term 'mass casualties,' that' s just arithmetic. Assume arguendo that three years from now 
20,000,000 in California will be under constant saturation from 50. Assume that only 3% of 
those people become symptomatic in the first half dozen years of operation; that's 600,000 
people, and conveniently using six years in example that works out to a hundred thousand 
people a year. A phrase describing 'possible mass casualties' was just arithmetically 
descriptive of what happens when even a small percentage of our very large population is 
harmed. I don't know what that percentage will be, nobody can know the future for sure and 
the three percent figure is used only for illustration here, although I personally believe it to be 
justified, including through the findings of Dr. Olle Johansson of the Karolinska Institute, 
Stockholm. See the 6RJAN HALLBERG AND GERD OBERFELD letter at Electromagnetic 
Biology and Medicine, 25: 189-191, 2006. Please consider the situation in Marin, even 
using that same small percentage. 


There are a quarter million people in Marin. The percentage of us whom in the future 
will be electrosensitive to the point of material recognizable attributable symptoms is 
unknown. For arithmetic illustration only, not as a stated epidemiological conclusion, using 
the estimate of only 3% leads us to expect 7,500 Marin residents to be affected by microwave 
exposure sickness the point of symptom in the near term.. And even if it's only one percent, 
that's 2500 of our people. The connection between this radiation and the symptoms of 
microwave exposure disease is well established. The NTP proof of causation of cancers in 
rats was not surprising to professionals in this field, set as it was in the context of hundreds 
of other studies showing EMF damage (see the UCSD School of Medicine letter incorporated 
below citing 360 such sources), with other studies previously showing brain cancer 
causation, see in particular the Norway study by Hardel~, if memory serves that was in the 
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September 2013 edition of the International Journal of Oncology. Since this cause of their 
illnesses is well known, injured people will seek legal relief. If the injured are 'only' 2500, 
and 'only' one in five of those files an ADA claim or other litigation, that's still 500 cases 
against Marin or other local pole owners. Yes, these are hypothetical extensions, no we can't 
no exactly, and yes, although the percentage of people explaining their illness experiences at 
the Workshop was clearly higher than three percent of those attending, that was not a random 
sampling. Yet the resulting numbers of cases in this scenario are so large that even if this 
situation whittled down to the claims resulting from one half of one percent of our people 
being rendered ill, and again one in five filed ADA, that's still a big number, and for the 
professional planner raises serious concern for the very reason that we can't project exactly 
what is going to happen here, so that we face exposures the limit of which cannot be assured. 


When our Supervisors and senior policy people examine whether the '500' cases 
example just used for illustration is reasonable, consider that the arithmetic example was 
based on an assumption of only one percent of our Marin population being sickened to the 
point of material attributable symptoms, and only one in five of those hurt people pursuing an 
ADA or other approach. Please also contemplate what happens if the percentage of our 
Marin population with such alleged traceable symptoms is three percent, thus generating 
7500 hurt people and 1500 filed cases by the same math. If those are spread over the six 
years hypothetically used above, that's 250 cases per year. The work of Dr. Henry Lai and a 
now by 2019 an overwhelming body of scientific evidence show a hazard level that was not 
even considered remotely a serious risk when that Bill passed, Senator McCain voting 
against it in tiny minority. 


More than 360 peer-reviewed sources on microwave injury are attached. 


In response to the natural desire of the policy-defining reader to have proof of 
scientific concern, attached to this letter is the entire August 18, 2017, 25 page letter in 
opposition to SB 649 issued by Beatrice Alexandra Golomb, MD, PhD, Professor of 
Medicine, UC San Diego School of Medicine. From a medical professional of impeccable 
credential, this studied letter describes the medical consequences of mass installation of 50, 
with annotations supporting her conclusion that "If this bill passes, many people will suffer 
greatly, and needlessly, as a direct result." Dr. Golomb's letter includes 360 citations to 
peer-reviewed studies showing microwave radiation medical consequences, with 21 pages 
out of 25 just for the citations. 


I respectfully note that it solves for all variables in explaining a causation mechanism 
for mutagenic DNA change if, in physics terms, the damage is occurring through 'acoustic' 
means, which is not about music this time, and has everything to do with vibration. 


Consider how a microwave works, as can be found in any encyclopedia, the next is 
from a World Book bought for our kids long ago: "Microwave oven is an appliance that 
heats food by penetratiang it with short radio waves. These waves cause molecules in food 
to vibrate rapidly. Friction among the moving molecules creates heat, which cooks the 
food." This is, at a molecular level, shaken baby syndrome for all your cells. 
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The last industry lobbyist I spoke with on this issue in Sacramento was painfully 
unstudied in his underlying science dialogue, though he seemed like he'd be a terrific 
grandfather. I will do my best next to fairly state the core telecom industry point on tissue 
damage causation from cellular microwave: "Non-ionizing radiation does not have 
sufficient power to displace an electron from its shell. Therefore it is impossible as a 
matter of well-understood physics for microwave radiation to cause any direct non
thermal ionic effect (meaning directly caused chemical change) in tissue." 


To understand the industry argument it is necessary to remember valence from 
our high school chemistry classes. J hope scientists who read this, challenging or not, 
will feel that the industry point, which is the basis for the FCC safety sta1ulards, has 
been fairly stated below: 


1) The involved non-ionizing radiation does not have the ability to cause an 
electron to jump shell, so that: 


2) Since an electron cannot be forced from shell, there is no change in the ratio 
between protons and electrons in the involved atoms, which ratio, in chemistry, 
is 'valence.' 


3) lf there is no change in valence ratio, there is no possibility of forced i011ic 
recombination at an atomic level. Without a change in valence there can be no 
forced "ionic," or direct chemical change. 


I just found the following definition which gives us an adequate illustration: 
"Ionic bonding is the complete transfer of valence electron(s) between atoms. ft is a 
type of chemical bond that generates two oppositely charged ions. In ionic bonds, the 
[metal] loses electrons to become a positively charged cation, whereas the nonmetal 
accepts those electrons to become a negatively charged anion." 


In saying that it is impossible for non-ionizing radiation to force ionic injury to 
tissue, the industry has been making a correct general statement of physical principle, 
and then incorrectly extrapolating the industry pitch that: The only scientifically 
sensible explanation for damage to tissue, due to the non-ionizing character of the 
radiation, would be where prolonged close encounter caused microwave induced 
thermal damage to tissue. Their whole scientific house of cards is built on the 
foundation of that Joker. 


There exist at least two rationally deduced and also scientifically supported 
separate mechanisms through which, in fact, this non-ionizing radiation has sufficient 
power to tear apart living tissue. There is an annotated explanation of this in the 
Causation section of the July 19, 2017 letter submitted in opposition to SB 649, 
which can be found at www.greenswan.org our embarrassingly out of date website, 
Green Swan is our very own 'involuntary non-profit,' but I believe that we' JI do well 
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once the new products based on the patents reach the market. I won't try to condense 
that I 0 page analysis from July of 20 I 7 here, but today, as in that July 19 letter, the 
vibratory nature of DNA strand breakage appears illustrated from the University of 
Maryland interferometer experiments of 1983. As I recall it, citations in the letter, the 
University of Maryland interferometer study showed that addition the of a 7.43 
percent constituent of DNA into plain water (from DNA salts put into the resulting 
solution level of said 7.43 percent), caused a 24 fold (meaning 24 times) increase in 
Specific Absorption Rate (how much energy the fluid absorbed), which change i11 
energy absorption was determined to be non-ionic, hut rather 'acoustic. ' Which 
means, to my understanding and as best I can phrase it: A transmitted vibration within 
a medium having the ability to do work at the recipient target within that same 
medium. In the interferometer study mentioned here, there was molecular change by 
DNA vibration (energy absorption in the DNA molecule, measured as comparison 
between the energy penetrating through the plain water compared to penetrating 
through the DNA solution). Call me sentimental if you want, but I still REALLY 
love the Ella Fitzgerald Memorex commercial from 1972, check it out. 


As said in the July 19 letter, I believe that Dr. Trevor Marshall's work had 
shown the core point of acoustic DNA damage before my conclusion was published, 
aJl consistent with the authorities therein, excepting that to my embarrassment I 
mis.spelled Dr. Andrew Goldsworthy's name, I haven't tried to correct that in such an 
already public document, but I apologize. Derivative from this absorptive quality of 
DNA and synthetic DNA materials, the US Patent and Trademark Office recognized 
issued U.S. Non-Provisional Utility Patent 9,960,799 on May 1, 2018. 


All these years the industry had been saying,' the vibration won't hurt you, no 
harm until you cook.' However, Dr. Henry Lai's findings from the University of 
Washington School of Medicine proved that DNA strand is broken by exposure to 
cellular signal, established beyond rational scientific doubt. Dr. Lai's findings have 
never been disproved, and if industry could have, they would have. It is very worth 
your time to Internet search for: 'Dr. Henry Lai Seattle Magazine,' and to find the part 
in that article about where a disclosed industry memo pitched that the company 
involved needed to 'war game,' against Dr. Lai, as part of a concerted and focused 
effort to discredit him. Some of these people are nothing more than manipulative 
materialists who care for nothing but stature and wealth. 


There are solid reasons for respecting the calcium ion analysis from Dr. Martin 
Pall, late of the University of Washington School of Medicine: Please see a 15 minute 
video of his 2015 presentation at The Commonwealth Club event organized by EMF 
safety expert Camilla Rees, https://vimeo.com/132870272. Dr. Pall is a credentialed 
scientist, I am not. I respectfully agree Dr. Pall's calcium ion conclusions, hardly 
surprising that tissue damage is multi-axial with DNA strand breakage and calcium 
ion cell damage both taking place. For compact access to Dr. Pall's scientific studies on 
the effects of EMF see: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC378053 l/. For the 
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serious academic, see: https://europaem.eu/attachments/article/ 131/2018-04 EU-EMF20 l 8-
5US.pdf . 


Please keep the scope of litigation narrow. 


Marin County has talented lawyers at County Counsel, there are very many other 
employees of high talent in the building Litigating with telecom is narrow in scope and 
narrow in personnel necessary to address a small group of related cases which are no more 
challenging than any other set of a few coordinated important cases. If Marin is sued by 
telecom, that's only a few lawsuits. 


Alternatively, in contractually allowing telecom permissively to use regional entity 
utility poles our county cannot comfortably rely on permit immunities and other traditional 
governmental defenses, because any such voluntarily compliant public entity has direct 
involvement as a participant in the tort, due to joint venture, doctrine of fixtures et al, 
leaving pole owners permanently open to Claims for such WHO-defined injuries, cases 
unknowable number, without end. 


Consolidation has taken place from the MDL and the transfer to the 9th. Marin's 50 
litigation with Big Telecom (via the FCC puppets) is narrow in scope, as it is now in the 9th 
Circuit. Should Big Telecom's really sue Marin over an emergency moratorium, they walk 
into the den of lions, and the scope of the suits involved, very likely consolidated, will be 
very narrow. Thus, the scope of litigation if Marin fights diligently only involves a handful 
of your skilled lawyers and/or limited outside counsel covered by the insurance pool. 


I am personally aware of many people, including in Marin, each who has sufficient 
documentation of EMF sensitivity and negative medical consequence to morally and legally 
justify an ADA complaint, to mention just one possible course of action. That gentleman 
from Inverness tellingly testified about how microwave exposure causes potentially deadly 
variances in operation from titanium surgical instrument in his chest. 


Our county faces a pennanent multiplicity of long tenn litigation from microwave 
sickness claimants if Marin voluntarily cooperates with telecom on 50. If our county will 
simply say no to SG, the scope of litigation will remain narrow, at least for several years. 
Furthermore, if the county were ultimately forced by the federal government into SO 
acceptance, such a forced local entity would have a stronger argument for federal 
reimbursement than an entity which just went along for the ride. Unfortunately the ultimate 
approach of such local SG acceptance is that either the telecom's liability will be shifted to 
the local taxpayers, or in the instance of a reimbursement from the feds, telecom's liability 
exposure would be shifted to the federal government, in either instance a disastrous outcome. 


Please consider the moral queasiness each Board member would forever after feel if in 
grasping for defenses against these avoidable lawsuits you were to resort to claiming, against 
the health of your constituents, that the 1996 Act also protects local governments as well. 
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Cooling the Mark - Big Telecom's Hidden Persuaders 


Electromagnetic hypersensitivity refers to health effects attributed to electromagnetic 
fields (EMF) exposure and has been formally named "idiopathic environmental intolerance 
attributed to electromagnetic fields" by the World Health Organization. I am personally 
aware of substantial settlement awards in EMF workplace injury situations in California and 
awards for electromagnetic disability involving high degrees of expert diagnosis. I remember 
a teacher who can no longer teach in a faraway District from here, which District "tested" 
the WIFI in the classroom only when the students and their Chromebooks were absent, 
and therefore the routers were in standby state. Similar forms of false 'scientific' testing 
have shown up in many counties, including in my opinion in Petaluma schools. 


This isn't sunburn. Keep in mind that the NTP study specifically reported glioma 
cells. Some claims will result from life-ruination glioblastoma cancers. And note that the 
positive finding in the NTP study of cancer causation in the NTP study, rather than being a 
surprise to those who have long studied in this issue, was a result long widely expected a few 
examples our of hundreds follow: The Lund University finding of violation of the blood
brain barrier in rodents at very low wattage was back in 2003, the extremely remarkable book 
by fonner Motorola antenna scientist Robert C. Kane, published in 2000, Cellular Telephone 
Russian Roulette which appeared impossibly scarce for a while but is now available used, is 
the most pioneering book of all on this subject. The first letter on WIFI dangers to the 
LAUSD by Dr. Herbert of the Harvard Medical School was way back in 2013, referencing 
more than a thousand studies showing EMF damage, the Norway study led by Hardell 
definitively showing an increased rate of brain cancer in cell phone users was published in 
the International Journal of Oncology in September of 2013. In the introduction to his heroic 
book, the late (brain cancer) Robert C. Kane notes: "Never in human history has there been 
such a practice as we now encounter with the marketing and distribution of products 
hostile to the human biological system by an industry with foreknowledge o/these effects." 
The fact of microwave damage to biology was well established long before the NTP report. 


How is it possible not to recognize such a risk? The March 29, 2018 investigative 
report in The Nation, How Big Wireless Convinced Us Cell Phones Are Safe is the finest 
investigative journalism that I've seen in my life. For those who first thought of Woodward, 
be sure to read Len Colodny's history of Watergate, titled Silent Coup. Conditioned memes 
and legends are the biggest of big businesses. Our government was released from statutory 
restraint years ago and can now lawufully engage in propaganda to its citizens, and whether 
the blood flows into pockets from the Left or the Right, it comes through the beating heart of 
America's giant corporations, and some are outright dumb. Consider PG&E for example. 


Precision advertising has taught us to shuffle concerns about microwave cancer into 
the round bin with the Fringe sign on it. Our societal tardiness to recognize this hazard 
results in large part from advertising and it's related appendage, industry sponsorship of 
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research. So part of this risk ignorance has been advertizing feedback so careful that Jacques 
Ellul, God rest his soul, would have appreciated the precision. 


That's why CTIA ditched Dr. Carlo after he told them, 20 years ago, about the cancer 
risks he'd found. Please kindly read the 3/29/18 article from The Nation. Was it all in bad 
faith ? In 20-20 hindsight it is always easy to condemn past mistakes in the light of new 
insights, but the devotional team spirit cultivated within the wildly profitable field oftelecom 
was often coupled with a sincere belief in the minds of competent engineers that the nature of 
the radiation involved meant it could not cause non-thermal damage to flesh. That issue has 
already been treated explicitly, and you already have exhaustive data from the contents .of 
links supplied by many constituents besides me. 


Based on the Workhop the constituent viewpoint is two hundred people in ratio to 
three out-of-town shills. Once the now available science information is understood by an 
interested person, there's no need for a sales pitch. I don't like being involved in this SG 
issue, it is difficult and unhappy work which has presented personal security challenges but 
this is unavoidably necessary for me for moral grounds, study sometimes causes knowledge 
which inherently compels action by those concerned with their souls. 


An understanding of group psychology is integral to serious modem corporate PR and 
political campaign practice and Big Telecom is glad to influence our views; best of all if the 
media-conditioned public has been sufficiently trained to treat polite dissenting views as 
'fringe.' I'm old enough to have read Vance Packard when The Hidden Persuaders was new, 
of course there is Walter Lippman's bare statement that: "The real environment is altogether 
too big, too complex, and too fleeting for direct acquaintance" between people and their 
environment People construct a pseudo-environment that is a subjective, biased, and 
necessarily abridged mental image of the world (Lippmann, 1922: 4)." August Bullock's 
The Secret Sales Pitch is the best modern work I've seen. The reality is that a true expert 
campaigner can cause new phrases and outlooks to be long remembered. For example, the 
late great Lyn Nofziger used to horribly pun 'better a Harry Lehmann than a bald priest.' 
Please concentrate on forgetting that pun. That is an example of the same sort of skill that 
telecom is paying for to form your views. NMFR. 


Additional defenses for the County of Marin lawyers to contemplate for all EMF suits. 


Without even scant lip service to Due Process, the FCC is waging a national 
Condemnation campaign to seize property rights belonging to cities and counties, local 
Districts, and other public entities and private entities. The term 'Condemnation' is used in 
the normal legal descriptive sense of a public entity taking private property the owner of that 
property being entitled under Due Process to access to the courts for replevin, with suchjust 
compensation being essential both under statutory law in all State jurisdictions anq also. on 
Constitutional grounds. I make no attempt here to exhaustively provide all of the many 
defenses which are readily familiar. What follows, A through E, are five less obvious 
defense approaches. 
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A- The defense of moral conduct. 


I respectfully suggest an additional lawful basis for rejection of SG which is not 
prohibited by the 1996 Act, namely that the installation of 5G given the totality of 
circumstances, is immoral, and Marin elects not to allow SG installation on moral 
grounds. What are they going to say to that? Will telecom come argue that morality no 
longer matters? And we certainly do have room in our laws for morality in civil matters, it is 
called 'equity.' It is complete seriousness suggested that if sued, in defense of its moratorium, 
the County of Marin may respond, so long as there is an actual record of proceedings to same 
effect that: 'Based on the totality of the circumstances, the County of Marin has placed a 
moratorium on 50 on moral grounds.' I know that your linear thinkers will cringe, but I've 
been an M. Scott Peck fan for almost 30 years, and WfF are they going to say to that one? It 
is mostly self-admitted ego defense for me to say this, but before you decide to reject any 
idea just because of initial perceived unusual level of novelty, please examine U.S. Patents as 
next listed: 9,997,824, 9,960,799, 9,747,884, 8,890,697, 9,191,055, 9,379,757, 9,564,680, 
and 9,065,900. None of those have to do with 5G, all of them have to do with portable 
equipment and their Applications were filed before I'd even heard the term '50.' As a result 
of my study in that work, I am morally required object to radiation saturation of Marin. 


There appears no moral wiggle room on this one, it is immoral to irradiate people in 
order to sell them instant access to Bonanza reruns. It came to our attention during the long 
hard fight against SB 649 that discussions were ongoing between telecom and the cable 
industry. I wasn't a fly on the wall, my then and current comprehension of the situation is 
that telcom's goal to be covert all of the services we may now subscribe and enjoy to 5G 
wireless. Cuts out a lot of cable people, for one example. It is in the nature of invention 
that the greatest accomplishments come from unexpected quadrants. 


B- The defense of Separation of Powers. 


Telecom' s own bought and paid for smurf choir now chants that neither cities, 
counties nor citizens can have ~ccess to the courts over being fried by their signals. Telecom 
relies here on the odious 1996 Telecommunications Refonn Act, Section 704, which has 
been often often interpreted by industry to prohibit the courts from even entertaining any 
claims based on adverse health consequences. This is a massive violation of the basic 
concept of Separation of Powers. 


The FCC claims that their pet Act is so powerful that now the Executive Branch can 
preclude the courts from even having jurisdiction over any tower-siting issues. Our system 
of courts has never been perfect and never will be perfect, but the courts are the safety net 
protecting us from the excesses of governance. It is extremely important that the issue of 
Separation of Powers, in this instance the severe overreach of the federal Executive Branch 
be fought in any litigation over 5G with telecom. 
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C- A prohibition of environmental claims does not preclude claims for direct physical 
hann to humans. 


Another example in good faith litigation is whether any language in the 1996 Act was 
generally understood at the time and context of its drafting, actually prohibits cases based on 
direct physical harm to a human beings, as opposed to hann to the 'environment' in which 
we all reside. 


Here in Marin many of us may take a more Alan Watts view of the environment, and 
see us all human life as part of an interconnected whole. But the 1996 Act was written in DC 
from the generally prevailing Western outlook of individual separateness, which some would 
argue is a cornerstone of the individuality to which we are all entitled. In that view, the 
'environment' is the surroundings we live i.!1i not something of which we humans are a part. 


When the 1996 Act was passed, I respectfully submit that the generally prevailing 
Western approach of separateness, the all too often encountered 'us versus the environment 
in the name of wealth and progress,' was the common outlook. So the tenn 'environment' 
should not be interpreted as encompassing direct physical harm to humans, because in the 
Western view, which remains the generally prevailing view, we are not part of environment, 
but rather it's occupiers. The 1996 Act did not expressly prohibit claims for direct physical 
harm from microwave sources 


D- The FCC is violating Due Process. 


These FCC thumb puppets are saying to us all, 'skip the Due Process part' with the 
FCC asserting the position that even the Judicial Branch cannot stop this corporate-dictated 
irradiation of our population. Now is the time for all good people to come to the aid of their 
country. We have both statutory and Constitutional entitlements to Due Process when the 
government takes something of value from us. Every Due Process right that would normally 
attach in a Condemnation or Inverse Condemnation case, from our federal Constitution, from 
California's Constitution, and from both state and federal statute should be available to 
counties and cities and others who are about to have their property rights in these utility poles 
siezed. This a gross over-reach in terms of Due Process as well as Separation of Powers. 


E - Equal Protection of the Law. 


This letter is written with our professional public administration people in mind and in 
recognition that these high ranking professionals guide policy too. It has been demonstrated 
that credible science shows that physical harm will result to some or all of us from excessive 
microwave absorption. Most of the people reading this are very educated. You can read the 
data and reach the necessarily deductive conclusions just as well as I can. This isn't a hobby 
or a game, this is serious. Our professional administrators and all their staffs have their own 
life quality at stake with regard to microwave saturation. For one example, it is well 
established, I think first from Dr. Argawal late of Cleveland Clinic, now at Mayo, that there 
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is a 50% kill rate in sperm from smart phone proximity (front pants pocket), the last Israel 
study I saw said '4 7%'. 


F - ls there really a 'gap in coverage?' 


I have worked with scientists in this field since being introduced to Dr. Devra Davis in 
late 2009, and as a result of being pressed into objection to 50 by the data in a meeting I had 
tried to dodge in March of 2017. I had spent more than seven years by then in study of this 
area, study of the same sort used for the Chevron aviation gas class action (new engines for 
1647 aircraft), the Mobil Oil AV-1 litigation (850 aircraft get overhauled, rebuilt or new 
engines), or any other serious major case. After, literal nausea when I shook hands in March 
of2017, with grudging reluctance recognizing that I was morally forced by my knowledge to 
work on stopping SB 649 and related telecom efforts. I studied for and prepared at least 15 
written presentations, eleven of them to state legislators or our Governor. I have for years 
been in regular communication with people who have used state-of-the-art meters to check 
for signal strength. Consistently it has been found that telecom-alleged gaps in coverage are 
usually phantoms The experience is that, for personal communication as envisioned by the 
1996 Act, claimed gaps in coverage are alleged but those allegations are very seldom found 
to be accurate. You can find data on this at http://www.scientists4wiredtech.org. 


G- The allowance of federal preemption covers personal communication devices only, 
and does not cover what telecom is pitching to you as 50 (but which is actually densification 
of 40 with 50 upgrade intended. 


The legislative intent and the actual wording of the 1996 Telecommunications Reform 
Act was to provide reliable coverage for personal communication devices, used for 
communication. Now the industry is telling you that it is necessary for us to install so-called 
'small cell' antennas on every block. But Verizon's own CEO says this not. necessary for 5G, 
see this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lY Aufhlgkpl&feature=youtu.be&t=31. 
See also: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnyG2bliKCs&feature=youtu.be&t=30s, in 
which a Verizon engineer shows that high density is not necessary for communication. And 
50 is so toxic that phones are being designed to turn down signal if your fingers get near the 
antenna: Lenovo of China, owners of Motorola just released the following technology in their 
latest smartphone coming to the US so that: Device will shut down SG radios upon detecting 
proximity and the device will shut down SG radios at the smartphone surface where fingers 
would be covering some of I 0 antennae in the device, to keep device's emissions under the 
allowed FCC's MPE levels: 


https://www.theverge.com/2019/2/16/l 8227951/motorola-5g-moto-mod-fcc-millimeter-wave
proximity-z3-pro 


Those who have followed this closely, particularly during the hearings in Sacramento 
on SB 649 conclude that a core motive for the anticipated 'SG revolution' is the provision of 
entertainment through 50, taking the place of cable. Because of the demonstrated strength of 
telecom's signals from the macro towers already in existence, see above convincing Verizon 
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videos, the only need which would demand the density is to supplant cable. That is not 
within the scope preemption as sourht and stated in the 1996 Act. Therefore, Section 704 
does not apply to 50. Verizon's own PR shows provision of cable-level 50 entertainment:· 
https://www.verizonwireless.com/support/5 g-home-faqs/?intcmp=vzwdom . It is impossible 
for telecom to truthfully claim that the federal preemption extends to 50, because the Act 
was written only for personal communication devices, not the provision of TV shows. 


Concluding statement. 


Some groups will be more exposed to radiation than others, i.e., in public housing. It 
is reasonable to expect that the poor will bear a heavier burden. As the son of great dad who 
worked as a school custodian, I submit those who say they really care about assuring that the 
less advantaged are treated equally should fight against SG from that perspective. 


Due to density of living environment, those living in high density environments will 
be the most exposed. Imagine that you happen to live in a apartment with outside stairs at 
8:30 p.m. , and just one person from each apartment in your 40 unit building is using the 
Internet via 5G; you now have the opportunity to be zapped by the subscriptions from your 
surrounding neighbors. Those who live on big lots and rural ranches will be less exposed. 


After hearing so many coherent and sincere presentations at the Workshop, most of 
the long tenn trial lawyers who listened likely immediately recognized the potential for 
ADA claims, though a defense lawyer wouldn't have discussed that set of risks at a serious 
level until getting further data on the dimensions of exposure. As the Workshop went on we 
all witnessed many people of entire believability speak of the suffering they had witnessed 
and personally experienced from microwave exposure. 


The microwave hazard to human health is well corroborated: See the collection of 
professional scientific data collection at the website of The Environmental Health Trust, 
founded by epidemiologist Dr. Devra Lee Davis, which is www.ehtrust.org, see the 
collection of data, and please see the collection of scientific positions to be founder under 
"Quotes from Experts and other well organized scientific data, including from Dr. Magna 
Havas, to be found at http://electromagnetichealth.org, which I believe was founded by the 
activist and expert Camilla Rees. Dr. Havas saved a vital trove of Navy documents from 
destruction, I have seen a 1972 Navy document on EMF exposure with 400 sources listed. 


My law specialty is in engineering cases which require serial striving for competency 
in the depositions of the Ph.D. experts. I am donating this study effort because it is the best I 
can do with the time and background I can donate, sent as a gift in the hope of treasuring life. 


Cordially, 


--
Harry V. Lehmann 


12 
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Beatrice Alexandra Golomb, MD, PhD 
Professor of Medicine 
UC San Diego School of Medicine 
9500 Gilman Drive, #0995 
La Jolla, CA 92093-0995 
Phone: 858 558-4950 x20 I 


To whom it may concern, 
August 18, 2017 


I urge in the. strongest terms that you vigorously oppose California SB 649. 


If this bill passes, many people will suffer greatly, and needlessly, as a direct result. 


This sounds like hyperbole. It is not. 
My research group at UC San Diego alone has received hundreds of communications from people who 
have developed serious health problems from electromagnetic radiation, following introduction of new 
technologies. Others with whom I am in communication, have independently received hundreds of 
similar reports. Most likely these are a tip of an iceberg of tens or perhaps hundreds of thousands of 
affected person. As each new technology leading to further exposure to electromagnetic radiation is 
introduced - and particularly introduced in a fashion that prevents vulnerable individuals from avoiding 
it - a new group become sensitized to health effects. This is particularly true for pulsed signals in the 
radiowave and microwave portion of the spectrum, the type for which the proposed bill SB 640 will 
bypass local control. 


Mechanisms by which health effects are exerted have been shown to include oxidative stress (the type 
of injury against which antioxidants protect ,see optional section below), damage to mitochondria (the 
energy producing parts of cells), damage to eel I membranes 1 


• 
21


, and via these mechanisms, an impaired 
"blood brain barrier"3


"
5 (the blood brain barrier defends the brain against introduction of foreign 


substances and toxins; additionally, disruption can lead to brain edema6
), constriction of blood vessels 


and impaired blood flow to the brain 7, and triggering of autoimmune reactions8
• 
9


• Following a large 
exposure, that depresses antioxidant defenses, magnifying vulnerability to future exposures, some 
persons no longer tolerate many other forms and intensities of electromagnetic radiation that previously 
caused them no problem, and that currently cause others no problem. But this group deserves - nay 
needs -- the right to be able to avoid these exposures. 


Affected individuals not only experience "symptoms" that "merely" cause them distress and 
suffering, when they are exposed - symptoms like headaches 10


• 
11


, ringing ears10
• 


11 and chest pain10 from 
impaired blood flow, heart rhythm abnormalities 10


• 
11


, and inability to sleep 10
• 


11
• These symptoms arise 


from ph):'siological injury. Moreover, many experience significant health problems that can include 
seizures11


, heart failure, hearing loss12
•


14 and severe cognitive impairment11
• 1


5
• The mechanisms 


involved are those also involved in development and progression of neurodegenerative conditions 
including Alzheimer's disease16


• 
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Fully half who were employed when their problems developed lost their job because of the 
problem, among participants of a survey we conducted. They reported that their condition had cost 
them up to 2 million dollars to date. Many had lost their homes. A number became homeless, and have 
swelled the ranks of so-called "EMF refugees" 17


•
19


• Among those affected, many were previously high 
functioning individuals - engineers, doctors, lawyers. The best and the brightest are among those whose 
lives - and ability to contribute to society-will be destroyed. High profile individuals with 
acknowledged electrohypersensitivity include, for instance, Gro Harlem Brundtland - the former 3-time 
Prime Minister of Norway and former Director General of the World Health Orfanization20


; Matti 
Niemela, former Nokia Technology chief 1; as well as the wife of Frank Clegg2 


, who formerly headed 
Microsoft Canada and is current head of Canadians for Safe Technology23


• 


Each new roll-out of electromagnetic technology for which exposure is pbligatory, swells the ranks 
of those who develop problems with electromagnetic fields (EMF).- particularly following a 
significant exposure to pulsed radiowave-microwave radiation, and particularly when people have no 
ability to avoid it. 


Many state that they dido 't give credence to the problem (if they had heard of it at all) until they 
themselves fell prey to it. 


This is not a psychologically driven condition. Multiple objective phlsiological changes reflecting 
mechanisms of injury have been shown in persons with this condition2 


• 
25


• 


The role for oxidative stress, that has been shown in innumerable studies (below), is affirmed by 
evidence of a link of this condition to genetic variants in antioxidant defenses, that are less avid in 
defending against oxidative stress307


. People cannot manipulate their genes, to produce such an outcome 
by suggestibility. 


An analysis by a University of Washington researcher showed that most studies funded by 
industry reported failure to show physiological effects. However, most studies without such 
industry bias affirmed effects. This is redolent of findings shown in medicine26


, regarding which the 
former editor in chief of the BMJ (the British Medical Journal), Richard Smith, noted, based on findings 
of a study, "This {result} suggests that, far from conflict of interest being unimportant in the objective 
and pure world of science where method and the quality of data is everything, it is the main factor 
detennining the· result of studies.'m. So where articles deny injury from nonionizing radiowave
microwave radiation, there is commonly a stake aligned with financial benefit from ·such denial. 


Those who are affected are in desperate need of protectio11 by our elected officials. They need 
creation of safe spaces and housing, and roadways to allow travel, not removal of any prospect of one; 
protection of local rights to make decisions - not removal of any recourse or ability to avoid what 
injures them. They are far more strongly in need of protections than a great many protected classes -
their problems arose due to actions of others, against which they were given no control - and can be 
reversed, in most cases, if the assault on them is rolled back. Through no fault of their own, and in some 
cases against their will (e.g. before opt out was permitted with smart meters), they were subjected to an 
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exposure that has altered their lives as they knew them, and forced them - needlessly - to the margins of 
society. 


Let our focus be on safer, wired and well shielded technology - not more wireless. 


This legislation, if passed, and the resulting unrestricted roll-out of this technology, will 
predictably and directly injure and disable a new group, and add depth of suffering to those already 
affected. 


In other spheres we abridge freedoms to protect the vulnerable few. We require that every 
schoolchild be vaccinated, supposedly to protect the vulnerable few who may not respond effectively to 
a vaccine. The need to protect the vulnerable group is deemed to be so great that it justifies the decision 
to abridge individual rights. 


In contrast, this bill seeks to abridge individual freedoms, and local rights, in the service of 
harming a vulnerable group, and creating a new one. 
(The common factor appears to be that in both cases, the direction is aligned with a powerful industry 
that influences political decisions.) · 
Luckily, no abridgment of individual rights and freedoms is required to protect,t here. 


If any group can opt out (such as, I understand, firefighters*)28
; then every group deserves that equal 


right. Others should not be second class citizens, subject to fewer protections. 


It would go far to helping this cause if anyone complicit in promoting or passing the legislation (and 
then after that, their families) were required to be the first subjected, for a substantial test period, to the 
greatest amount of exposure that anyone else (and their families) may be subjected to, when new 
policies of this type are rolled out. It will still not do them equal damage; because they may not represent 
the vulnerabilities that others will have; but such a policy might help them to think twice. That is a bill I 
would strongly endorse. 


Most who are now affected - were not, until they were. This may become you - or your child or 
grandchild. Moreover, if you have a child, or a grandchild, his sperm, or her eggs (all of which she will 
already have by the time she is a fetus in utero), will be affected by the oxidative stress damage created 
by the electromagnetic radiation, in a fashion that may affect your future generations irreparably. 


It was noted above that, among survey completers, fully half of those who were employed at the time 
they developed electrosensitivity, lost employment due to this problem. (This may understate the scope 
of the tragedy, since this most-affected group may be least likely to be able to respond to an on line 
survey.) Many who previously bad no problem navigating in the world are now restricted from 
access to basic services like hospital care, post offices and libraries because of these problems. With 
each new introduction of technology that exposes many to yet a new nondiscretionary source of 
electromagnetic radiation, particularly (but not exclusively) that which emits pulsed radiation in the 
radiowave-microwave part of the spectrum, a new group of people are affected; and the suffering of 
those who are already affected increases greatly. 
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Please, defend the public and our future. Protect the rights of the individual and the locality, against a 
fonn of incursion that will lead to serious hann to some - and set a terrible precedent. Vote no on 
California SB 649, and urge that everyone else do the same. 


Sincerely, 


Beatrice Alexandra Golomb, MD, PhD 
Professor of Medicine 
UC San Diego School of Medicine 


*Comment on the fire fighter ex.emption:"The legislature granted an exemption from SB 649 to the 
firefighters who requested it for health reasons. Throughout California firefighters have long complained 
of often disabling symptoms from cell towers on their stations. Cities frequently rent out space on fire 
stations to add to city revenue .... Symptoms experienced by the firefighters have included neurological 
impainnent including severe headache, confusion, inability to focus, lethargy, inability to sleep, and 
inability to wake up for 91 I emergency calls. Firefighters have reported getting lost on 911 calls in the 
same community they grew up in, and one veteran medic forgot where he was in the midst of basic CPR 
on a cardiac victim and couldn't recall how to start the procedure over again ... Prior to the installation of 
the tower on his station, this medic had not made a single mistake in 20 years. A pilot study (2004) of 
California firefighters showed brain abnormalities, cognitive impairment, delayed reaction time, and 
lack of impulse control in all 6 firefighters tested (https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/7022117660.pdf). This 
study led to the overwhelming passage of Resolution 15 by the International Association of Firefighters 
in Boston in August 2004. Res. 15 called for further study and was amended to impose a moratorium on 
the. placement of cell towers on tire stations throughout the US and Canada."15 28 


Clearly, others who experience similar problems also deserve protections. 


Optional - More on the Science 
There is a robust literature showing that electromagnetic radiation, including in 
nonionizing frequencies, and at leve/s29


• 
30 below those that are cause thermal effects 


(heating)- causes physioloflical effects, injury, and cell death -not only in humans but 
many animals and plants3


• 
7
• -4


9
• Unsurprisingly, industry has sought - against the tide of 


evidence to the contrary - to maintain that radiation must be ionizing or heating to cause 
injury. 


Scores or hundreds of studies show that radiation, including specifically radiowave
microwave spectrum radiation, and including low-level exposure, can impair antioxidant 
defenses, increase "oxidative stress" (free radical injury) and damage mitochondria, the 
energy producing parts of cells1


• 
2
• 
34


• so-6930
• 
10


•
104105


"
13646


• 
137


•
111


• These effects occur with 
ionizing and nonionizing radiation, at thermal and subthermal levels. (Indeed, much or most 
of the damage by ionizing radiation, and radiation above the thermal limit, occurs by 
mechanisms also documented to occur without ionization, and below the thermal limit.) These 
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mechanisms cohere with the mechanisms documented to play a role in symptoms and health 
conditions that are reported in those who are electrosensitive- extending to seizures172.176, 
heart failure 177.184 and cognitive decline5


• 
32


• 
57· 108· 185"195. 


These mechanisms have known involvement in induction of brain cancer, metabolic 
diseases like obesity and diabetes, autism, autoimmune disease, and neurodegenerative 
conditions, conditions that have exploded. In each case these have been linked, or 
presumptively linked, in some studies to electromagnetic radiation8


·
9· 16· 34· 196·219. 


Such radiation also has effects on sperm33
• 


100· 220·228; and the DNA of sperm229 (consistent 
with recent news reports of marked recent declines in sperm counts and function) .. 


Such radiation also has toxic effects in pregnancy230
, to the fetus and subsequent 


offspring231
"
235 including at low levels23 


, and is tied to developmental problems in later 
life, including attention deficit and hyperactivity31· 235·241 . It is critical to defend pregnant 
women (and eggs of girls who may at a later time become pregnant) from exposures with such 
toxicity. 


Electromagnetic radiation across much or most of the spectrum (not excluding visible 
light) has been shown to depress levels of melatonin40· 72


•
24


2-2
52


, which is best known for its 
role in slee~ (and indeed, impaired sleep is the most consistent symptom in affected 
individuals 0• 


11
) . 


Melatonin is in fact a critical antioxidant that defends the body a2ainst harm from many 
toxic exposures253"266 including electromagnetic radiation itself 61 ·"66·67·82· IOI , 


107· 118
• 


121 · 13
8
• 


144· 151 ·204· 249
• 
267·284


- reducing the oxidative stress that is implicated in cancer, metabolic 
diseases like obesity and diabetes, autism, autoimmune disease, bipolar disorder and 
neurodegenerative conditions, and that also plays a role in heart attack and stroke9


• 
285"329330· 


343 


Radiation, and specifically radiation in the radiowave-microwave portion of the 
spectrum can also depress levels of other critical antioxidant systems that also defend the 
body against chemical, radiation, and other sources of injury. These other antioxidant systems 
• 1 d h 1 h' 'd d' d l 81 102 11 s 116 233 344-358' me u et e g utat 10ne system, superox1 e 1smutase an cata ase · · · · · -
which are also involved in defending against health problems. 


This suggests that depression of antioxidant defenses due to electromagnetic radiation 
may magnify risk of chemically induced health effects (and depression of antioxidant 
systems due to some chemicals may amplify risk of harm from electromagnetic 
radiation). Indeed just such effects have been reported359· 360


. 







BRIAN L. MICHAELS, PC 
Attorney At Law 


259 East 5th Avenue, Suite 300-D 
Eugene, Oregon 97401 


Telephone: 541.687.0578 
Fax: 541.686.2137 


December 29, 2015 


TO: LANE COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
LANE COUNTY COUNSEL 


125 East gth A venue 
Eugene, Oregon 97401 


SSsooooo, 


RE: ORDINANCE 15-07; Chapter 6, Lane Code 
Public Hearing And Testimony 


December 15, 2015; 1:30 


Finally got 'round to watching the video of the board meeting following my testimony. (I still 
blanch and shudder at the sight of me on video.) Thanks for listening. 


Despite my overwhelming workload and schedule, and despite the fact the ordinance has passed, 
as well as the hope against hope that you will possess the time and interest to consider these 
notes, please accept this memo as my need to respond to two points in which I was and remain a 
patiy. 


1. 


At approximately 2:23 :20 on the video, Mr. Dingle indicated that one of the things I was 
forgetting is that Ms. Valkyrie was on a release agreement that prohibited her from coming onto 
the county courthouse. 


Well, it was not that I had forgotten, but rather there was nothing of the kind to forget. I do not 
know what Mr. Dingle told you folks, but nowhere in our email discussions did the subject of a 
release agreement or a restriction of a release agreement ever come up. This is made certain by 
our catalogue of emails on the topic of Ms. Valkyrie being threatened with a trespass arrest, three 
of which I have attached here. 


Further evidence of there not being a release agreement issue 







Would be that a release agreement is issued through the court hearing the pending criminal 
charge. A violation of the release agreement would be forwarded to the court and prosecutor to 
pursue an allegation of violating that release agreement. 


Mr. Dingle would know this since he was a prosecuting attorney for many many years. 


Further evidence of there not being a release agreement issue 


There was never any notice, or threat of notice, that the release agreement was being violated. 
Nowhere did that process ever come up during the pending criminal charge. If there was an 
issue of violating the release agreement that would be the sole venue to pursue. 


Mr. Dingle would know this since he was a prosecuting attorney for many many years. 


Further evidence of there not being a release agreement issue 


If there were such a release agreement and a release agreement restriction, such would not 
bestow upon the alleged 'victim' any right to arrest her for trespassing - only to rep01i the release 
agreement violation to the appropriate venue and prosecutor. It's called due process. The police 
may be called, in this instance EPD, and determine for themselves if there is probable cause to 
arrest her for violating the release agreement. As can be readily seen from attached emails that 
was not mentioned to officer Mozan as the reason for arresting her. 


Mr. Dingle would know this since he was a prosecuting attorney for many many years. 


Further evidence of there not being a release agreement issue 


If there were a release agreement, the alleged 'victim' is not bestowed with the authority to 
modify that release agreement by allowing her to go here, go there, escorted or not escorted. A 
release agreement may only be modified by the court that issued the release agreement, not 
unilaterally by Mr. Dingle or anyone else. The fact he advised the Board to modify her 
perm1ss10n to be in the county courthouse belies the fact he knew there was no release 
agreement. 


Mr. Dingle would know this since he was a prosecuting attorney for many many years. 


In closing, allow me to point out three excerpts from the emails attached. 


Thursday, January 17, 2013 5:14 PM. Among the recipients is the city of Eugene, including 
the then prosecutor Mr. Dan Barkovic, he asked Liane Richardson this question: 


Liane, what would you like with Ms. Valkyrie? Exclusion? 
Esco1i? If Liane is ok with the escort, would the City be willing to escort her? 


What will the City do if she ignores the County conditions or Liane 
excludes her altogether from the building? 


(Emphasis added) 







Needless to say, no mention to Mr. Barkovic of any release agreement. 


In a separate email, including the city and the city prosecutor, with the subject, "Valkyrie 
exclusion": 


From: DINGLE Stephen E [Stephen.DINGLE@co.lane.or.us] 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 8:44 PM 
To: KLEIN Glenn; BARKOVIC Dan J; BROTHERTON Kathtyn 
Subject: Valkyrie exclusion 


Liane is asking that she be excluded because the name 
clearing hearing is being recorded and can be reviewed and there is no 
general public participation. 


(Emphasis added) 


Needless to say, no mention to Mr. Barkovic of any release agreement. 


Monday, January 28, 2013 6:53 AM, in an email to Ms. Valkyrie: 


If you are present in the Public Service Building or HatTis Hall for County 
functions without specific written permission from either the County 


Administrative Officer or County Counsel you will be subject to aiTest. 


(Emphasis added) 


Needless to say, no mention of any release agreement. 


There is a separate email from Mr. Dingle to the city of Eugene seeking guidance on how to 
lawfully trespass someone, which, in these few moments, I have been unable to locate. In the 
event Mr. Dingle denies there is such an email, and if requested, I will gladly take the time to 
locate. 


2. 


In response to Commissioner Chair Jay Bozievich's reference to ORS 164.205, identifying these 
sections: 


(3) Enter or remain unlawfully means: 
(a) To enter or remain in or upon premises when the premises, at the time of such entry or 
remaining, are not open to the public or when the entrant is not otherwise licensed or 
privileged to do so; 
(b) To fail to leave premises that are open to the public after being lawfully directed to 
do so by the person in charge; 
( c) To enter premises that are open to the public after being lawfully directed not to enter 
the premises; or 


* * * 







(Emphasis added) 


Allow me to point out the state did not does not and will not have these criteria for one being 


'lawfully directed': 


( 4) It shall be presumed that a person is acting without a lawful purpose if: 


* * * 
(b) Said person is in or upon any County owned building or premises and 
upon request of a duly authorized officer refuses to disclose said person's 
purpose of being there or refuses to leave said building or premises. 


(Emphasis added; ORDINANCE 15-07; Chapter 6, Lane Code) 


The problem is that this ordinance provides a false sense of 'a lawful order,' resulting in 
'authorized officer' believing they can follow the very terms of the ordinance to believe they 
may remove people lawfully. After all, it's written into the Ordinance. 


If you have gotten past the 'release agreement' storied basis for arresting Ms. Valkyrie, then you 
can plainly see how this ordinance will be subject to misuse and abuse. Ask yourselves this: if 
Ms. Valkyrie was not threatened with arrest because of some release agreement, then because of 
what?? 


Thank you for the time you have taken to review this material. 







QilNGLE Stephen E 


From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 


Importance: 


Dear City of Eugene folks, 


DINGLE Stephen E 
Thursday, January 17, 2013 5:14 PM 
RICHARDSON Liane I (CAO); ZIKE Madilyn L 
KLEIN Glenn; BARKOVIC Dan J; BROTHERTON Kathryn 
FW: Notification of lnlentlon to Access Public Service Building 


High 


Do you have any information about her assertions regarding Mayor Piercy. I am sorry, but I was unaware that she had 
intervened in our conflict and not permit the County to restrict citizens from Council meetings. She also references 
"other demands" made the mayor/ Glenn I know from our conversation that the actions and statements attributed to 
the mayor earlier by the SLEEPS group were inaccurate. The name clearing hearing is a County, not a City meeting. 


Liane, what would you like with Ms. Valkyrie? Exclusion? Escort? If Liane is ok with the escort, would the City be willing 
to escort her? What will the City do if she ignores the County conditions or Liane excludes her altogether from the 
building? 


Please let me know your thoughts so I can formulate a response. 


Steve 


From: Alley Valkyrie [maiito:aliey@practjcalrabbit.coml 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 4:32 PM 
To: DINGLE Stephen E 
Subject: Notification of Intention to Access Public Service Building 


Mr. Dingle, 


I am writing to inform you that I plan on attending tomorrow's public hearing regarding Mark Kardell at 11 am. 
I can find no indication that this hearing is being publicly broadcast and I have a legal right to attend. If you 
strongly feel that I need to be escorted, I will be more than happy to meet an escort outside the building. Please 
let me know your preference on this matter, preferably before l 0 am tomorrow. 


I also wish to reiterate and clarify my position regarding my right to access the property as well as inform you 
as to my future intentions. As you are undoubtedly aware, last week Mayor Piercy intervened in our conflict and 
made it clear that she would not permit the County to restrict citizens from City Council meetings and that all 
citizens were welcome to attend City meetings. I attended last Monday's Council meeting at the Mayor's 
invitation and I plan on attending all City Council meetings and work sessions in the future. I expect that the 
County will not interfere with my legal rights or the Mayor's demands in this matter. I am not opposed to 
informing you ahead of time and accepting an escort to these meetings, although I personally feel that its a 
pointless measure that reflects badly upon the County, especially considering the recent press and public 
reaction around this issue. However, I trust you will inform me with reasonable notice if you feel the need to 
have me accompanied by an escort. 


Respectfully, 


l 







DINGLE Stephen E 


From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 


Dear Ms. Valkyrie, 


DINGLE Stephen E 
Monday, January 28, 2013 6:53 AM 
alley@practicalrabbit.com 
Lane County PSB Exclusion 


I want to make sure that you understand that your presence at the Marc Kardell name clearing hearing did not result In 
your arrest for trespass because of a miscommunication. Specifically, I want to make sure that you understand this is 
not a waiver of the previously imposed exclusion order. I have now had the opportunity to check with the City of Eugene 
regarding the assertions you made In your last email and I learned nothing that would change the County's position. If 
you are present in the Public Service Building or Harris Hall for County functions without specific written permission 
from either the County Administrative Officer or County Counsel you will be subject to arrest. 


Lane County does not have the resources to provide an escort. You may continue to enter the PSB or Harris Hall for city
related business as outlined in my earlier email. 


Stephen E. Dingle 
County Counsel 
Lane County Office of County Counsel 
125 East 8th Avenue 
Eugene, Oregon 97401 
541-682-6561 


l 







DINGLE Stephen E 


From: 
Sent: 


MOZAN Doug L <Doug.L.Mozan@ci.eugene.or.us> 
Friday, January 18, 2013 8:56 AM 


To: KLEIN Glenn; DINGLE Stephen E 
Cc: KLINKO Eric E; KERNS Pete M 
Subject: RE: Valkyrie exclusion 


As far as EPD is concerned, if Ms. Valkyrie is not at a City function, then the County is within their rights to exclude her. If 
she trespasses, call us and we'll respond. We do not have the resources to be involved in escorting Ms. Valkyrie to any 
function, however. 


I .t. Doug Mozan, Daytime Watch Commander 
( 541) 682-5164 Desk 
PROTECT.SERVE.CARE. 


From: KLEIN Glenn 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 21:03 
To: KERNS Pete M; MOZAN Doug L; FELLMAN Scott R 
Cc: BROTHERTON Kathryn; BARKOVIC Dan J 
Subject: FW: Valkyrie exclusion 
Importance: High 


This Is a related email to the one I just sent you. 


From: DINGLE Stephen E [Stephen.DINGLE@co.lane.or.us] 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 B:44 PM 
To: KLEIN Glenn; BARKOVIC Dan J; BROTHERTON Kathryn 
Subject: Valkyrie exclusion 


All, 


Liane is asking that she be excluded because the name clearing hearing is being recorded and can be reviewed and there 
Is no general public participation. What will you instruct EPD to do If she shows up at the name clearing hearing after I 
send her an email advising her of the exclusion. 


Thanks. 


Stephen E. Dingle 
County Counsel 
Lane County Office of County Counsel 
125 East 8th Avenue 
Eugene, Oregon 97401 
541-682-6561 


1 
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The Dangers of 5G to Children's 
Health 
February 13, 2019 


By the Children's Health Defense Team 


Mobile and wireless technologies are a ubiquitous feature of modern life. 


Most U.S. adults own smartphones, a growing proportion are "smartphone


only" Internet users and over a fourth report being online "almost 


constantlY-." As for children, a 2014 survey of high-income nations reported 


that almost seven in ten children used a mobile phone, and two-thirds of 


those had a smartphone, usually by age 10. As described by Nielsen, it is now 


as common to see "a kid with a smartphone in their hand" as it was to see "a 


kid playing with a yo-yo in the years before the digital age." 


The enthusiasm with which the public has embraced each new mobile and 
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wireless technology-most of which have never undergone any appropriate 


safety testing or standards development-suggests that consumers rarely stop 
to consider the health implications of the infrastructure shoring up their 
ability to browse, stream and download anytime and "on the gQ." Consumers 


are not entirely to blame for their lack of awareness-it is not easy to 


disentangle the technologies' health risks in the face of the 


telecommunications industry's steady and calculated disinformation efforts 


and a captured Federal Communications Commission (FCC) that "follows the 


script of fabulously wealthy, bullying, billion-dollar beneficiaries of wireless." 


... powerful 5G (fifth-generation) networks and technology are 
about to subject everyone, on a continuous basis, to 
unprecedentedforms and amounts of mandatory irradiation
without prior study of the potential health impact or any 
assurance of safety. 


Now, however, a global 5G "frenz)!:'' is upon us and is coming into full force. 
The rollout of "blazing fast" 5G technology will "dramaticall}.'. increase the 


number of transmitters sending signals to cellphones and a host of new 


Internet-enabled devices." The time is ripe for greater grassroots awareness 


of the undisclosed tradeoffs between convenience and 5G's potentially 
catastrophic health effects. Far from a simple "next-gen" upgrade, powerful 


5G (fifth-generation) networks and technology are about to subject everyone, 


on a continuous basis, to unprecedented forms and amounts of what retired 


U.S. government physicist Dr. Ronald Powell calls "mandatory: irradiation"
without "prior study of the potential health impact" or any assurance of 


safety. Considering that young people (with their smaller body mass and 
developing brains) are :particularlY-vulnerable to radiation, the 


Environmental Health Trust has termed 5G "the next great unknown 


experiment on our children"-and the entire human population. 
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Early warnings 


In fact, the "giant uncontrolled experiment" on children and adults has 


already begun, despite an urgent international ap.Pfil!]. by tens of thousands of 


scientists, doctors, environmental organizations and citizens calling for a halt 


to 5G deployment. In 2018, telecom carriers in the U.S. and Europe began 


rolling out 5G technology in dozens of cities. Focusing (for now) on "dense 


urban and high-traffic areas" in the U.S., AT&T began positioning its 5G 


infrastructure in major cities in eight states, and Verizon started offering 5G 


home broadband service in "select neighborhoods" in a handful of cities . 


... health problems such as insomnia, miscarriage, memory 
problems and other neurological issues, and there are 
widespread reports of annihilation of insect and bird 
populations. 


For the most part, health concerns have ranked as a tiny footnote in the midst 


of the massive hoopla about 5G's speed and capacity, although trade 
magazines admit that there may be "some objections" to 5G due to "concerns 


over potential health risks." In both Europe and the U.S., however, 


individuals living and working in proximity to newly installed 5G towers and 


antennas are telling a different story. Many have immediately started 


experiencing health problems such as insomnia, miscarriage, memozy 


problems and other neurological issues, and there are widespread reports of 


annihilation of insect and bird populations. 


A United Nations whistleblower recently drew attention to 5G's dramatic 


impact on health in a widely circulated series of comments about 5G's 


"seemingly overnight" rollout in Vienna, Austria. Describing 5G as a "silent 


war," she commented: 
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" ... Children are the most vulnerable to 5G depredation because of their 
little bodies. Friends and acquaintances and their children in Vienna 
are already reporting the classic symptoms of EMR 
[electromagnetic radiation] poisoning: nosebleeds, headaches, 
eye pains, chest pains, nausea,fatigue, vomiting, tinnitus, dizziness,fiu
like symptoms, and cardiac pain. They also report a tight band around 
the head; pressure on the top of the head; short, stabbing pains around 
the body; and buzzing internal organs." 


Current reports about 5G's health risks should have been anticipated based 
on warning signs dating back to 2G cellular technology. In a 2004 pilot study 


involving functional brain scans of fire fighters who had worked for up to five 


years in fire stations with 2G cell towers, the researchers concluded that the 
only plausible explanation for the firefighters' symptoms-" slowed reaction 


time, lack of focus, lack of impulse control, severe headaches, anesthesia-like 


sleep, sleep deprivation, depression, and tremors"-was the radiofrequencY


radiation ex:gosure from the towers. The International Association of Fire 


Fighters then went on record as opposing "the use of fire stations as base 
stations for towers and/ or antennas for the conduction of cell phone 


transmissions until a study with the highest scientific merit and integrity .. .is 


conducted and it is proven that such sightings are not hazardous to the health 
of our members." 


Above and below 


One of the novel dangers introduced by 5G technology is its reliance on high


frequency millimeter waves (MMW s), a bountiful and not previously 


commercialized portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. While 5G's 


enthusiasts are quick to promise support for literally billions of devices, there 


is one catch-the shorter millimeter wavelengths cannot travel as far as the 


lower frequencies used for earlier generations of mobile technology. Thus, 
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while there were about 300,000 wireless antennas on U.S. cell towers and 


buildings as of 2016 (a doubling since 2002), 5G will require "exponentiallY


more" -millions of small cell towers every 500 feet "on every street corner." 


... even in the home environment, 5G technology [will] blast 
through walls and cribs, making a mockery of the notion that 
'your home is your castle' in which you are supposed to be safe. 


Organizations concerned about the health hazards of wireless radiation note 


that "Right now, you don't have to live next to a cell tower .... but once they 


have these [5G] cell antennas eve~here, you won't be able to [move away]." 


Unfortunately, the "nowhere to hide" aspects of 5G are even more serious, 
because ground-based 5G systems will be supplemented by satellite-based 


systems. In March, 2018, the FCC approved the initial launch of over 4,400 


low-Earth-orbit 5G communication satellites, to be followed by thousands 


more over the next two years-with the eventual result being 11 times more 


satellites orbiting the Earth than currently. The satellites will send "tightlY


focused beams of intense microwave radiation at each specific 5G device that 


is on the Earth," while each device then sends "a beam of radiation back to 
the satellite." 


In practical terms, this means that in crowded locations such as airports, 


individuals' bodies "will be penetrated by numerous beams of radiation as 


they walk or as other people walk around them with their 5G smartphones." 


But even in the home environment, "5G technology [will] blast through walls 


and cribs," making a mockery of "the notion that 'your home is your castle' in 


which you are supposed to be safe." 


More than skin-deep 


Scientists, doctors and experts from around the world have issued repeated 
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warning~ about 5G's risks, drawing on published research on MMWs as well 


as thousands of studies showing the harms caused by other mobile and 
wireless technologies. 


In this context, industry and government claims that 5G technology is safe 
are completely disingenuous. In fact, the health effects of MMWs are already 


quite familiar to the U.S. military and defense agencies around the world. The 


U.S. has at its disposal non-lethal crowd control weapon sxstems 


(euphemistically named Active Denial Systems) that use millimeter waves to 


penetrate the skin of targeted individuals, "instantly producing an intolerable 


heating sensation that causes them to flee." In research commissioned by the 


U.S. Army "to find out why people ran away when the beam touched them," 
they discovered that targets "feel like [their] body is on fire." Researchers also 
have warned that "the same parts of the human skin that allow us to sweat 


also respond to 5G radiation much like an antenna that can receive signals." 


Moratorium urgently needed 


When the FCC endorsed the transition to 5G in 2016, then-Chairman Tom 
Wheeler (a former telecom industry lobbyist) vowed "to allow new [5G] 


technologies and innovations to evolve and flourish without needlessly: 


:prescriptive regulations." Thus, even though 5G represented a radical shift in 
technology, the FCC proposed no further safety studies, instead continuing to 


rely on its "outdated, excessively permissive, and thus widely criticized, 


radiation-exposure guidelines that. .. are based primarily on a 30-year-old 


analysis ... many years before the emergence of most of the digital wireless 


technology in use today." A recent government study by the National 


Toxicology Program-which determined that cell phone radiation causes 


cancer-deemed the three-decade-old guidelines "unprotective." 


... children who began using either cordless or mobile phones 
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regularly before age 20 had more than afourfold increased brain 
tumor risk. 


5G poses risks to all life on the planet-people, animals, insects and plants. 
However, it is clear that fetuses and children are among the most vulnerable 


members of the human population. Even prior to 5G, Swedish researchers 
concluded that "children are indeed more susceptible to the effects of EMF 


exposure at microwave frequencies" and reported that children who began 


using "either cordless or mobile phones regularly before age 20" had more 
than a fourfold increased brain tumor risk. Describing brain cancer as "the 
proverbial 'tip of the iceberg,'" the researchers also observed that "no other 
environmental carcinogen has produced evidence of an increased risk in just 


one decade." 


The UN whistleblower states, "People's first reaction to the idea that 5G may 
be an existential threat to all life on Earth is usually disbelief and/ or cognitive 
dissonance. Once they examine the facts, however, their second reaction is 


often terror. We need to transcend this in order to see 5G as an opportunity to 
empower ourselves, take responsibility and take action." Some of the actions 


that people have taken include signing the International Ai;n;'!eal; learning 


about the multiple reasons to be concerned about 5G radiation and telling 
others; talking to legislators about why rushing legislation that streamlines 
the deployment of 5G small cells is a bad idea (and also raising the awareness 
of legislators and state utility commissions about the risks of smart meters); 
and changing their relationship to their devices, including using wired rather 


than wireless Internet connections (or turning off WiFi routers at night) and 


adopting other simple steps. 


5G promises to create an even "denser soup of electrosmog,'' with incalculable 


health effects. In fact, any sane person who examines the evidence must 


concur with the authors and over 40,000 signatories of the International 
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Appeal to StoJ.LsG on Earth and in Space, who agree that the rush to blanket 


the planet with 5G "constitutes an experiment on humanity and the 
environment that is defined as a crime under international law." 


Renublishing Guidelines 


Sign un for free news and updates from Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. 
and the Children's Health Defense. CHD is planning many 
strategies, including legal, in an effort to defend the health of our 
children and obtain justice for those already 
injured. Your suiwort is essential to CHD's successful mission. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 


SANTA FE ALLIANCE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 
AND SAFETY, ARTHUR FIRSTENBERG, and 
MONIKA STEINHOFF, 


Plaintiffs, 


vs. 


CITY OF SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO; 
HECTOR BALDERAS, Attorney General of New 
Mexico; and the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 


Defendants. 


No. 18-1209 


COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 


COME Now the SANTA FE ALLIANCE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY 


("ALLIANCE") and MONIKA STEINHOFF by and through their attorney, and ARTHUR 


FIRSTENBERG, pro se, and in their Complaint against the CITY OF SANTA FE ("CITY"), 


NEW MEXICO ATTORNEY GENERAL HECTOR BALDERAS, and the UNITED STATES OF 


AMERICA ("UNITED STATES"), state as follows: 


INTRODUCTION 


1. For at least fifty years, the United States of America has known that 


radio frequency ("RF") radiation, even at extremely low levels of exposure, is 


injurious to human health and the environment, and that the continuous expansion 


of wireless telecommunications would endanger its population, including Plaintiffs, 


and the ecosystems and natural resources upon which they depend for their 
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wellbeing and survival. Despite this knowledge, the United States enacted a law 


prohibiting States and municipalities from regulating wireless telecommunications 


on the basis of their environmental effects, which has been assumed to include 


health effects. This law is Section 704 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, 47 


U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(B)(iv) and (v) ("Section 704"). 


2. For at least twenty years, the City of Santa Fe has known that RF 


radiation, even at extremely low levels of exposure, is injurious to health and 


environment, and that the continuous expansion of wireless telecommunications 


would endanger Plaintiffs and the ecosystems and natural resources upon which 


they depend for their wellbeing and survival. Despite this knowledge, the City has 


dismantled all of the protections it previously put in place to protect its residents 


from harm. \rt has repealed all land use regulations that previously ensured that 


RF radiation-emitting antennas could not be placed on sidewalks in front of homes 


and businesses, and it has repealed all notice requirements and all means of public 


participation in decisions that endanger their health and their environmeni) The 


ordinances by which these protections were repealed are Ordinances No. 2016-42 


and 2017-18. Further, on November 21, 2017, the Mayor of Santa Fe issued the 


first of three unlawful executive Proclamations, which suspended the Land 


Development Code, including public notice requirements, with respect to 


telecommunications facilities on City-owned property. Seven short cell towers have 


been built on City land with no public process at all under the Proclamations. 
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3. For at least a decade, the State of New Mexico has known that RF 


radiation, even at extremely low levels of exposure, is injurious to health and 


environment, and that the continuous expansion of wireless telecommunications 


would endanger Plaintiffs and the ecosystems and natural resources upon which 


they depend for their wellbeing and survival. (Despite this knowledge, the State of 


New Mexico ~assed a law providing that RF radiation-emitting antennas in the 


public rights-of-way are a permitted use, not subject to land use review, throughout 


New Mexico.) This law, which went into effect on September 1, 2018, is the Wireless 


Consumer Advanced Infrastructure Investment Act ("WCAlIA"). Sections 4(0) and 


5(B) of WCAlIA exempt both new antennas and new supporting structures fur 


antennas from land use review. NMSA 1978 §§ 63-9I-4(C) and 63-9I-5(B). 


4. (Telecommunications companies, enabled by laws prohibiting the public 


from participating in decisions affecting their health, environment, and survival, 


are poised right now to roll out the fifth-generation wireless network (5G))This is 


acknowledged and advertised to bring unprecedented societal change on a global 


scale. We will have "smart" homes, "smart" businesses, "smart" highways, "smart" 


cities and self-driving cars. Virtually everything we own and buy, from 


refrigerators and washing machines to milk cartons, hairbrushes and infants' 


diapers, will contain antennas and microchips and will be connected wirelessly to 


the Internet. Every person on Earth will have instant access to super-high-speed, 


low-latency wireless communications from any point on the planet, even in 


rainforests, mid-ocean and the Antarctic. 
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5. (What is known to governments and to scientists working in the field of 


bioelectromagnetics, but is not widely known to the general public, is that this will 


also result in unprecedented environmental change on a global scale. The planned 


density of radio frequency ("RF") transmitters is extraordinary. In addition to 


millions of new 5G base stations on Earth and 20,000 new satellites in space, 200 


billion transmitting objects, according to estimates, will be part of the Internet of 


Things by 2020, and one trillion objects a few years laterJ 


6. (In order to transmit the enormous amounts of data required for the 


Internet of Things, 5G technology, when fully deployed, will use millimeter waves, 


which are poorly transmitted through solid material. This will require every carrier 


to install base stations (also referred to herein as "cell towers") evecy 100 meters in 


evecy urban area in the world. The existence of multiple competing carriers means 


there will be a base station in front of every third to fifth house. Unlike previous 


generations of wireless technology, in which a single antenna broadcasts over a 


wide area, 5G base stations and 5G devices will have multiple antennas arranged in 


"phased arrays," that work together to emit focused, steerable, laser-like beams that 


track each otherJ 


7. Each 5G phone will contain dozens of tiny antennas, all working 


together to track and aim a narrowly focused beam at the nearest base station. The 


Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") has adopted rules permitting the 


effective power of those beams to be as much as 20 watts, ten times more powerful 


than the levels permitted for current phones. 
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8. Each 5G base station will contain hundreds or thousands of antennas 


aiming multiple laser-like beams simultaneously at all cell phones and user devices 


in its service area. This technology is called "multiple input multiple output" or 


.MIMO. FCC rules permit the effective radiated power of a 5G base station's beams 


to be as much as 30,000 watts per 100 MHz of spectrum, or equivalently 300,000 


watts per GHz of spectrum, tens to hundreds of times more powerful than the levels 


permitted for current base stations. 


9. (The FCC regulates the technical aspects of telecommunications only, 


has no statutory authority over health, and has repeatedly disclaimed any expertise 


or authority over health or environment) Its RF exposure guidelines are neither 


mandatory nor enforceable. They are procedural only and serve only to determine 


whether an FCC licensee must file an Environmental Assessment or not. Health 


~ and safety are State functions, and as a zoning authority the City is obligated to 


safeguard the health of its citizens and may not abdicate this responsibility. 


10. Even before 5G was proposed, scientists working in this field globally 


have presented dozens of declarations, petitions and appeals to their governments 


calling for a halt to the expansion of wireless technology and a moratorium on new 


base stations. Already in 2002, the Freiburger Appeal, signed by over 3,000 


physicians, warned that radiation from cell phones and cell towers was causing 


serious health impacts including "heart attacks and strokes among an increasingly 


younger population." 
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11. In 2015, 215 scientists from 41 countries, all of them researchers 


engaged in the study of biological and health effects of electromagnetic fields, 


communicated their alarm to the United Nations and World Health Organization 


(''WHO"). They stated that "numerous recent scientific publications have shown 


that EMF [electromagnetic fields) affects living organisms at levels well below most 


international and national guidelines." 


12. More than 10,000 peer-reviewed scientific studies demonstrate harm to 


human health from low-level RF radiation. Effects include: 


• Alteration of heart rhythm 


• Altered gene expression 


• Altered metabolism 


• Altered stem cell development 


• Cancers 


• Cardiovascular disease 


• Cataracts 


• Cognitive impairment 


• Diabetes 


• DNAdamage 


• Impacts on general well-being 


• Increased free radicals 


• Learning and memory deficits 


• Impaired sperm function and male infertility 
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• Miscarriage 


• Neurological damage 


• Obesity and diabetes 


• Oxidative stress 


13. Effects in children include autism, attention deficit hyperactivity 


disorder ("ADHD") and asthma. 


14. Damage goes well beyond the human race, as there is abundant 


evidence of harm to diverse plant- and wildlife and laboratory animals, including: 


• Ants. Exposure to cell phones, cordless phones, or WiFi in the 


laboratory causes behavioral disturbances and mortality. 


• Birds. Proximity to cell towers impairs reproduction and 


diminishes populations. 


• Forests. RF radiation causes forest dieback, mimicking the effects 


of acid rain. 


• Amphibians. Proximity to a cell tower in an urban laboratory 


caused 95 percent mortality; RF radiation has contributed to the 


extinction of scores of species worldwide. 


• Fruit flies. Exposure to a cell phone in the laboratory impairs 


reproduction and causes mortality and genetic abnormalities. 


• Honey bees. A ten-minute exposure to a cell phone in the 


laboratory causes digestion of food to come to a complete halt at the 
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cellular level; RF radiation causes swarming and is a primary cause of 


colony collapse disorder. 


• Insects. Insect populations in nature preserves and rainforests 


plummeted when cell towers were erected nearby. 


• Farm Animals. Proximity to cell towers causes heart and 


circulatory failure and internal bleeding in cows, and abortions and 


reproductive failure in cows and pigs. 


• Mice. Proximity to a cell tower in an urban laboratory impaired 


reproduction and caused irreversible sterility within five generations. 


• Plants. RF radiation shortens life-span, impairs growth, and 


causes developmental abnormalities in duckweed plants. 


• Rats. A two-hour exposure to a cell phone causes permanent brain 


damage. 


• Trees. Aspen trees throughout Colorado no longer grow normally; 


only when shielded from RF radiation do they display the fall colors 


they were once famous for. 


15. These studies have been performed by the following: 


• United States Army 


• United States Navy 


• United States Air Force 


• United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") 


• Governments of other nations 
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• Thousands of scientists and researchers worldwide 


16. The results of this medical and scientific research are publicly 


available and may be found in 


• Senate Reports 


• House of Representative Reports 


• EPA Reports 


• Peer-reviewed scientific journals published worldwide 


17. The EPA has stated repeatedly that the human exposure guidelines 


that were adopted by the FCC on August 6, 1996 are protective only against shocks, 


burns, and gross heating and do not protect against chronic and low-level exposure. 


An EPA letter dated October 8, 1996 stated that the guidelines "are thermally 


based, and do not apply to chronic, nonthermal exposure situations." Again on 


March 8, 2002, the EPA stated that "The FCC's current exposure guidelines, as well 


as those of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the 


International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection, are thermally 


based, and do not apply to chronic, nonthermal exposure situations." 


18. A June 17, 1999 letter, signed by the entire Radiofrequency 


Interagency Work Group ("RFIAWG"), whose members represented the FCC, EPA, 


Food and Drug Administration, National Institute of Occupational Safety and 


Health, Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and National Technical 


Information Agency, stated that the FCC's guidelines are based on "thermal effects" 


and "acute exposures" and do not consider "chronic exposure to RF radiation, 
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including exposures having a range of carrier frequencies, modulation 


characteristics, peak intensities, exposure duration, etc., that does not elevate 


tissue temperature on a macroscopic scale." 


19. f Peer-reviewed studies have recently been published, predicting 


thermal skin burns in humans from 5G radiation and resonant absorption by 


insects, which absorb up to 100 times as much radiation at millimeter wavelengths 


as they do at wavelengths presently in us~ Since insect populations have declined 


by 75 to 98 percent since the 1970s, even in protected nature areas, 5G radiation 


could have catastrophic effects on insect populations as well as birds and other 


species that depend on them. A 1986 study by Om Gandhi at the University of 


Utah warned that millimeter waves are strongly absorbed by the cornea of the eye, 


{~nd that ordinary clothing, being of millimeter-size thickness, increases the 


~bsorption of energy by the skin by a resonance-type effect. 


20. Together, the new City ordinances, the new State Act, and Section 704 


remove all public protection from injurious facilities in the public rights-of-way, 


infringe on the public's right to speak about a danger to their own health, eliminate 


all public participation into the siting of such facilities, and deprive injured parties 


of any remedy for their injuries. Plaintiffs are such injured parties. Plaintiffs and 


Plaintiffs members have been previously injured by RF radiation from cell towers, 


have been deprived of any remedy for their injuries, and have been deprived of any 


means of preventing further injury. They have been deprived of their right to~ 


process guaranteed to them under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the -
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United States Constitution. Additionally they have been deprived of their right to 


free speech and their right to petition the government for redress of grievances, 


guaranteed to them under the First Amendment. This Court is Plaintiffs' last 


resort to ensure their safety and their future from the harm perpetrated by 


Defendants. 


21. Plaintiffs hereby seek a declaration that these laws, and any other 


laws that may be enacted by their City, their State, or the United States, that 


would deprive them of any means of protecting themselves from RF radiation and of 


any remedy for injury by such radiation, are unconstitutional, and to enjoin the 


enforcement of these laws. 


~ PARTIES 


22. Plaintifffuliance)s an unincorporated organization of physicians, 


health care practitioners, psychotherapists, educators, artists and other citizens - ~ 


who reside and/or do business in the City of Santa Fe, and who have been 


J2_ersonally and financially injured by wireless telecommunications facilities. The 


Alliance was formed in 2005 t~~he public about the health and 


environmental effects of electromagnetic radiation (EN.IR) from telecommunications 


facilities, and{advocat~for policies and laws that protect the public health and 


environment from suchGadiatio"ii) Many of its members are refugees from homes 


that they had to abandon when a cell tower was erected. 


23. Alliance member Janice R. Olch is an architect. She and her 


daughter were injured by cell phone antennas on a water tank near her home in 
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Hondo Hills. She sold her home and they moved to a more remote area in Santa Fe 


County where cell phone reception is poor and the lots are large enough that they 


are not exposed to WiFi signals from the neighbors. Alliance member John 


McPhee is an official with the New Mexico Department of Health. He and his wife 


were injured by a community wireless transmitter in 2005 while residing in the 


Eldorado Subdivision south of Santa Fe. They moved back into the City in 2007 


and took up residence on West Alameda Street. When the cell towers on the hill 


above their house were upgraded to 4G, they both began to experience headaches, 


nausea, chronic insomnia and IqUd ringing in their ear;Jand his wife started having 


seizures. Finally they purchased and moved into a house near Santa Fe High 


School, which gave them both relief and immediately reduced both the frequency 


and severity of his wife's seizures. Alliance member Forrest Reed is a civil 


engineer and environmental planner who used to work for the City of Santa Fe. 


She was injured in 2005 whe~rizon Wir~oncealed a cell tower, for which it 


had neither a building permit nor zoning permission, on the roof of a one-story -
building. The building was and is just a few houses away from Ms. Reed, and four 


of the cell tower's antennas are aimed toward at her hom~ho still lives 


in her home and cannot afford to move, hears the radiation, developed respiratory, 


neurological and cardiac problems after that cell tower was erected, and more 


recently has developed an unusual form oflung cancer. Alliance member Lynn 


Jacob was a caseworker for the City of New York for 22 years. She becomes 


ij:ritable, t~ and ~kif she spends time in the vicinity of a cell tower or is 
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exposed to WiFi. She has thyroid cancer which is presently stable and is afraid that 


any increase in radiation will encourage the growth and spread of her cancer. 


Alliance member Nina Zelevansky is a retired psychotherapist and an artist 


who has lived in the City for many years. Like most of the members of the Alliance, 


she is unable to use a cell phone because when she does, her face feels like it is on 


fire and she cannot think. She is presently homeless because she has not been able 


to finding housing which is not exposed to WiFi and/or a cell tower. The Alliance 


also includes a psychologist and author who was homeless for the same reason for 


five years, a world class athlete who was homeless for the same reason for eight 


years who now Jives in a remote area south of the City, agwho Jives in the 


City who had to leave his job at Los Alamos National Laboratory and almost 


became homeless for the same reason, and many others. The Alliance also includes 


physicians who have patients who were injured and/or made homeless by cell 


towers. Most members of the Alliance have had their mobility and access to City 


services and functionsGestrict;;;i)by the new towers that have been erected pursuant --
to the Mayor's Proclamations. 


24. Plaintiff Arthur Firstenberg is the president of the Alliance and a 


homeowner and taxpayer within the City. He is a refugee from cell tower radiation. 


Until 1996 he Jived in an apartment on the top floor of a six-story building in 


Brooklyn, New York. On November 14, 1996, Omnipoint Communications (now T-


Mobile) began offering the first ever digital cell phone service in the city, provided 


by 600 newly erected cell towers, one of which was on the roof of a neighboring 
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building. Immediately he was in agony and after November 18, 1996 was 


completely unable to eat or sleep. During the night of November 21, 1996, he 


experienced paroxysmal laryngospasm: his vocal cords went into spasm three times 


so that he could not take a breath in or out. The next morning he left his apartment 


and the city to save his life. The relief he experienced was immediate. He moved 


upstate to the town of Norwich, New York and lived there for two years. When a 


cell tower was built near his home in Norwich he moved to the tiny village of 


Mendocino, California, where he lived from 1999-2004. When cell phone antennas 


were installed under the deck of a house across Mendocino Bay, aimed directly at 


the village, he had to move back into his car. He arrived in Santa Fe in the summer 


of 2004 and rented a room in a house on Camino Principe. One year later Verizon 


Wireless added antennas to an existing cell tower a few blocks away at 1214 


Camino Carlos Rey and he was forced into his car again. He lived in his car in 


Santa Fe for the next three years while searching for a place to live that did not 


threaten his life. In addition to the aforementioned laryngospasm, his life' 


threatening injuries include cardiac arrhythmia and elevated cardiac enzymes, 


indicative of damage to cardiac and/or skeletal muscle. His physician will testify to 


these facts. He purchased his present home in 2008. Several of the towers built 


under the Mayor's Proclamations have now restricted his mobility and his access to 


City services and functions: the new tower on the roof of the Convention Center 


denies him access to that building, and the new antenna aimed at Council 


Chambers restricts his access to City government; the new tower between the 
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Water Division and the Chocolate Maven denies him access to City offices and a 


popular restaurant; the new tower at Fort Marcy Park denies him access to that 


park and the recreation facilities therein; the new tower in front of the Genoveva 


Chavez Community Center denies him access to that recreation center as well as 


government functions and public meetings held therein. 


25. Firstenberg is president of the nonprofit organization Cellular Phone 


Task Force, which he co-founded in 1996 to call attention to the problem that had 


cost him his home and almost cost him his life. Today he communicates with ten 


thousand individuals and five hundred organizations representing refugees from 


wireless telecommunications facilities. 


26. Plaintiff Monika Steinhoff is a homeowner and taxpayer within the 


City and an artist and owner of an art gallery. She was first injured by wireless 


technology when her cell phone started causing her hand to become numb and gave 


her an odd discomfort in her ear. In August 2010 she moved her art gallery to the 


---) Arcade on the Plaza but often wasQ~d nauseous there. She was well at home, 


where there was no cell phone service, but at work, where she was exposed to more 


than 20 WiFi signals from neighbors, she was exhausted at the end of the day, had 


migraines and heart palpitations, and started having internal bleeding. She also 


experienced severe insomnia. She left in October 2010, moving the gallery to her 


house for several months. In the spring of 2011, she moved her gallery to 


Guadalupe Street in the Railyard district, one block from Hotel Santa Fe. Business 


and sales were good, but a cell tower was erected on the roof of Hotel Santa Fe in 
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2013. She shielded the roof of her gallery as well as the large windows, which 


reduced the radiation. But she still felt unwell inside, and worse outside in the 


street, and was forced to find yet another location for her gallery, on Canyon Road. 


Her doctor will testify that RF radiation is the primary cause of the aforementioned 


diagnoses, as well as the cause of her more recently elevated blood pressure. 


Several of the towers built under the[Mayor's Proclamatio~ave now restricted 


her mobility and her access to City services and functions: the new tower on the 


Convention Center denies her access to City Hall; she used to swim and work out at 


the Fort Marcy Complex but the new tower there denies her access; she is used to 


frequenting the Lensic Performing Arts Center for cultural and civic events at least 


once a month, but the new antennas across the street on the Sandoval Street 


Parking Garage have now made that impossible. 


27. Defendant City of Santa Fe is a home rule municipality organized 


and incorporated pursuant to the laws of the State of New Mexico. Under these 


laws, the City is a zoning authority that controls all land uses within its borders 


and is obligated to protect the public health, safety and welfare. As a result of both 


its exercise of control over land use~its failure to exercise control over land use, 


the City has caused injurious levels of RF radiation to blanket its population and 


has failed in its duty to protect the public health, safety and welfare as well as in its 


duty to protect the rights of its citizens under the New Mexico and United States 


Constitutions. 
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28. Defendant Hector Balderas is the ,!1.ttorney General of the State of 


New Mexico and is responsible for enforcing its laws. Because the Wireless 


Consumer Advanced Infrastructure Investment Act, NMSA 1978 § 63-9I (2018) 


("WCAIIA") contains no enforcement provisions, failure of the City to comply with 


its provisions could only be remedied by a mandamus action or other enforcement 


action by the Attorney General. WCAIIA contravenes the obligation of the State of 


New Mexico under its Constitution to operate for the public good, to control 


pollution and to protect the public health, safety and general welfare. As a result of 


WCAIIA, the State is causing injurious levels of RF radiation to blanket New 


Mexico and its beautiful environment, and is failing in its duty to protect the public 


health, safety and welfare as well as in its duty to protect the rights of its citizens 


under the New Mexico and United States Constitutions. 


29. Defendant United States of America is the sovereign trustee of 


natural national resources, including forests and wildlife. Under its Constitution, 


the United States regulates interstate commerce. Under its Constitution, j;he 


United States is obligated to promote the public welfare. As a result of both its 


exercise of control over interstate commerce and i~to exercise control over 


interstate commerce, the United States has caused injurious levels of RF radiation 


to blanket the nation, has substantially impaired its natural resources, has failed in 


its duty to promote the public welfare, and has deprived Plaintiffu of fundamental 


constitutional rights(Plaintiffu may not be deprived of their life, liberty and 


property without due process ofla_9U.S. Constitution, Amendment Five. 
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 


30. This action is brought pursuant to the United States Constitution. It is 


authorized by Article III, Section 2, which extends the federal judicial power to all 


cases arising in equity under the Constitution and to controversies to which the 


United States is a party. A controversy exists between Plaintiffs and Defendants 


because Defendants have placed Plaintiffs in a dangerous situation, continue to 


infringe upon Plaintiffs' constitutional rights, and have abrogated their duty of care 


to ensure Plaintiffs' reasonable safety, among other violations oflaw. Plaintiffs have 


no adequate remedy at law to redress the harms herein. 


31. This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C., § 1331 (federal question); 


28 U.S.C. §§ 2201and2202 (the Declaratory Judgment Act); 28 U.S.C. § 1343(a)(3), 


giving the federal district courts original jurisdiction of any civil action to redress 


the deprivation, under color of any State law, statute, ordinance, regulation, custom 


or usage, of any right, privilege or immunity secured by the Constitution of the 


United States; and 28 U.S. C. § 1367 (supplemental jurisdiction). Plaintiffs' federal 


claims raise questions under the Telecommunications Act of 1996, 47 U.S.C. § 151 


et seq. and Amendments One, Five, and Fourteen of the United States Constitution. 


32. Venue is proper in this judicial district by virtue of 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b). 


All Plaintiffs reside in this judicial district, all Defendants have offices in this 


judicial district, and the events, omissions and harms giving rise to this action arise 


in substantial part in this judicial district. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 


33. Wireless telecon;imunications facilities emit RF radiation, which 


penetrates into houses and endangers life and safety. RF radiation causes acute 


effects including headaches, dizziness, nausea, eye pain, insomnia, tachycardia, 


hypertension, irregular heartbeat, anxiety, depression, memory loss, nosebleeds, 


digestive problems, and ringing in the ears. RF radiation causes chronic illness 


including diabetes, cancer, and heart disease. The acute effects have driven an 


estimated 20 million people from their homes worldwide, based on government 


surveys and data from 500 organizations with whom Plaintiffs here correspond, and 


have created a large class of environmental refugees. 
\ {) c 


34. When the City drafted its first Telecommunications Facilities \) r,_ v;-J . IS 
_... cJ --rr 


Ordinance in 1998, it included protections from the dangers of cell towers. It D D 


required that the City: 


a. "Ameliorate any impacts upon residents of the city of Santa Fe and the 


municipality of expanding needs for telecommunications facilities"; 


b. "Minimize any adverse impacts of towers and antennas on residential 


areas and land uses"; 


c. "Encourage the location of towers in nonresidential areas"; 


d. "Jl.1inimize the total number of towers throughout the comm unity"; 


e. "Gather information and provide remedies for the public health and 


safety impacts of communication towers"; 


f. "Avoid potential damage to adjacent properties from towers;" 
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Sant.a Fe City Ord. No. 1998-16, § 15(F), (H), (I), (J), (N), and (0). 


35. The 1998 ordinance applied to "[a]ll towers or antennas located within 


the city limits whether upon private or public lands," Santa Fe City Ord. No. 1998-


16, § 17. Towers and antennas in residential or historic districts required a Special 


~xception and were not a permitted use in any zoning distr~ct. There were 


application requirements, notice requirements, noise requirements, height 


limitations, and setback requirements. A new tower had to be a minimum distance 


of one thousand feet from any existing tower. 


36. The ordinance provided that antennas and towers in the public rights-


of-way had to comply with all of the same land use requirements as antennas and 


towers on private land, except that there was an additional requirement that the 


applicant had to obtain a lease from the City, and that in deciding whether to grant 


-¥ or deny the lease the City had to consider the "effects ... on public health, safety and 


welfare," Ord. No. 1998-16, § 41(E). 


37. The Santa Fe Task Force on l'v.Ticrowave Antennas, formed in February 


2000, worked with the City for several years to minimize the impact of cell towers 


on public health. The Santa Fe Alliance for Public Health and Safety, a Plaintiff in 


this case, formed in 2005; its members have participated in every approval process 


and testified at every public hearing for every proposed ordinance and every 


telecommunications facility erected in Santa Fe from 2005 until the present day. 


Arthur Firstenberg, a Plaintiff in this case, was appointed by the Mayor in 2007 to a 
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steering committee to advise the Information Technology and Telecommunications 


Department of the City of Santa Fe on the health effects of wireless Internet. 


38. Despite knowing that RF radiation is hazardous, and despite 


additional knowledge about these hazards being supplied to the City by a.succession 


of citizens' groups and their experts, the City began in 2010 to deliberately 


dismantle he protections of the public health, safety, and welfare that it had 


encoded in the 1998 ordinance and to systematically eliminate every reference to 


the health effects of RF radiation from the City Code. It revised Chapter 27 of the 


Santa Fe City Code ("Chapter 27") to exempt telecommunications facilities in the 


public rights-of-way from the land use regulations of Santa Fe City Code, Chapter 


14 ("Chapter 14"). It revised Chapter 14 to~he requirements that the 


City gather information and provide remedies for the health and safety impacts of 


communication towers. The requirement to minimize "any adverse impacts of --antennas and towers" was changed to "land use impacts of antennas and towers." 


Antennas, which were previously~ a permitted use in any zoning. district, were 


now made ~~ in@oning districts. Leases were replaced with 


franchises, and franchisees no longer had to get approval of antennas on a site-by-


site basis. 


39. Chapter 27, as revised in 2010, still required that applicants for 


wireless telecommunications facilities in the public rights-of-way provide specific 


information about their RF emissions; required that any subsequent increase in RF 


emissions be subject to approval by the City; required applicants to certify 
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compliance with the FCC's RF exposure guidelines; and authorized the City to 


retain an independent radio frequency engineer to verify such compliance. Exhibit 


C-2, attached hereto,§§ 27-2.13(F)(l)(c) and 27-2.13(0) (2010). However, in a pair 


of ordinances, adopted November 9, 2016 and August 30, 2017, th~ 
every one of those requirements, along with almost all notice, hearing, and 


application requirements, for telecommunications facilities in the public rights-of-


way. 


• New wireless facilities no longer require submittal of an application 


at all if they conform to existing design standards 


• New facilities no longer require review by the Planning commission 


• Facilities in historic districts no longer require review by the 


Historic Districts Review Board 


• Information regarding radio frequency emission is no longer 


required 


• Proof, or even self-certification, of compliance with the FCC's radio-


frequency exposure guidelines is no longer required 


~ • Public notice is no longer required 


• Notice to neighbors of planned facilities is no longer required 


Santa Fe City Ordinances No. 2016-42 and 2017-18. 


40. The only requirement left for putting telecommunications facilities on 
,,------~ 


Santa Fe's streets and sidewalks;[~ the possession of a franchise. Franchises will be 


awarded to all telecommunicati s providers on a non-discriminatory basis, and 
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franchisees will be permitted to erect unlimited numbers of antennas and towers 


wherever they please in the public rights-of-way with no public hearings, no public 


comment, no public notice, no notice to neighbors, no setback requirements, no 


certification of compliance with the FCC's safety regulations, and without even 


submitting an application to the City.(All they will have to do under the amended 


City Code is tell the City that their facilities will comply with design guidelines that 


the City will have adopted) Santa Fe City Code§ 27-2.19(C)(l)(a) (2018). But even 


this minimal requirement is no longer being enforced because under the new State 


law, WCAIIA, such facilities are exempt from all land use requirements. The result 


is a complete free-for-all. \City residents will have no warning before cell tower 


transmitters suddenly appear in front of their home~rnd businesses or outside 


their children's bedroom windows and school classrooms, and they will have no -
recourse. 


41. At the present time, almost all wireless telecommunications facilities 


in Santa Fe are on private property or City-owned property, and not in the public 


rights-of-way where people walk. None are located in front of homes and 


businesses. Because of previous litigation and the invalidation of successive 


versions of Chapter 27 by successive court decisions, no applications for 


telecommunications facilities in the public rights-of-way were processed by the City 


until 2018. 
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PRIOR LITIGATION 


42. On December 8, 2016, Plaintiffs here, Alliance and Firstenberg, filed a 


Complaint for Declaratory Relief in state court, Case No. D-101-CV-2016-02801 in 


the First Judicial District of New Mexico, asking the court to issue an order 


declaring Chapter 27 as amended by Ordinance No. 2016-42 void and unenforceable 


and asking for injunctive relief. &he Complaint was dismissed by the court as not 


ripe for review because no franchises haWbeen awarded. J 
43. On November 21, 2017, the threat to Plaintiffs' lives was made more 


immediate when Mayor Javier Gonzales signed the first of three Proclamation 


declaring a "State of Emergency" due to bad cell phone service. The Proclamations 


suspended the Land Development Code, including public notice requirements, with 


respect to telecommunications facilities on City-owned property. Seven cell towers 


have been built under the Proclamations-one at Fire Station 4 at 1130 Arroyo 


Chamiso Road; one at the City's Water Division at 801 West San Mateo Road in the 


driveway between the Water Division and the Chocolate Maven; one at Fort Marcy 


Park next to the Fort Marcy Complex recreation center; one in the parking lot in 


front of the Genoveva Chavez Community Center, 3221 Rodeo Road; one on the roof 


of the Sandoval Street Parking Garage at 220 West San Francisco Street: one at the 


City's water treatment plant at 1780 Upper Canyon Road; and one at 201 West 


Marcy Street on the roof of the elevator structure of the Santa Fe Community 


Convention Center's parking garage, next to City Hall. One of the antennas on top 
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of the elevator structure is aimed directly at Council Chambers endangering the 


health of everyone who wants to pa,rticipate in City government. 


44. On January 11, 2018, Plaintiffs filed a complaint in this Federal 


District Court, Case No. 1:18-cv-00032, asking the Court to intervene to protect 


their homes and properties and to protect the public health, safety, and welfare that 


was immediately endangered. 


45. On April 6, 2018, the Court dismissed the complaint without prejudice 


for lack of jurisdiction. The Court ruled that Plaintiffs had not alleged sufficient 


facts to support standing. 


46. On May 7, 2018, Plaintiffs filed an amended complaint and a Rule 59 


motion asking the Court to reconsider and reopen its judgment of April 6, 2018, 


having added additional allegations and greater detail to remedy the deficiencies 


pointed out by the Court. 


4 7. On May 9, 2018, the factual and legal situation changed. The City 


awarded~nchi&o five telecommunications companies till.der the new City 


ordinances. At the public hearing, City officials discussed the implications of the 


new State law, the Wireless Consumer Advanced Infrastructure Investment Act, 


NMSA 1978 § 63-9I ("WCAIIA"), which was signed on March 2, 2018 and was due to 


go into effect on September 1, 2018. Large portions of the City's 11.ew ordinances, 


they said, were being preempted. ~t the same time, a number of bills were being 


introduced into Congress at the Federal level, whose purpose was to prohibit States 
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and municipalities nationwide from regulating wireless telecommunications 
.... 


facilities in the public rights-of-way at all. 


48. On May 23, 2018, since the Court had dismissed their complaint 


without prejudice, and because either the State of New Mexico or its Attorney 


General was now a necessary party, Plaintiffs withdrew their Rule 59 motion and 


prepared to draft this fresh complaint, incorporating the new set of facts and laws 


and adding both the New Mexico Attorney General and the United States as 


defendants. 


49. The installation of 5G throughout Santa Fe is imminent. Cyber Mesa, 


one of the new franchisees, intends to have 5G operating at the four corners of the 


Santa Fe Plaza by December 31, 2018; Mobilitie, another of the new franchisees and 


contractor for Sprint, is preparing to install the first four of hundreds of lamppost 


installations on the sidewalks of Santa Fe as this complaint is being filed; and the 


City is right now processing additional applications for franchises from additional 


telecommunications providers. 


50. Plaintiffs file this new complaint today against the City of Santa Fe, 


the New Mexico Attorney General, and the United States of America. Since both the . . -
City and the State have now passed laws removing all public protection, all public 


process, and all notice req'uirements for injurious facilities in the public rights-of-


way, both the City and the State or its Attorney General are necessary parties -
defendant. In addition, Section 704 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, 4 7 


U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(B)(iv) and (v) prohibits states and municipalities from regulating 
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telecommunications facilities on the basis of environment, which has been 


interpreted as meaning healti;) Injured parties, such ~ere, have been 
-/ 


foreclosed from filing state tort actions for injury by such facilities, and no 


substitute federal remedy has been provideiJ Moreover, several bfllii ha~en 


introduced into Congress that would deprive states and local governments 


nationwide of the power to apply land use regulations to wireless facilities in tpe 
~ 


public rights way at all, and the FCC has adopted regulations exempting wireless 


facilities in the public rights of way nationwide from the National Environmental 


Policy Act and the National Historic Preservation Acy 
51. Together, the new City Ordinances (No. 2016-42 and No. 2017-18), the 


new State Act (WCAIIA), and Section 704 remove all public protection from 


injurious facilities in the public rights-of-way and deprive injured parties of any 
.. 


remedy for their injuriey The new FCC regulations compound this de~al of 


constitutional rights, and the pending Congressional bills would compound it even 


more. Plaintiffs are such injured parties. Plaintiffs ask the Court to issue an 


emergency injunction and restraining order preventing the construction of an 


entirely new generation of radiating facilities on the sidewalks throughout Santa 


!::• directly in front of homes and businesses, ~e this case goes to tri9 Plaintiffs 


will prove, through the testimony of experts in various fields of medicine and 


"'science, that these facilities pose an immediate threat to the health, wellbeing and 


future of all Santa Fe residents) 


\., \_.,, 'i./ 


~ r:rrv 
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52. Attached hereto for the Court's convenience are Chapter 27 as adopted 


in 1998 (Exhibit C-1); Chapter 27 as revised in 2010 (Exhibit C-2); City Ordinance 


No. 2016-42 (Exhibit C-3); City Ordinance No. 2017-18 (Exhibit C-4); the Mayor's 


first proclamation of emergency (Exhibit C-5); the Mayor's second proclamation of 


emergency (Exhibit C-6); the Mayor's third proclamation of emergency (Exhibit 


C-7); The Wireless Consumer Advanced Infrastructure Investment Act (Exhibit 


C-8); and 47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(B)(iv) and (v) (Exhibit C-9). 


LEGAL CLAIMS * 53. The City, as a zoning authority, has the responsibility to regulate 


telecommunications facilities for the public good. In fulfilling this responsibility, 


the City may not violate the fundamental Constitutional rights of its citizens. Any 


State law or federal law that requires the City to violate the Constitution, is itself 


unconstitutional, and therefore is not a bar to any of Plaintiffs' claims against the 


City. 


FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION ~UC ~l9C.CS'S 
(U.S. Constitution, Amendment Fourteen, 


and New Mexico Constitution, Article II, Section 18) 


CHAPTER 27 AS AMENDED, AND WCAIIA, VIOLATE 
PROCEDURAL AND SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS ~ee.----


54. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


55. Under Chapter 27 as amended by Ordinances 2016-42 and 2017-18, 


and also under WCAlIA, the construction of wireless telecommunications facilities 


on private property in all zoning districts is subject to at least notice and comment 


prior to construction, and an appeals process afterwards, but the construction of 
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most telecommunications facilities in the public rights-of-way in the same districts 


are not subject to notice, comment, or an appeals process. Notice and an 


opportunity to be heard are the minimum requirements for Procedural Due Process. ,, rvPcH 
~ ~ 716 pt-1;) 


56. Chapter 27 as amended, and WCAIIA, also violate Substantiv~ j[,Jd yfl 


(i-P-ro_c_e§}>- The U.S. Constitution and the New Mexico Constitution&uarante8Jthe 


fundamental right of citizens to be free from government actions thaQarm life;) 


~nd~ These inherent and inalienable rights reflect a basic societal 


contract. The rights to life, liberty, and property have evolved and continue to 


evolve as technological advances pose new threats to these fundamental right0 


57. In enacting Ordinances Nos. 2016-42 and 2017-18, and in enacting 


WCAIIA,~he City has determined to authorize, and the State has determined to 


require, the unrestrained and unprotected siting of wireless telecommunications 


facilities in front of thousands of residences and businesses despite knowing that 


the results of their acts endanger Plaintiffs' lives, liberties, and properties. 


Plaintiffs will no longer be safe at home or work or while traveling on the public . 


streets) 


58. For at least the past twenty years, the City has known about the 


danger to Plaintiffs' health and safety created by RF radiation, yet has repealed all 


protections from that danger. For at least the past ten years, the State has known 


about the danger. These deliberate actions by the City and State have resulted in 


injurious levels of RF radiation, which deprive Plaintiffs of their fundamental rights 


to life, liberty and property, their capacity to earn a living, safely raise families, and 
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provide for their basic human needs. The City and State have each acted with 


deliberate indifference to the known danger. Given that the dangers are so 


substantial, the City's and State's deliberate(i;difference shocks the conscience.~ 


59. The actions of the City and the State, separately and jointly, have 


deprived Plaintiffs of the reasonable expectation of a home without radiation. 


These acts of the City and State cannot and do not operate to secure a more 


compelling state interest than Plaintiffs' fundamental, constitutionally guaranteed 


rights to life, liberty, and property. 


J- SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(U.S. Constitution, Amendment Fourteen, 


and New Mexico Constitution, Article II, Section 18) 


THE MAYOR'S PROCLAMATIONS OF EMERGENCY VIOLATED DUE PROCESS 


60. All previous paragraphs are incorpomted herein by reference. 


61. Under the Mayor's Proclamations of Emergency, the City suspended 


all land use regulations for cell towers on City-owned land for six months, 


regardless of height, aesthetics, zoning district, proximity to homes or businesses, or 


anything else, and regardless of whether they conformed to design standards or not. 


Under the Proclamations of Emergency, the City not only suspended land use 


regulations but signed a contract with Verizon Wireless for the erection of wireless 
I ;;;_ 


telecommunications facilities on City-owned land without notice to anyone or an 


opportunity for anyone to be heard, as required by City zoning regulations and the 


U.S. and New Mexico Constitutions. 
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0 THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(U.S. Constitution, Amendments Five and Fourteen) 


CHAPTER 27 AS AMENDED AND WCAllA 
ARE AN UNCONSTITUTIONAL TAKING 


62. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


63. In enacting Ordinances Nos. 2016-42 and 2017-18, and in enacting 


WCAIIA, th~as determined to ~rd, and th~ has determine to reguire, 


(franchises authorizin0he placement of wireless telecommunications facilities 


anywhere on the streets and sidewalks of Santa Fe( without regard to their 


proximity to homes and businessev 


64. The placement of wireless telecommunications facilities on the 


sidewalk directly in front of Plaintiffs' homes and businesses will render their 


homes and businesses uninhabitable and unusable. 


65. These actions by the City and State, separately and jointly, constitute 


a taking without just compensation, i{violation of the Fifth and Fourteenth )(\\ 


Amendments) 


FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(U.S. Constitution, Amendment One) 


CHAPTER 27 AS AMENDED, WCAllA, AND SECTION 704 
VIOLATE THE RIGHT TO PETITION 


66. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


67. Section 27 as amended and WCAIIA08£rive people threatened with 


i,;iiury by RF radiation from wireless telecommunications facilities of the right to 
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protest such facilities, receive noticeQsuch facilities are erected, or ~cise 
their due process rights before such facilities are erected. 


68. Section 704 deprives people of the right to testify about such injury, 


andGeprives their local governments of the power to protect them from the 


injurious effects of RF radiation.) Section 704 deprives people injured, sickened, 
/ - -


and/or killed by such radiation of access to state courts for redress for their injuries, 


and provides them G'i.o substitute federal remed:J 
' 


69. Separately and collectively, Section 27 as amended, WCAIIA, and 


Section 704 violate the First Amendment's guarantee of the Right to Petition the 


Government for Redress of Grievances. 


FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(NMSA 1978 § 3-21-l(A) (2007)) 


THE CITY HAs ABDICATED ITS RESPONSIBILITIES AS A ZONING AUTHORITY 


70. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


71. Cities have traditionall/regulated utilities that occupy their rights-of-


) '~~~~-
wa:1,7 in two ways: either byGiie-specific leaseB) by which the city retains control pver 


the location of proposed facilities, r by~~hich cities give up that 


control. 


72. In amending Chapter 27 by Ordinances 2016-42 and 2017-18, the City ·-
of Santa Fe not only has chosen franchises over leases, but has effectively 


eliminated all other land use regulations, such that af pplication for a franchise is 


the only requirement before a telecommunications company can begin erecting 


unlimited numbers of telecommunications facilities in the City's public rights-of-
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way. ~he City has enacted an all-or-nothing ordinan~ If the City grants a 


franchise, the applicant can erect unlimited numbers of antennas and towers 


without further interference. ~f the City denies a franchise, the applicant cannot 


operate in the City.) 


73. Under the federal Telecommunications Act ("TCA''), 47 U.S.C. §§ 253 


and 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(I) and (II), a municipality's regulations may not (a) have the 


effect of denying telecommunications service, and (b) may not discriminate between 


~ffunctionally equivalent services. Therefore, the way Chapter 27 is now 


structured, the denial of any franchise to any telecommunications company would 


violate federal law. The City has given up all control over its streets and sidewalks. 


7 4. State law provides that the City "is a zoning authority" for the purpose 


of "promoting health, safety, ~or the general welfare." NMSA 1978, § 3-21-


l(A) (2007). Furthermore, the City Code states as follows: "The purposes of 


Chapter 14 are to: (A) implement the purposes of the general plan, including 


guiding and accomplishing a coordinated, adjusted and harmonious development of 


Santa Fe that will best promote health, safety, order, convenience, prosperity and 


the general welfare .... " Santa Fe City Code§ 14-l.3(A) (2011). In addition, the 


City Code provides that "[t]he provisions of Chapter 14 apply to all land, buildings 


and other structures, and their uses, located within the corporate limits of Santa 


Fe, including land owned by local, county, state or federal agencies to the extent 


allowed by law." Santa Fe City Code§ 14-1.6 (2011). 


-):;;' 
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75. The public rights of way in Santa Fe are enjoyed by all residents, and 


nearly every home or business has frontage on one or more public rights of way. The 


evisceration ofland use regulations and zoning regarding public rights of way 


renders meaningless laws intended to protect the public health and safety. 


SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(NMSA 1978, Section 3-21-l(B)(2) (2007)) 


CHAPTER 27 AS AMENDED PROVIDES FOR 
NON-UNIFORM ZONING REGULATIONS 


76. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


77. State law provides that the City as a zoning authority may "regulate or 


restrict the erection, construction, reconstruction, alteration, repair or use of 


buildings, structures or land in each district. All such regulations shall be uniform 


for each class or kind of buildings within each district .... " NMSA 1978, Section 3-21-


l(B)(2) (2007). (Emphasis added). 


78. The purpose of uniform zoning laws is to protect private property and 


maintain order. Therefore "industries and structures likely to create nuisances" are 


excluded from residential districts. Village of Euclid v. Amber Realty Co., 272 U.S. 


365, 388 (1926).(A person who purchases a home in a residential district has the 


right to rely on a single, uniform set of zoning regulations that apply throughout 


that district, not just on three sides of his or her property but on all sideV Setback 


requirements, for example, that were enacted for reasons of health and safety would 


become meaningless if they applied only on three sides of a person's property and 


did not apply on the side abutting the public right-of-waV 
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79. Under Chapter 27 as amended by Ordinances Nos. 2016-42 and 2017-


18 and under WCAIIA, telecommunications facilities in the public rights-of-way are 


~om the zoning regulations in SFCC 1987, Section 14-6.2(E) (2011) that 


apply to all other telecommunications facilities, as well as from the zoning 


regulations in SFCC 1987, Section 14-5.2 that apply to all other buildings and 


structures in historic districts. Chapter 27 as amended therefore provides two-tier 


zoning regulations for every district in Santa Fe: one set of regulations that apply to 


structures on private property, and a second, more relaxed set of regulations that 


apply to structures in the public rights-of-way. 


80. Under Chapter 27 as amended, a tower or antenna on private land 


abutting one's property requires a site-specific application containing all the 


elements required by Section 14-6.2(E) including: notification of all neighbors 


within 200 feet of the antenna or tower; compliance with setback requirements from 


property lines; for new towers in a residential district, an early neighborhood 


notification meeting and a public hearing before the planning commission; and for 


towers and antennas in a historic district, a public hearing before the historic 


districts review board. A tower or antenna in the public right-of-way in the same 


district abutting the same property requires neither a separate application, 


notification of neighbors, setback requirements from property lines, early 


neighborhood notification meeting, nor public hearing. 


81. Chapter 27 as amended violates NMSA 1978, Section 3-21-l(B)(2) 


(2007). 


' 
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SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(N.M. Const., Article II, Section 4) 


82. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


83. Article II, Section 4 of the New Mexico Constitution states: "All 


persons are born equally free, and have certain natural, inherent and inalienable 


rights, among which are the rights of enjoying and defending life and liberty, of 


acquiring, possessing and protecting property, and of seeking and obtaining safety 


and happiness." 


THEET TO PROTECTION OF PROPERTY 


84. Ordinances Nos. 2016-42 and 2017-18 and WCAIIA deprive property 


owners of prior notice, an opportunity to comment and/or testify at a public hearing, 


a minimum setback distance from their property lines, and other protections from 


dangerous facilities being built on the sidewalk in front of their house. 


85. Chapter 27 as amended by Ordinances Nos. 2016-42 and 2017-18 and 


WCAIIA, separately and jointly, ~olate the inalienable right to protect property 


possessed by all persons under Article II, Section 4 of the New Mexico Constitution. 


L--
THE RIGHT TO SAFETY AND THE RIGHT TO DEFEND LIFE 


86. Chapter 27 as amended and WCAIIA repeal all previous restraints on 


the pollution of private property with types of radiation proven harmful to life. 


87. Chapter 27 as amended by Ordinances Nos. 2016-42 and 2017-18 and 


WCAIIA, separately and jointly, violate the inalienable rights to safety and to 


defend life possessed by all persons under Article II, Section 4 of the New Mexico 


Constitution. 
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EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(N.M. Const., Art. XX, § 21) 


CHAPTER 27 AS AMENDED AND WCAIIA 
VIOLATE POLLUTION CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 


88. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


89. Article XX, section 21 of the New Mexico Constitution is titled 


"Pollution contror' and states: "The protection of the state's beautiful and healthful 


environment is hereby declared to be of fundamental importance to the public 


interest, health, safety and the general welfare. The legislature shall provide for 


control of pollution and control of despoihnen t of the air, water and other natural 


resources of this state, consistent with the use and development of these resources 


for the maximum benefit of the people." 


90. Ordinances No. 2016-42 and 2017-18 and WCAIIA repeal all previous 


restraints on the pollution of the environment with types of radiation proven to be_ 


harmful to life and safety. It even repeals self-certification of compliance with the 


[non-mandatory safety guidelines set by the FCC for human exposure to RF 


. radiation) 


91. Chapter 27 as amended and WCAllA, separately and jointly, abdicate 


the responsibility of government under Article XX, section 21 of the New Mexico 


Constitution to control pollution. 
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NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(NMSA 1978, §§ 3-21-l(A) and 3-21-5(A)(3) (1970)), 


SFCC §§ 14-1.3 and 14-4.l(A)(2)) 


CHAPTER 27 AS AMENDED AND WCAllA 
~--::)~ DAMAGE HEALTH, SAFETY, AND THE GENERAL WELFARE 


92. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


93. The protection of health, safety, and welfare is so fundamental to the 


function of government that this function is encoded in numerous provisions of law 


at every government level. 


94. Section 3-21-l(A) of the New Mexico Statutes states: "For the purpose 


of promoting health, safety, morals or the general welfare, a county or municipality 


is a zoning authority .... " 


95. Section 3-21-5(A)(3) of the New Mexico Statutes states: "The 


regulations and restrictions of the county or municipal zoning authority are to be in 


accordance with a comprehensive plan and be designed to ... (3) promote health and 


the general welfare." 


96. Section 14-1.3 of the Santa Fe City Code states that "[T]he purposes of 


chapter 14 are to: (A) implement the purposes of the general plan, including 


guiding and accomplishing a coordinated, adjusted and harmonious development of 


Santa Fe that will best promote health, safety, order, convenience, prosperity and 


the general welfare .... " 


97. Section 14-4.l(A)(2) of the Code states that the "regulations for the 


development and use of structures and land" in the City's zoning districts "are made 
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in accordance with the general plan and are designed to ... promote health and the 


general welfare ... " 


98. Chapter 27 as amended and WCAIIA, separately and jointly, damage 


health, safety, and the general welfare, in violation of the fundamental 


responsibilities of government and numerous State and City laws. 


TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(NMSA 1978 § 3-21-6(B) (1970)) 


ORDINANCES 2016-42AND 2017-18 
ADOPTED ZONING CHANGES WITHOUT NOTICE TO NEIGHBORS 


99. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


100. Section 3-21-6(B) of the New Mexico Statutes requires that 


"[w]henever a change in zoning is proposed for an area of more than one block, 


notice of the public hearing shall be mailed by first class mail to the owners, as 


shown by the records of the county treasurer, oflots or [ofl land within the area 


proposed to be changed by a zoning regulation and within one hundred feet, 


excluding public right-of-way, of the area proposed to be changed by zoning 


regulation." 


101. Ordinances 2016-42 and 2017-18 effected changes in zoning for public 


rights-of-way without any notice to owners oflots ofland within one hundred feet of 


such rights of way, in violation ofNMSA 1978, § 3-21-6(B) (1970). 
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ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Santa Fe City Charter, § 2.02) 


CHAPTER 27 AS AMENDED 
VIOLATES THE HUMAN AND CIVIL RIGHTS OF THE RESIDENTS OF SANTA FE 


102. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


103. Chapter 27 as amended~prives the residents of Santa Fe of the 


ability to protect themselves against types of radiation proven to be harmful to file 


and safety, contrary to Section 2.02 of the Santa Fe City Charter, which states that 


r "[t]he human and civil rights of the residents of Santa Fe are inviolate and shall 


\ not be diminished or otherwise infringed." (Emphasis added). 


104. (Many residents of Santa Fe, including Plaintiffs and their members, 


are refugees from RF radiation elsewhere. Their ability to remain healthy, earn a 


living, raise their families, provide for their needs, and continue to live in Santa Fe 


is dependent on non-exposure to RF radiatio0 


105. Chapter 27 as amended deprives Plaintiffs of their human and civil 


rights in violation of section 2.02 of the Santa Fe City Charter. 


\~ 
TWELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 


(Santa Fe City Charter, § 2.03) 


CHAPTER 27 AS AMENDED 
DAMAGES THE CITY'S ENVIRONMENT 


106. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


107. Section 2.03 of the Santa Fe City Charter, titled "Environmental 


protection," requires that "the governing body shall protect, preserve and enhance 
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the city's natural endowments ... and promote and maintain an aesthetic and 


humane urban environment." 


108. Chapter 27 as amended damages the City's environment in violation of 


section 2.03 of the Santa Fe City Charter. 


\~ 
THIRTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 


(NMSA 1978, § 30-8-1 (1963) and SFCC §§ 10-9.3 and 23-1.2(B)(3)) 


CHAPTER 27 AS AMENDED 
PROVIDES FOR THE CREATION OF PUBLIC NUISANCES 't''f!:~. --


109. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


110. The amendments to Chapter 27 were adopted without lawful 


authority. 


111. Under NMSA 1978, § 30-8-1, a public nuisance is a misdemeanor that 


consists of "knowingly creating, performing or maintaining anytillng affecting any 


number of citizens without lawful authority which is either:(A. injurious to public 


health, safety, morals or welfare; or B. interferes with the exercise and enjoyment 


of public rights, including the right to use public property.') 


112. Under Section 10-9.3(E) of the Santa Fe City Code, a public nuisance 


as "knowingly creating, performing or maintaining anything affecting any number 


of citizens without lawful authority which is either (1) Injurious to public health, 


safety, morals or welfare; or (2) Interferes with the exercise and enjoyment of public 


rights, including the right to use public or private property." 


113. Under Section 23-1.2(B)(3) of the Santa Fe City Code, a public 


nuisance is "any activity, function, status, or the result of such activity, function, or 
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status whether participated in by one person or several, whether caused by 


:) G ~ersons, or other devices, which affects the health, safety, and welfare of 


an individual, a neighborhood or community and degrades the quality of life for 


such individual, neighborhood or community," without regard for whether the 


nuisance was created by lawful authority. 


114. Section 10-9.2 of the Santa Fe City Code requires "[t]he abatement of 


public nuisances for the protection of public health, safety, and welfare .... " 


115. Chapter 27 as amended provides for the creation of public nuisances, 


not their abatement, in violation of State and City law. 


FOURTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Ultra Vires) 


MAYOR'S PROCLAMATIONS 


116. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


117. The Mayor's Proclamations fall beyond the scope of his authority under 


the City Code, the City Charter, and State law. 


118. The Mayor may proclaim a state of emergency pursuant to Section 20-


1 of the City Code, the Riot Control Ordinance, if he "determines that a public 


disorder, riot, disaster or emergency exists in the municipality." Once an 


emergency is declared, the Mayor is authorized to "prohibit ... activities the mayor 


reasonably believes should be prohibited to help maintain life, property or the 


public peace." Acts that may be so prohibited include being on the street after 


curfew, see§ 20-1.2(A); any designated number of people from assembling or 


gathering, see § 20-l.2(B); the manufacture, use, or transportation of explosives, see 
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§ 20-1.2(C); the transportation, possession or use of combustible materials except for 


normal home or commercial use, see§ 20-1.2(D); the possession of firearms in 


public, see§ 20.l-2(E); the sale of alcoholic beverages, see§ 20. l-2(F); or the use of 


designated streets of highways. See§ 20. l-2(G). This authority does not include 


'jR' ordering the installation of wireless telecommunications facilities in public rights 9f 


way while land use regulations are suspended. The fixe chief and two deputy police 


chiefs stated to the media that there is no emergency and no interruption of police 


of fire service due to insufficient telecommunications facilities. Section 20-1.4 of the 


Santa Fe City Code provides that a state of emergency "terminates automatically at 


noon on the third day after it becomes effective unless sooner terminated by 


proclamation of the mayor.''{:he Mayor is not authorized to declare that any state of 


emergency will last for six months) 


119. Section 5.01 of the City Charter and Section 2-1.3 of the City Code 


·command the Mayor to "cause the ordinances and regulations of the city to be 


faithfully and constantly obeyed," not to unilaterally suspend them. They allow the 


Mayor to "perform other duties compatible with the nature of the office as the 


governing body may from time to time requixe," not as he unilaterally may decide. 


They give the Mayor "the power conferred on the sheriffs of counties to suppress 


disorders and keep the peace"; the sheriffs are not conferred with the authority to 


order cell towers to be built. 


120. The Proclamations are null and void. 
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FIFTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Injunctive Relief) 


CHAPTER 27 AND WCAIIA 


121. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


122. The enforcement of Chapter 27 as amended and WCAIIA should be 


preliminarily and permanently enjoined because of violations of City, State, and 


Federal laws, charter, and constitutions. 


123. Plaintiffs and their members include persons previously physically 


injured and/or deprived of their homes and businesses by RF radiation from 


wireless telecommunications facilities.( Until now they have enjoyed protection from 


further injury because such facilities have not beeri permitted in the public rights-


of-way close to homes and businesses. Plaintiffs have already been further injured 


by the seven towers erected under the unlawful mayoral proclamations, and are 


threatened with more serious injury by the imminent erection of such facilities on 


the streets and sidewalks of Santa Fe in front of or in close proximity to their homes 


and businesses pursuant to chapter 27 as amended and wcAIIA) 
124. Absent injunctive relief, citizens will have close-range RF radiation 


coming into their homes and bodies without notice, resulting in irreparable harm 


that is not remediable by monetary damages. 
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SIXTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Injunctive relief) 


MAYOR'S PROCLAMATIONS 


125. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


126. Under the Mayor's Proclamations of Emergency, without any public 


process whatsoever and in total disregard of the Land Development Code, a contract 


was signed with Verizon Wireless, under which seven towers were erected on public 
~ 


property. The fact that the City subsequently conducted proforma public 


proceedings on those seven towers does not legitimize a contract entered into 


illegally, nor legalize the seven towers erected without due process. 


127. The contract with Verizon should be declare~and operation of the 


seven towers built under that contract should be preliminarily and permanently 


enjoined. 


\y- SEVENTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 


"ENVIRONMENT" DOES NOT MEAN "HEALTH" IN 
SECTION 704 OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996 


128. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


129. Section 704 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, 47 U.S.C. 


§ 332(c)(7)(B)(iv) ("Section 704"), prohibits states from adopting stricter regulations 


than the FCC regarding "the environmental effects f RF radiation." ,,; 


130. If Congress had meant health it would have said so plainly. 


131. The question of whether "environment" means health in Section 704 


has never been litigated. According to the common meaning of the words, as 
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defined in Merriam-Webster's dictionary, "environment" does not mean or include 


"health."1 If environment is interpreted to mean health in Section 704, this raises 


serious questions as to the constitutionality of Section 704. Therefore courts should 


interpret "environment" not to mean "health" per Webster's dictionary so as to avoid 


the serious questions as to the constitutionality of Section 704.2 


132. Section 704 is not a bar to any of Plaintiffs' Claims for Relief against 


the City because by plain language "environment" does not mean "health." 


EIGHTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(U.S. CONSTITUTION, AMENDMENT FIVE) 


SECTION 704 OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996, 
47 U.S.C. § 332(C)(7)(B)(IV) AND (V) 


133. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


-1<- 134. The FCC has no statutory authority over human health and its RF 


exposure guidelines are neither mandatory nor enforceable. 


135. The FCC has stated repeatedly that its RF exposure guidelines are 


procedural only and serve ·only to determine whether an FCC licensee must file an 


Environmental Assessment or not. Non-mandatory regulations cannot have 


1 "environment la. The totality of the natural world, often excluding humans." The American 
Heritage Dictionary, Fifth Edition 596 (2011); 
"environmental 1. Relating or associated with the environment. 2. Relating to or concerned 


with the impact of human activities on the natural world." Id. at p. 596. 
"health 1. The overall condition of an organism at a given time." Id. at p. 810. 


2 Even though Plaintiffs' position is that the plain meaning of the word "environment"-which 
does not include "health"-is applicable to Section 704, this in no way is to be construed to 
mean that destroying the environment survives constitutional scrutiny. See Juliana v. United 
States, 217 F. Supp. 3d 1224, 1261 (D. Or. 2016): 


This action is of a different order than the typical environmental case. It alleges 
that defendants' actions and inactions-whether or not they violate any specific 
statutory duty-have so profoundly damaged our home planet that they threaten 
plaintiffs' fundamental constitutional rights to life and liberty. 
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preemptive effect. Yet, Section 704 gives these regulations preemptive authority, 


prohibiting States and local governments from adopting any regulations more 


stringent than those adopted by the FCC. 


136. Section 704 prohibits States and local governments from providing any 


remedy for injury by RF radiation without providing a substitute federal remedy. 
~ . 


This prohibition violates Substantive Due Process because it forecloses any and all 


remedies for injury by RF radiation) 


137. Section 704 is not a bar to any of Plaintiffs' Claims for Relief against 


the City because Section 704 violates the Fifth Amendment. 


NINETEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(U.S. Constitution, Amendment One - Freedom of Speech) 


SECTION 704 OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996, 
47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(B)(rv) AND (v) 


138. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


139. Section 704 prohibits States and local governments from regulating RF 


radiation on the basis of its environmental effects. 


140. If the public gives voice to their concerns about RF radiation from a 


proposed telecommunications facility and their city council subsequently denies the 


application, Section 704 provides that the applicant can "commence an action in any .... 
court of competent jurisdiction." 47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(B)(v). See Cellular Telephone 


Company v. Town of Oyster Bay, 166 F.3d 490, 495 (2nd Cir. 1999) ("A review of 


the record before us of the two hearings reveals that the bulk of the testimony 


addressed citizens' fears of adverse health effects from the cell sites ... "). 
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141. If a city councilor gives voice to his or her concerns about RF radiation, 


the telecommunications company can likewise sue the city in any court of competent 


jurisdiction_See T-Mobile Northeast LLC u. Town of Ramapo, 701 F.Supp.2d 446, -
460 (S.D.N.Y. 2009): 


"(T]he Town has now admitted that one of the Planning Board's three 
stated reasons for denying T-Mobile's application was that the 
proposal raised health concerns ... In Planning Board hearings on July 
11, September 12, and October 17, 2006, town residents repeatedly 
spoke of their concern that T-Mobile's proposed facility would create a 
health hazard ... The Court has no trouble concluding that the Town's 
decision was at least partly based on the environmental effects of the 
proposed tower's radio frequency emissions ... 


142. This prohibition is nothing more than a burden on the content of 


speech. 


143. Section 704 is not a bar to any of Plaintiffs' Claims for Relief against 


the City because Section 704 violates the First Amendment right to Free Speech. 


'}- TWENTIETH CAUSE OF ACTION y (First Amendment - Right to Petition) 


(SECTION 704 OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996) 
I( 47 u.s.c. § 332(c)(7)(B)(IV) AND (v) 


144. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


145. Section 704 bars@;ri~ persons threatened with injury of the right 


to be notified, of the right to participate in the decision, of the right to protest that 


decision, of the right to appeal that decision, and, when they are injured, of the 


right to tort relief or any remedy whatsoever for their injuries) 
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146. Section 704 is not a bar to any of Plaintiffs' Claims for Relief against 


the City because(section 704 violates the First Amendment Right to Petition the 


Government for Redress of Grievances. 


TWENTY-FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Injunctive Relief) 


14 7. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


148. Pending before Congress right now are a number of bills, including 


"Ji"enate Bill 375Vdesigned to streamline the deployment of 5G by exempting 


wireless facilities in the public rights-of-way from land use regulations nationwide. 


149. The passage of any such federal bill would work the same violations of 


Free Speech, Due Process and the Right to Petition as the amended Chapter 27, 


WCAlIA, and Section 704. 


150. The United States should be enjoined from passing or enforcing any 


bill that declares that local land use regulations do not apply to all wireless 


telecommunications facilities located in the public rights-of-way. 


v TWENTY-SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Injunctive Relief) 


SECTION 704 OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996, 
47 u.s.c. § 332(c)(7)(B)(IV) AND (v) 


151. All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference. 


152. The operation of 47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(B)(iv)&hich prohibits the 


consideration of environmental and health effects, should be temporarily and 


permanently enjoine~ 
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153. The operation of 47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(B)(v), which provides that any 


telecommunications company that is adversely affected by a local government's 


regulation of cell towers on the basis of health may be heard in any court of 


competent jurisdiction on an expedited basis-but that any citizen who is adversely 


affected by a local government's decision not to regulate cell towers on the basis of 


health may not be heard in any court whatsoever-should be temporarily and 


permanently enjoined. 


REQUESTS FOR RELIEF 


WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court issue an Order 


and Judgment: 


1. Declaring that Chapter 27 as amended by Ordinances Nos. 2016-42 


and 2017-18 and WCAlIA, individually and jointly, violate the Procedural and 


Substantive Due Process requirements of the United States and New Mexico 


Constitutions. 


2. Declaring that the Mayor's Proclamations of Emergency violated 


Procedural and Substantive Due Process. 


3. Declaring that Chapter 27 as amended and WCAIIA, individually and 


jointly, are a talting without just compensation, in violation of the Fifth and 


Fourteenth Amendments. 


4. Declaring that by requiring franchises inst~d of leases, the City has -
unlawfully abdicated its responsibilities as a zoning authority. 
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5. Declaring that Chapter 27 as amended provides non-uniform zoning 


regulations for every zoning district, in violation of state law. 


6. Declaring that Chapter 27 as amended and WCAIIA, individually and 


jointly, violate the inalienable right to safety guaranteed in New Mexico's 


Constitution. 


7. Declaring that Chapter 27 as amended and WCAIIA, individually and 


jointly, violate the inalienable right to protect property guaranteed in New Mexico's 


Constitution. 


8. Declaring that Chapter 27 as amended and WCAIIA, individually and 


jointly, violate the inalienable right to defend life guaranteed in New Mexico's 


Constitution. 


9. Declaring that Chapter 27 as amended and WCAIIA, individually and 


jointly, damage the health, safety, general welfare, and environment in violation of 


Article XX, section 21 of New Mexico's Constitution. 


10. Declaring that Chapter 27 as amended and WCAIIA, individually and 


collectively, abdicate the responsibility of government under Article XX, section 21 


of the New Mexico Constitution to control pollution. 


11. Declaring that Chapter 27 as amended and WCAIIA, individually and 


collectively, damage health, safety and the general welfare in violation ofNMSA 


1978, section 3-21-l(A) and 3-21-5(A)(3), as well as sections 14-1.3 and 14-4.l(A)(2) 


of the Santa Fe City Code. 
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12. Declaring that Ordinances 2016-42 and 2017-18 unlawfully adopted 


zoning changes without notice to neighbors. 


13. Declaring that Chapter 27 as amended violates the human and civil 


rights of the residents of Santa Fe in violation of the Santa Fe City Charter. 


14. Declaring that Chapter 27 as amended damages the City's 


environment in violation of the Santa Fe City Charter. 


15. Declaring that Chapter 27 provides for the cr~ation of public nuisances 


in violation of City and State law. 


16. Declaring that the ~ayor's Proclamations, and the contract with 


Verizon Wireless entered into thereunder are null and void) 


17. Declaring that "environment" does not mean "health" in Section 704 of 


the Telecommunications Act of 1996. 


18. Declaring that Section 704 violates Due Process and F;:_ee Speech 


guaranteed by the United States Constitution. 


19. Declaring that Chapter 27 as amended, WCAIIA, and Section 704, 


individually and collectively, violate the Right to Petition guaranteed by the First 


Amendment of the United States Constitution. 


20. Preliminarily and permanently enjoining the City, its officers, agents, 


servants, employees, and attorneys and those persons in active concert or 


participation with it who receive actual notice of the Order by personal service or 


otherwise, from enforcing Chapter 27 SFCC 1987 as amended by Ordinances 2016-


42 and 2017-lS;~rohibiting the granting of any additional franchises pending the 
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outcome of this lawsuit; and prohibiting the operation of any cell towers or antennas 


erected under existing franchises pending the outcome of this lawsuit. 


21. Enjoining the operation of any and all cell towers erected pursuant to 


the Mayor's Proclamations and the contract with Verizon Wireless entered into 


thereunder pending the outcome of this lawsuit. 


22. Preliminarily and permanently enjoining Attorney General Balderas 


from enforcing WCAllA pending the outcome of this lawsuit. 


23. Preliminarily and permanently enjoining the United States, its 


officers, agents, servants, employees, and attorneys and those persons in active 


concert or participation with it who receive actual notice of the Order by personal 


service or otherwise, from enforcing 47 U.S.C. §§ 332(c)(7)(B)(iv) and (v) pending the 


outcome of this lawsuit. 


24. Preliminarily .and permanently enjoining the United States, its 


officers, agents, servants, employees, and attorneys and those persons in active 


concert or participation with it who receive actual notice of the Order by personal 


service or otherwise, from adopting or enforcing any law that prohibits States or 


local governments, with respect to wireless telecommunications facilities, from 


enforcing land use regulations in the public rights-of-way that would otherwise 


apply pending the outcome of this lawsuit. 


25. Awarding costs, and reasonable attorneys' fees as provided under law. 


26. Awarding such other relief as this Court considers just and proper. 
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Respectfully submitted, 


Isl Kathleen M. Prlich 


Kathleen M. Prlich, Esq. 
Attorney for Monika Steinhoff and Santa Fe 


Alliance for Public Health and Safety 
1704-B Llano St. #150 
Santa Fe, NM 87505 
(301) 455-7043 


~?-~· 
Arthur Firstenberg, pro se 
P.O. Box 6216 
Santa Fe, NM 87502 
(505) 471-0129 
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INTERNATIONAL 
APPEAL 


Stop 5G on Earth 
and in Space 


To the UN, WHO, EU, Council 
of Europe 


and governments of all 
nations 


We the undersigned scientists, doctors, 


environmental organizations and citizens 


from (__) countries, urgently call for a halt to 


the deployment of the 5G (fifth generation) 


wireless network, including 5G from space 


satellites. 5G will massively increase 


exposure to radio frequency (RF) radiation 


on top of the 2G, 3G and 4G networks for 


telecommunications already in place. RF 
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radiation has been proven harmful for 


humans and the environment. The 


deployment of SG constitutes an experiment 


on humanity and the environment that is 


defined as a crime under international law. 


Executive summary 
Telecommunications companies worldwide, 


with the support of governments, are poised 


within the next two years to roll out the fifth


generation wireless network (5G). This is set 


to deliver what is acknowledged to be 


unprecedented societal change on a global 


scale. We will have "smart" homes, "smart" 


businesses, "smart" highways, "smart" cities 


and self-driving cars. Virtually everything we 


own and buy, from refrigerators and washing 


machines to milk cartons, hairbrushes and 


infants' diapers, will contain antennas and 


microchips and will be connected wirelessly 


to the Internet. Every person on Earth will 


have instant acc.ess to super-high-speed, low


latency wireless communications from any 


point on the planet, even in rainforests, mid


ocean and the Antarctic. 


What is not widely acknowledged is that this 


will also result in unprecedented 


environmental change on a global scale. The 


planned density of radio frequency 


transmitters is impossible to envisage. In 


addition to millions of new 5G base stations 


on Earth and 20,000 new satellites in space, 


200 billion transmitting objects, according to 


estimates, will be part of the Internet of 


Things by 2020, and one trillion objects a few 


years later. Commercial 5G at lower 


frequencies and slower speeds was deployed 


in Qatar, Finland and Estonia in mid-2018. The 


rollout of SG at extremely high (millimetre 
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wave) frequencies is planned to begin at the 


end of 2018. 


Despite widespread denial, the evidence that 


radio frequency (RF) radiation is harmful to 


life is already overwhelming, The accumulated 


clinical evidence of sick and injured human 


beings, experimental evidence of damage to 


DNA, cells and organ systems in a wide 


variety of plants and animals, and 


epidemiological evidence that the major 


diseases of modern civilization-cancer, heart 


disease and diabetes-are in large part 


caused by electromagnetic pollution, forms a 


literature base of well over 10,000 peer


reviewed studies. 


If the telecommunications industry's plans for 


5G come to fruition, no person, no animal, no 


bird, no insect and no plant on Earth will be 


able to avoid exposure, 24 hours a day, 365 


days a year, to levels of RF radiation that are 


tens to hundreds of times greater than what 


exists today, without any possibility of escape 


anywhere on the planet. These 5G plans 


threaten to provoke serious, irreversible 


effects on humans and permanent damage to 


all of the Earth's ecosystems. 


Immediate measures must be taken to 


protect humanity and the environment, in 


accordance with ethical imperatives and 


international agreements. 


5G will result in a massive 
increase in inescapable, 
involuntary exposure to 


wireless radiation 


Ground-based 5G 
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In order to transmit the enormous amounts of 


data required for the Internet of Things (loT), 


SG technology, when fully deployed, will use 


millimetre waves, which are poorly 


transmitted through solid material. This will 


require every carrier to install base stations 


~~ery 100 met~~~-[lJ in every urban area in the 


world. Unlike previous generations of wireless 


technology, in which a single antenna 


broadcasts over a wide area, 5G base stations 


and SG devices will have multiple antenna~ 


arranged in "phas_~~-rral_s~~ L?J..@l that work 


together to emit focused, steerable, laser-like 


beams that track each other. 


Each 5G phone will contain dozens of tiny 


antennas, all working together to track and 


aim a narrowly focused beam at the nearest 


cell tower. The US Federal Communications 


Commission (FCC) b..!3~ adopted rules 141 


permitting the effective power of those 


beams to be as much as 20 watts, ten times 


more powerful than the levels permitted for 


current phones. 


Each 5G base station will contain hundreds or 


thousands of antennas aiming multiple laser


like beams simultaneously at all cell phones 


and user devices in its service area. This 


technology is called "multiple input multiple 


output" or MIMO. FCC rules permit the 


effective radiated power of a 5G base 


station's beams to be as much as 30,000 


watts per 100 MHz of spectrum,L~ or 


equivalently 300,000 watts per GHz of 


spectrum, tens to hundreds of times more 


powerful than the levels permitted for current 


base stations. 


Space-based 5G 
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At least five companiesl5J. are proposing to 


provide 5G from space from a combined 


20,000 satellites in low- and medium-Earth 


orbit that will blanket the Earth with powerful, 


focused, steerable beams. Each satellite will 


emit millimetre waves with an effective 


radiated power of LIP_t_() _5_J12illi_()(l __ ;v_a_t_t_sJ.61 from 


thousands of antennas arranged in a phased 


array. Although the energy reaching the 


ground from satellites will be less than that 


from ground-based antennas, it will irradiate 


areas of the Earth not reached by other 


transmitters and will be additional to ground


based 5G transmissions from billions of loT 


objects. Even more importantly, the satellites 


will be located in the Earth's magnetosphere, 


which exerts a significant influence over the 


electrical properties of the atmosphere. The 


alteration of the Earth's electromagnetic 


environment may be an even greater threat 


to life than the radiation from ground-based 


antennas (see below). 


Harmful effects of radio 
frequency radiation are 


already proven 


Even before 5G was proposed, 9_o_ZEOl_f1~_()! 


i:>.El)l_t_i()_n_~_~_n__cl_~ep_ea I ?El by intern ati on a I 


scientists, including the fre!~_ll_f.~er App_~ 


signed by over 3,000 physicians, called for a 


halt to the expansion of wireless technology 


and a moratorium on new base stations.L8J. 


In 2015, 2l_?_:;_~ien__t!_s~ _ _f_i:_om ~.!_count~ies 


communicated their alarm to the United 


Nations (UN) and World Health Organization 


(WHO).l!ll They stated that "numerous recent 


scientific publications have shown that EMF 
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[electromagneti c fields] affects livi ng 


organisms at levels well below most 


international and nationa l guide lines". More 


than 10,000 peer-reviewed sc ientific studies 


demonstrate harm to human health from RF 


radiation.l!.Ql!!!l Effects inc lude: 


• Alteration of 


heart rhy~hm 11 2l 


• f.ltered gene 


expression113J 


• Altered 


metabolism1141 


• Altered stem 


cell 


d<:_velopment11~! 


• Cancers!1§1 


• Cardiovascular ---------
disease117l 


• Cogn_~~iv~ 


impa~~!!'-~nt.1181 
• D~_A dama~~-1191 


• Impacts on 


~<:_ne~~ell 
_!?e i ng120l 


• Increased free 


rad icalsi211 


• _Learn ing and 


memory 


deficits!f2!. 


• lmpai re9_ sperm_ 


functi on and --·------
9_ua I ity!.?.?.l 


• Misc_arriag~l241 


• Neur_£[9gi~?J. 


d a m ~~~-l.?-51 
• Obesity and 


diabetesl261 


• Oxidative 


stressl271 


Effects in children include _autism,1281. 


attention defici t b_y..E_eractiv..!_tx_ dis~>rder 


_(ADHDjl291!30J and _ast.~maJ?_!l 


Damage goes well beyond the human rac e, as 


there is abundant evidence of harm to diverse 


plant- and wild.!.!f~l32ll331 and laboratory 


animals, including: 


• Antsl341 • lnsectsli!J. 


• Birds@5H361 • Mammals l42l 


• Forestsl3~J. • Mice l43][44J 


• yrogs!38J • Plantsl451 


• Fruit fliesl391 • Ratsl461 
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• Trees!47l 


Negative 111ic__r9_~lol()~ic;?_I effectsl±Sl have also 


been recorded. 


The WHO's International Agency for Research 


on Cancer (\ARC) concluded in 2011 that RF 


radiation of frequencies 30 kHz - 300 GHz are 


poss i b I y C:!l~ln_oJ'(~ll_i_G_!? ll_ll_rr1_~11 s_ ( G !_Ou l?__~!J). 


!~~l However, re.cent evidence, including the 


latest studies on cell phone use and brain 


cancer risks, indicate that £l£_r~c!,!~tior.i_.!.5. 


i?_r'?~e n _c_a_i-c;i_n_o_~e_n!c_1:_o_~_u ma_n~_!5.9J and sh o u Id 


now be classified as a "Group 1 carcinogen" 


along with tobacco smoke and asbestos. 


Most contemporary wireless signals are 


pulse-modulated. Harm is caused by both the 


high-frequency carrier wave and the low


frequency pulsations.1511 


The deployment of 5G satellites must be 
prohibited 


The Earth, the ionosphere and the lower 


atmosphere form the global electric circuit1S21_ 


in which we live. It is well established that 


~igl_()~i".?lrhy!tJ111s.-of humans,!§'.3Jl5~1 birds, 


1'5.!'J hamsters,1561 and spidersl.57115.~1-are 


controlled by the Earth's natural 


electromagnetic environment and that the 


well-being of all organisms depends on the 


stability of this environment, including the 


_e I ec:_t r i ca I pr op_e_t"_!ie s __ ~!h e a_t f11_()_8-p he r_~.1?11 


[EiQJJ.§ 111~.:U E_her!.Y.· in a groundbreaking paper, 


J.Ei'.ll explained the importance of the 


S~_!l~_rri~_ri __ n_£~~()11~~~-~~I?.~l and why 


ionospheric disturbances can alter blood 


pressure and melatonin and cause "cancer, 


reproductive, cardiac and neurological 


disease and death''. 
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These elements of our electromagnetic 


environment have already been altered by 


radiation from power lines. Po~~~.~ 


harmonic radiation!..§.?..! reaches the Earth's 


ionosphere and magnetosphere, where it is 


amplified by wa~e-particle inti:i.~_9ct~?.~~JGG](67J 


In 1985, Dr. Robert 0. Becker warned that 


power line harmonic radiation had already 


changed the structure of the magnetosphere, 


and that the continued expansion of this 


effect "threatens the viability of all life on 


Earth".168l. The placement of tens of 


thousands of satellites direct ly in both the 


ionosphere and magnetosphere, emitting 


modulated signals at mi llions of watts and 


millions of frequencies, is likely to alter our 


electromagnetic environment beyond our 


ability to adapt.l691 


!nformal monitoring has already provided 


evidence indicating serious effects on 


humans and animals from the approximately 


100 satellites that have provided 2G and 3G 


phone service from low orbit since 1998. 


Such effects cannot be understood only from 


consideration of the low levels of radiat ion on 


the ground. Knowledge from other relevant 


scientific disciplines must be taken into 


account, including the fields of atmospheric 


physics and acupuncture.l.Z~H.71H72117~. Adding 


20,000 SG satellites wi ll further pollute the 


~!.ob~l~ctri~~i rcu!.!_E4H7~ and could ~~~er 
the Schumann resonances,!1.§1. with which all - -- - - - ·---·--
life on Earth has evolved. The effects will be 


universal and may be profoundly damaging. 


56 is qualitatively and quantitatively 
different from 46 


The idea that we will tolerate tens to 


hundreds of time's more radiation at 
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millimetre wavelengths is based on faulty 


modelling of the human body as a s_hE)~l!illEl.cj 


'.':"~~ homO[(;l!.'<Ol_()IJ_'>_ilg_LJjcj_.!?Z!JL8! The 
assumption that millimetre waves do not 


penetrate beyond the skin completely ignores 


nerves,!.7.9.! blood vesselsl?.OJI8l! and other 


electrically conducting structures that can 


carry radiation-induced currents deep into 


the body.!821183118 '!] Another, potentially more 


serious error is that phased arrays are not 


ordinary antennas. When an ordinary 


electromagnetic field enters the body, it 


causes charges to move and currents to flow. 


But when extremely short electromagnetic 


pulses enter the body, something else 


happens: the moving charges themselves 


become little antennas that reradiate the 


electromagnetic field and send it deeper into 


the body. These reradiated waves are called 


13__r_i~l()LJif\_[>~_C:l:!~~()_rE_.!~51 They become 


significant when either the power or the 


phase of the waves change_§._r_apicj!Y._en~ugh. 


18615G will probably satisfy both criteria. 


In addition, shallow penetration in itself poses 


a unique danger to eyes and to the largest 


organ of the body, the skin, as well as to very 


small creatures. Peer-reviewed studies have 


recently been published, predicting t_~EO_rf11."JI 


skin burns!.!lJJ in humans from 5G radiation 
--··--·---·-·----


and !:..~sonant _ _<:~so_rptiont:iy insec_ts,!?.?! which 


absorb up to 100 times as much radiation at 


millimetre wavelengths as they do at 


wavelengths presently in use. Since 


pop u I at ions of !~\'.if1~_~n_s1e.c_tE._tl9_vEJ_.cJ~.S:!~n_E0.cj_~y 


_75-80 PEJ.f_C_EO.f\! since 1989 even in protected 


nature areas,@~! 5G radiation could have 


catastrophic effects on insect populations 


w or Id wide. A !~13.~~ltJcJl'JlX. 0 !fl g_a_ri~_~i 
warned that millimetre waves are strongly 


absorbed by the cornea of the eye, and that 
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ordinary clothing, being of millimetre-size 


thickness, increases the absorption of energy 


by the skin by a resonance-type effect.1901 


Russell (2018) reviews the known effects of 


millimetre waves on skin, eyes (including 


cataracts), heart rate, immune system and 


DNA. 


Regulators have deliberately excluded the 
scientific evidence of harm 


Stakeholders thus far in the development of 


5G have been industry and governments, 


while renowned international EMF scientists 


who have documented biological effects on 


humans, animals, insects and plants, and 


alarming effects on health and the 


environment in thousands of peer-reviewed 


studies have been excluded. The reason for 


the current inadequate safety guidelines is 


that conflicts of i~terest. of standard-setting 


bodies "due to their relationships with 


telecommunications or electric companies 


undermine the impartiality that should govern 


the regulation of Public Exposure Standards 


for non-ionizing radiation". ~.1J. Professor 


Emeritus Martin L. Pall lays out the conflicts 


of interest in detail, and the lists of important 


studies that have been excluded, in his 


literature review. ~31. 


The thermal hypothesis is obsolete-new 
safety standards a re needed 


Current safety guidelines are based on the 


obsolete hyp_~th.~_s is that heating is the only 


harmful effect of EM Fs. As Markov and 


Grigoriev !:!_~ve statec!_, "Today standards do 


not consider the real pollution of the 


environment with nonionizing radiation".J9 3l 
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Hundreds of scientists, including many 


signatories to this appeal, have proven that 


many different kinds of acute and chronic 


illnesses and injuries are ~~_us_"'._d ___ "'."!!hou_t 


J:iea_ti_ll_\; ("non-thermal effect") from radiation 


levels far below international guidelines.~. 


Biological effects occur even at near-zero 


power levels. Effects that have been found at 


0.02 picowatts (trillionths of a watt) per 


square centimetre or less include E]lt"r"(j 


~-"-n~!!c;_~!!LJ.C:t~Le __ if1_~:<::.0.~ [~~J and i11__ril_t~,l9.5J 


91t-"L~-~5(3 in humans,[!lEi! !Ir()"'."!h_f;!L1T1lli~_ti_D_f1 
in bean plants,L~.'.1.and ~!!mutation of ovulation 


in chickens.19 ~1 


To protect against non-thermal effects, 


duration of exposure must be considered. 5G 


will expose everyone to many more 


transmissions simultaneously and 


continuously, day and night without cessation. 


New safety standards are needed and should 


be based on cumulative exposure and not only 


on power levels but also on frequency, 


bandwidth, modulation, waveform, pulse 


width and other properties that are 


biologically important. Antennas must be 


confined to specific, publicly identified 


locations. To protect humans, antennas must 


be located far from where people live and 


work, and excluded from the public rights-of


way where people walk. To protect wildlife, 


they must be excluded from wilderness 


sanctuaries and strictly minimized in remote 


areas of the Earth. To protect all life, 


commercial communications satellites must 


be limited in number and prohibited in low


and medium-Earth orbits. Phased arrays must 


be prohibited on Earth and in space. 


RF radiation has both acute and chronic 
effects 
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RF radiation has both immediate and long


term effect s. Cancer and heart disease are 


examples of long- term effects. ~_l~er9._!i_~_f1_~! 


heart rh yth~[991 and changes i~-brain 


funct ion (EEG)fIOOJ are examples of immediate 


effects. A syndrome that was called 


radiowave sicknessl!0 11 in the former Soviet 


Union and is called electr.?_~agneti_£ 


hypersens i!_ivity (EHS) around the world 


today11021 can be either acute or chronic. 


Professor Dr. Karl Hecht has published a 


detailed history of these syndromes, 


compiled from a review of more than 1,500 


Russian sc ientific papers and the clinical 


histories of more than 1,000 of his own 


patients in German y. Objective f indings 


include sleep disorders, abnormal blood 


pressure and heart rate, digestive disorders, 


hair loss, tinnitus and skin rash. Subjective 


symptoms include dizziness, nausea, 


headache, memory loss, inability to 


concentrate, fatigue, flu-like symptoms and 


cardiac pa in. uo31 


The EUROPAEM EMF Guideline 2016 st ates 


that EHS develops when people are 


"continuously exposed in their dai ly life" to 


increasing levels of EMFs, and that "reduct ion 


and prevention of EMF exposure" is 


necessary to restore these patients to health. 


[l04l EHS should no longer be considered a 


disease, but an injury by a toxic environment 


that affects an increasing ly large port ion of 


the population, estimated already at 100 


million people worldwide,!105ll!..Q§! and that 


may soor:i affect_~veryone.[l071 if the 


worldwide rollout of 5G is permitted. 


The Internationa l Sc ientific Dec larat ion on 
-·------·----·--·~--· 


EHS and multiple ch~!fl ica l sen_sitiv ity ~MCS}_, 


Brussels, declared in 2015 that "[i]naction is a 
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cost to society and is not an option any 


more ... [W]e unanimously acknowledge this 


serious hazard to public health ... [urgently 


requiring] that major primary prevention 


measures are adopted and prioritized, to face 


this worldwide pan-epidemic in perspective" 


(emphasis added).EC'.8J 


World governments are 
failing in their duty of care 


to the populations they 
govern 


In their haste to implement 5G and to 


encourage the unconstrained use of outer 


space, the European Union, United States and 


national governments worldwide are taking 


steps to ensure a "barrier-free" regulatory 


environment.l~0.~J They are !J~()!Ji!Ji.!i!JJLl()£8-I 


8-~thori!J es from .~~fo~!ll_!l'_('l!lVi ran 11:1_ent§IJ. 


law~,r110 1 and "in the interest of speedy and 


cost-effective deployment", removing 


"unnecessary burdens ... such as local planning 


procedures [and] the variety of specific limits 


on electromagnetic field (EMF) emissions and 


of the methods required to aggregate them". 


!1~1J. 


Governments are also en~_!i!l~ .. ~~."'-'.~ to make 


wireless facilities a permitted use in all public 


rights-of-way.!!121. To date, most wireless 


facilities have been located on private 


property at some distance from homes and 


businesses. In order for them to be spaced 


Jess than 100 metres apart as required by 5G, 


however, they will now be located on the 


sidewalk directly in front of homes and 


businesses and close above the heads of 


pedestrians, including mothers with babies. 
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Public notice requirements and public 


hearings are being eliminated. Even if there 


were a hearing and 100 scientific experts 


were to testify against 5G, ~aw~ have l?_~ e n 


pas_~ed mak_ing it illegal for local authorities 


to take their testimony into consideration. US 


law, for example, prohibits local governments 


from regulating wireless technology "on the 


basis of the environmental effects of radio 


frequency radiation",11121 and courts have 


reversed regulatory decisions about cell 


tower placement simply because most of the 


public testimony was about health.f11'!l. 


Insurers will not provide coverage against 


EMF risks,11151 and there is zero clarity as to 


what entity will bear legal responsibility for 


damage to life, limb and property arising from 


exposure to 5G, whether ground- or space


based.I.!.161. 


In the absence of an agreed comprehensive 


legal regime governing activiti es in outer 


space, lega l liability for t hose activities is 


non-existent, .despite the prospect of whole 


continents, the atmosphere and the oceans 


being put at risk by them. 


International agreements 
are being violated 


Children and duty of care 


The United Nations Convention on the Rights 


of the Child: States shall "undertake to ensure 


the child such protection and care as is 


necessary for his or her well-being" (art. 


3), "ensure ... the survival and development of 


the child" (art. 6) and "take appropriate 


measures to combat disease ... taking into 


consideration the dangers and r isks of 
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environmental pollution" (art. 24(c)). 


I.~.<:f\)_u~'"11_1~eEg_(;()_d~_[!94~) applies to all 


experiments on humans, thus including the 


deployment of SG with new, higher RF 


radiation exposure that has not been pre


market tested for safety. "The voluntary 


consent of the human subject is absolutely 


essential" (art. 1). Exposure to SG will be 


involuntary. "No experiment should be 


conducted, where there is an a priori reason 


to believe that death or disabling injury will 


occur" (art. 5). The findings of over 10,000 


scientific studies and the voices of hundreds 


()f if']t<:.rr1_<1tl()f'liJ.l_()rg_a_r1izati()r1~ representing 


hundreds of thousands of members who have 


suffered disabling injury and been displaced 


from their homes by already-existing wireless 


telecommunications facilities, are "a priori 


reasons to believe that death or disabling 


injury will occur''. 


Duty to inform and EMFs 


The World Telecommunication -----··------------ ---------------------·------


§!a_f'lcf~!cl.i~il_ti()_f'l_f\~~~b_l:;-J2_Q_!2) of the 


International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 


stated that "[t]here is a need to inform the 


public of the potential effects of exposure to 


electromagnetic fields (EMFs)" and invited 


Member States "to adopt suitable measures 


in order to ensure compliance with relevant 


international recommendations to protect 


health against the adverse effect of EMF''. 


]:_~"..~ic!_:t<'!_r m ~".\/i.<:l:l'_o_f __ l__~<:E u r_o p <'!.an __ _ 
Environment and Health Action Plan 2004-
--·--------···,-----~·~---------


~_()10_ (2008): "The European Parliament... 


[n]otes that the limits on exposure to 


electromagnetic fields which have been set 


for the general public are obsolete, ... 


obviously take no account of developments in 
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information and commu nicat ion technologies, 


of the recommendations issued by the 


European Environment Agency or of the 


str icter emission standards adopted, fo r 


example, by Belgium, Italy and Austria, and do 


not address the issue of vu lnerable groups, 


such as pregnant women, newborn babies and 


children." 


R e~~-1.!:! ti<?.!].} 81 Sj Co u ~i.!~5.~ ro Pe, 2:9_g[: 
"Take all reasonable measures t o reduce 


exposure to electromagnetic fields, especially 


to radio frequencies from mobile phones, and 


particularly the exposure to children and 


young people. " 


Environment 


The Declaration of the United Nations 


Conference on the Human Environment -·-·-- ---------·-------·--- ---·--
(1972): "The discharge of tox ic subst ances ... 


in such quantities or concentrations as to 


exceed t he capacity of the environment to 


render them harmless, must be halted in 


order to ensure that serious or irreversible 


damage is not inflicted upon 


ecosystems" (principle 6). 


The WorJ~Chart~I_!or Na_!~~ (1982): 


"Activiti es which are likely to cause 


irreversible damage to nature sha ll be 


avoided ... [W]here potential adverse eff ects 


are not fully understood, the activities should 


not proceed" (art. 11). 


The Rio Declaration on Environment and --------------· 
Deve!~pment_ (1992): "St at es have ... the 


responsibility to ensu re that activiti es w ithin 


th eir jurisd iction or control do not cause 


damage to the environment of other States or 


of areas beyond the limits of national 


jurisdict ion" (princip le 2). 
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The United Nations World Summit on 


~LJ'5.!aina~l<)_~eye_lo_plll"-~t (2002): "There is an 


urgent need to ... create more effective 


national and regional policy responses to 


environmental threats to human health" (para. 


54(k)). 


The African Convention on the Conservation 


of.ti~ture_a ncl_!:l_~!l1.r_a_l_R_"_StJ_lJ!c::_<:)s (2017): "The 


Parties shall. .. take all appropriate measures 


to prevent, mitigate and eliminate to the 


maximum extent possible, detrimental effects 


on the environment, in particular from 


radioactive, toxic, and other hazardous 


substances and wastes" (art. 13). 


Health and human rights 


The Universal Declaration of Human 


_Righ_!_s_: "Everyone has the right to life, liberty 


and security of person" (art. 3). 


The United Nations §J9ba~_!~ateg~for_ 


l,IVom en's., Chi Id ren 's and -~_cl5JJ-".S.C:.<:l!1.t~-


!::l. ea lth(2()_16-2_030) has as objectives and 


targets to "transform", by expanding enabling 


environments; to "survive", by reducing 


maternal and newborn mortality; and to 


"thrive" by ensuring health and well-being and 


reducing pollution-related deaths and 


illnesses. 


Space 


The 9.U.!<:lL~E~C:.E!.!L<l~ty_ (1967) requires that 


the use of outer space be conducted "so as to 


avoid [its] harmful contamination and also 


adverse changes in the environment of the 


Earth"(art. IX). 


!~_EO...l!i:i it e c1_N a! i_tJ_n_!>_~U.i<:l.<:l!iri_E_l~. fo _r__!h_E_JJ;._9_n_~.:. 


T_Elflll ?_u.~t ~_i_n~ ~_ili!X ()f ()LJ_t<:)r s_p~c; "_ f>:,_c::_.t_iv_i!i<)_S_ 
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(2018): "States and international 


intergovernmental organizations should 


address ... risks to people, property, public 


health and the environment associated with 


the launch, in-orbit operation and re-entry of 


space objects" (guideline 2.2(c)). 


World governments are playing dice with 
life on Earth 


Albert Einstein famously asserted that "God 


does not play dice".11171, Yet by pursuing the 


broadcast on Eart h and from space of SG, an 


unprecedented technology of millimetre 


waves previously used as an energy weapon 


in military operations and crowd control,!!..181 


world governments are recklessly playing 


dice with the future of life on Earth. 


To refuse to accept and apply relevant and 


valid scientific knowledge is ethically 


unacceptable. Existing research shows that 


SG-and especially space-based SG


contravenes principles enshrined in a host of 


international agreements. 


We call upon the 
UN, WHO, EU, 
Council of Europe 
and governments 
of all nations, 
(a) To take immediate measures to halt the 
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deployment of SG on Earth and in space in 


order to protect all humankind, especially the 


unborn, infants, children, adolescents and 


pregnant women, as well as the environment; 


(b) To follow the l)11_it_o:clt-l_a.ti_o[l_s_(;()nV_E)n_t_i()l1 


on_t~_E)_i:i_i~il_t__s_of_~~_e_(;~ild_ and (;()LI_l1C:i~_c>_f_ 


g_urope_Besoluti_~__l_?_~?- by informing citizens, 


including teachers and physicians, about the 


health risks (to adults and children) from RF 


radiation, and why they should and how they 


can avoid wireless communication and base 


stations, particularly in or near day-care 


centres, schools, hospitals, homes and 


workplaces; 


(c) To favour and implement wired 


telecommunications instead of wireless; 


(d) To prohibit the 


wireless/telecommunications industry 


t_h.!c:>_~J;:_h i!_s_l_0:>_b.ti_l1K_o_r~_a_r:ii~a_ti()!1_5 fro m 


p_er:_sua_cling offic_i_~_s to make decisions 


permitting further expansion of RF radiation, 


including ground- and space-based SG; 


(e) To appoint immediately-without industry 


influence-international groups of 


independent, truly impartial EMF and health 


scientists with no conflicts of interest, !!.1..9.l for 


the purpose of establishing new international 


safety standards for RF radiation that are not 


based only on power levels, that consider 


cumulative exposure, and that protect against 


all health and environmental effects, not just 


thermal effects and not just effects on 


humans; 


(f) To appoint immediately-without industry 


influence-international groups of scientists 


with expertise in EM Fs, health, biology and 


atmospheric physics, for the purpose of 


developing a comprehensive regulatory 
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framework that will ensure that the uses of 


outer space are safe for humans and the 


environment, taking into account RF 


radiation, rocket exhaust gases, black soot, 


and space debris and their impacts on ~~ne, 


112q1 global ~arming,!±~ the atmosphere and 


the preservation of life on Earth. Not only 


ground-based but also space-based 


technology must be sustainable l!.?.?l for 


adults and children, animals and plants. 


Please respond 
before 
1 December 2018, 
detailing the measures you intend to take to 


protect the global population against RF 


radiation exposure, especially 5G radiation. 


Your response should be sent to the Appeal 


Administrator listed below. 


This appeal and your response will be publicly 


available on www..:.?J~·Spac~~-epe31~~!:.~: 


Respectfully submitted, 


Arthur Firstenberg, Appeal Administrator, 


info@5gSpa_c:eA_p_peal .org 


Initial signatories 
AFRICA 


Lauraine Margaret Helen Vivian, PhD, 


Anthropology and Psychiatry; Honorary 
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Research Associate, Faculty of Health and 


Medical Sciences, University of Copenhagen, 


Denmark. Signatory for South Africa 


ASIA 


Girish Kumar, PhD, Professor, Electrical 


Engineering Department, Indian Institute of 


Technology Bombay, Powai, Mumbai, India 


AUSTRALIA 


Don Maisch, PhD, Independent researcher, 


author of "The Procrustean Approach", 


Lindisfarne, Tasmania, Australia 


EUROPE 


Alfonso Balmori, BSc, Master in 


Environmental Education, Biologist. 


Valladolid, Spain 


Klaus Buchner, Dr. rer. nat., Professor, MEP -


Member of the European Parliament, 


Kompetenzinitiative zum Schutz von Mensch, 


Umwelt und Demokratie e.V., Milnchen, 


Germany 


Daniel Favre, Dr. phil. nat., Biologist, A.R.A. 


(Association Romande Alerte aux Ondes 


Electromagnetiques), Switzerland 


Annie Sasco, MD, DrPH, SM, HDR, former 


Chief of Research Unit of Epidemiology for 


Cancer Prevention at the International 


Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), Lyon; 


former Acting Chief, Programme for Cancer 


Control of the World Health Organization 


(WHO); former Director of Research at the 


lnstitut National de la Sante et de la 


Recherche Medicale (I NSERM); France 
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NORTH AMERICA 


MarUn Pall, Professor Emeritus of 


Biochemistry and Basic Medical Sciences, 


Washington State University, residing in 


Portland, Oregon, USA 


Kate Showers, PhD, Soil Science, Senior 


Research Fellow, Centre for World 


Environmental History, University of Sussex, 


Falmer, Brighton, UK, residing in Bolton- Est, 


Quebec, Canada 


SOUTH AMERICA 


Carlos Sosa, MD, University of Antioquia, 


Medellin, Colombia 


SIGN IT 
(INDIVIDUAL) 


SIGN IT 
(ORGANIZATION) 
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Paul Heroux, PhD is an internationally known expert on health impacts of electromagnetic 
radiation. This month he will be speaking at the Oregon State · 
Legislature and the Portland Public School system concerning 
wireless radiation in schools. He is on the Faculty of Medicine 
at McGill University in Montreal, where he is Associate 
Professor, Director of the Occupational Health Program, 
Department of Epidemiology, Biostatistics and Occupational 
Health; and Medical Scientist, Department of Surgery, McGill 
University Health Center. He teaches Toxicology and Health 
Effects of Electromagnetic Radiation to Occupational Health 
and Engineering students. Since the beginning of his science 
career in 1976, he has followed the debate surrounding the 
biological effects of electromagnetism. He has studied 
electrical burns, electromagnetic field measurements, 
electrical measurements methods of edema, and effects of 
low frequency magnetic fields on cancer cells. His most recent work focuses on the utilization of 
magnetic fields against cancer in humans. He is author of the textbooks "Health Effects of 
Electromagnetism" and "Principles of Toxicology" available free in PDF at 
htt12://www.invitro12lus.mcgill.ca/ 


Visit the FAC website for up to date info on happenings in Eugene. 


Please circulate this message to friends and neighbors! 











Bibliography of EMF /RF /MW Selected Resources 2/23/19 
FamiliesForSafeMeters.org 
Families for Safe Meters meets most Wednesdays from 5-6:30 PM at the 
Good Samaritan Village 3500 Hilyard St. Eugene, OR 
The FriendsofAmazonCreek.org website has updated following Jinks: 


1. Map of planned 5G sites in Eugene. Click to see potential new small cell locations in your 
neighborhood (see the key in the upper right header for interpretation). https://eugene-
pwe. maps. arcgis. com/ apps/webappvi ewer/index.html ?id=cfb 1e048f8964ed38a 1d37 cfb2 9a5 e4e 
&fbclid=I wARl gDoq2WOe B8ns5zQa V-70yPvUkKcFWrywe7h YD6--ZhvHYnyGa4rnanw 
2. EWEB memo on small cell installations on EWEB facilities, January 23, 2019. This memo 
discusses EWEB's authority to regulate location of cellular equipment. 
3. Eugcneans: PLEASE SIGN PETITION AT FAC. * 
My Street My Choice-A Neighborhood Survival Guide 
Listen to Petaluma 38 min. radio show 
http: //m vstreetm ychoi ce. com/ 
http://scientists4wiredtech.com/2018/11 /is-5 g-a-technological-revol ution-or-a-pandoras-box/ 
Is 5G a Technological Revolution or a Pandora's Box? Pima County, AZ 5G Awareness 
Coalition Public Forum: Is 5G a Technological Revolution or a Pandora's Box? 11117/18 


5G and the FCC: IO Reasons Why You Should Care Februmy 13, 2019 Sharon 
Buccino https ://www.nrdc.org/ experts/ shmon-buccino/ 5 g-and-fcc-10-reaso ns-why-you-should
cm·e 


Environmental Health Trust https://ehtrust.org/ 
http ://WV1'\V. e lectrosmogpreventi on.org/sto p-5 g-action-p Ian/I 0-ac tions-to-help-stop-5 g/ 
From ElectroSmog Prevention site: actions and sample letters 


TEN ACTIONS TO STOP DANGEROUS 5G SMALL CELLS from being placed IN 
FRONT OF YOUR HOME and throughout your community:\LEARN about 5G 
concerns - NEW! SUMMARY of all issues concerning 5G for activists and the public 


Physicians for Safe Technology https://mdsafetech.org/ 
Dr. Sharon Goldberg Testifies at Michigm1's 5G Small Cell Tower ... 
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&g=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=ria&uact=8&ve 
d=2ahlJKEwiNirG 5M gAh WUFTQIHd3eDl wQwqsBMAJ6BAgGEAc&url=https://www.you 
tube.com/watch?v=CKOA!iMe-KA&usg=AOvVaw1LerQPOLuJwUaG6HKcJxVw 
WeAretheFvidencc.org Attorney Dafna Tachover 
https ://\\c,,vw. yo utu be. com/watch ?v=cQ 5 xKr6 8eFk&t=90 1 s 
Dr Martin Pall EMF Protection Health Presentation Eugene, OR 10/18/18 Dr. Pall staits 
00: 17:50 


National Institute for Science, Law & Public Policy Washington, DC Re-Inventing Wires: The 
Future of Landlines and Networks 
http:// electro rn agn eti ch cal th. o rg/wp-content/up I oad s/20 18/0 5 /Wires. pdf 







Compliance Problems for 50 rollout detailed in new technical paper 
https://www.emfacts.com/2018/ l 2/compliance-problems-for-5 g-rollout-detailed-in-new
technical-paper/ 08 DEC 18 


Top 20 Facts on 50: What You Need To Know About 50 Wireless and "Small" Cells 


https ://eh trust. org/key-issues/ ce 11-phoneswire less/ 5 g-internet -ev erythin g/20-guick-facts-what
yo u-need-to-know-a bout -5 g-wireless-and-small-cell s/ 


https ://www. electrosm ogprcvention. org/ stop-5 g-acti on-p Ian/ 1 0-acti ons-to-hel µ-stop- 5 g/ 
10 ACTIONS TO STOP DANGEROUS 50 SMALL CELLS from being placed IN FRONT OF 
YOUR HOME and throughout your community: 


bltps ://jackkruse.com/ 


http://sammilham.com/ 
Dirty Electricity tells the story of Dr. Samuel Milham, the scientist who first ale1ied the world 
about the frightening link between occupational exposure to electromagnetic fields, 
electromagnetic pollution, and human disease. 
ElectricSense.corn 
Hear interview every Thurs. morning free play for one day. 
https://emfhealtbsummit.com/go-2-h2-a/ EMF Health Summit Oct. 2018, get DVDs+ 
Whatis5g.info 
ElectronicSilentSpring.com 
How Big Wireless Made Us Think That Cell Phones Are Safe: A Special Investigation[s};,Irhe 
disinfommtion campaign-and massive radiation increase-behind the 50 rollou~s};,Is};,] By Mark 
He1isgaard, Mark Dowie 4/23/18 
https ://www. thenati on. com/ arti cl e/how-big-wi rel ess-made-us-think-that -cell-phones-are-safe-a
special-investigation/ 


Find a building biologist: http://www.building-
biology.org/?fbclid= IwAR2kD69c3RxB3 lUJx3 l d78sQKaMgTRMR06jvZPpdgJi8pihkswDeu2 
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ABSTRACT 
This review alms to cover experimental data on oxidative effects of low-intensity radlofrequency 
radiation (RFR) In living cells. Analysis of the currently available peer-reviewed sclentlflc literature 
reveals molecular effects induced by low-Intensity RFR In living cells; this includes significant 
activation of key pathways generating reactive oxygen species (ROS), activation of peroxldatlon, 
oxidative damage of DNA and changes In the activity of antioxidant enzymes. It Indicates that 
among 100 currently available peer-reviewed studies dealing with oxidative effects of low
intensity RFR, In general, 93 confirmed that RFR Induces oxidative effects In blologlcal systems. A 
wide pathogenic potential of the induced ROS and their Involvement in cell signaling pathways 
explains a range of blologlcal/health effects of low-Intensity RFR, which Include both cancer and 
non-cancer pathologies. In conclusion, our analysis demonstrates that low-intensity RFR is an 
expressive oxidative agent for living cells with a high pathogenic potential and that the oxidative 
stress Induced by RFR exposure should be recognized as one of the primary mechanisms of the 
blologlcal activity of this kind of radiation. 
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Introduction 


Intensive development of wireless technologies during 
the last decades led to a dramatic increase of back
ground radiofrequency radiation (RFR) in the human 
environment. Thus, the level of indoor background 
RFR in industrialized countries increased 5,000-fold 
from 1985 to 2005 (Maes, 2005). Such significant envir
onmental changes may have a serious impact on 
human biology and health. As a proof of such impact, 
a series of epidemiological studies on the increased risk 
of tumorigenesis in "heavy" users of wireless telephony 
exists (Hardell et al., 2007, 20 I I; Sadetzki et al., 2008; 
Sato et al., 201 l ). Some studies indicate that long-term 
RFR exposure in humans can cause various non-cancer 
disorders, e.g., headache, fatigue, depression, tinnitus, 
skin irritation, hormonal disorders and other condi
tions (Abdel-Rassoul et al., 2007; Buchner & Eger, 
201 l; Chu et al., 201 I; Johansson, 2006; Santini et al., 
2002; Yakyrnenko et al., 2011 ). In addition, convincing 
studies on hazardous effects of RFR in human germ 
cells have been published (Agarwal et al., 2009; De 
Iuliis et al., 2009). 


All abovementioned studies dealt with the effects of 
low-intensity RFR. This means that the intensity of 
radiation was far below observable thermal effects in 
biological tissues, and far below safety limits of the 
International Commissions on Non-Ionizing 
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) (ICNIRP, 1998). To 
date, molecular mechanisms of non-thermal effects of 
RFR are still a bottleneck in the research on tl1e biolo
gical/health effects of low-intensity RFR, although 
recently many studies have been carried out on meta
bolic changes in living cells under low-intensity RFR, 
and comprehensive reviews were published (Belyaev, 
2010; Consales et al., 201 2; Desai et al., 2009; 
Yakymenko et al., 2011). In the present work, we ana
lyze the results of molecular effects of low-intensity 
RFR in living cells and model systems, with a special 
emphasis on oxidative effects and free radical mechan
isms. It might seem paradoxical that, despite being 
non-ionizing, RFR can induce significant activation of 
free radical processes and overproduction of reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) in living cells. We believe that the 
analysis of recent findings will allow recognition of a 
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general picture of the potential health effects of already 
ubiquitous and ever-increasing RFR. 


Radlofrequency radiation 


RFR is a part of electromagnetic spectrwn with fre
quencies from 30 kHz to 300 GHz. RFR is classified as 
non-ionizing, which means that it does not carry suffi
cient energy for ionization of atoms and molecules. A 
part of RFR with the highest frequencies (300 MHz to 
300 GHz) is referred to as microwaves (MWs). MW is 
RFR with the highest energy, which can potentially 
generate the highest thermal effects in the absorbing 
matter. 


The main indexes of RFR are (i) frequency (Hz); (ii) 
intensity or power density (PD) of radiation (W/m2 or 
µW/cm 2


); (iii) its modulated or non-modulated nature; 
and (iv) continuous or discontinuous pattern of radia
tion. For the absorbed RFR energy, a parameter of 
specific absorption rate (SAR) is used (W /kg). The 
most common digital standard of RFR for mobile com
munication is still GSM (Global System for Mobile 
communication}, which utilizes frequencies at about 
850, 900, 1800 and 1900 MHz. This radiation is fre
quency modulated, with channel rotation frequency of 
217 Hz, and belongs to the radiation of the pulsed 
mode (Hyland, 2000). 


As to the international safety limits, the ICNIRP 
recommendations restrict intensity of RFR to 450-
1000 µW/cm2 (depending on the frequency of radia
tion) and the SAR value to 2 W/kg, as calculated for 
human heads and torsos (ICNIRP, 1998). These 
indexes were adopted by ICNIRP based on the beha
vioral response of laboratory rats, which were exposed 
to gradually increased intensities of RFR to determine 
the point at which the animals became thermally dis
tressed (Gandhi et al., 2012). 


Low-intensity RFR is referred lo as radiation with 
intensities which do not induce significant thermal 
effects in biological tissues. Accordingly, any intensity 
of RFR under the ICNIRP limits can be referred to as 
low-intensity. In this paper we will analyze only the 
effects of low-intensity RFR. 


Physlcal/blophyslcal effects of low-Intensity 
RFR In living cells 


RFR, especially MW, can produce thermal effects in 
matter due lo interaction with charged particles, 
including free electrons, ions or polar molecules, indu
cing their oscillations in electromagnetic field. The 
thermal effect of MW can be seen when warming 
food in the microwave. The effect strongly depends 
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on the intensity of radiation and is mostly negligible 
under low-intensity RFR conditions. On the other 
hand, energy of RFR/MW is insufficient not only for 
the ionization of molecules, but even for activation of 
orbital electrons. Hence, RFR was often assessed as a 
factor producing only thermal effects. Nevertheless, 
evident biological effects of low-intensity RFR pro
moted research on physical mechanisms of non-ther
mal biological effects of this kind of radiation. 


A biophysical model of a forced-vibration of free 
ions on the surface of a cell membrane due lo external 
oscillating electromagnetic field (EMF) was proposed 
(Panagopoulos et al., 2000, 2002). According to the 
authors, this vibration of electric charges can cause 
disruption of the cellular electrochemical balance and 
functions. 


A "moving charge interaction" model was proposed 
for low-frequency EMF (Blank and Soo, 2001). The 
authors explained activation of genes and synthesis of 
stress proteins under EMF exposure due to interaction 
of the field with moving electrons in DNA (Blank and 
Soo, 2001 ; Goodman and Blank, 2002). They also 
demonstrated that EMF increased electron transfer 
rates in cytochrome oxidase and accelerated charges 
in the Na,K-ATPase reaction. Moreover, they demon
strated acceleration of the oscillating Belousov
Zhabotinski reaction in homogeneous solutions due to 
the application of low-frequency EMF (Blank and Soo, 
2003). 


An ability of low-strength magnetic fields to trigger 
onset- and offset-evoked potentials was demonstrated 
(Marino et al., 2009). Effectiveness of a rapid magnetic 
stimulus (0.2 ms) has led the authors to a conclusion on 
direct interaction between the field and ion channels in 
plasma membrane. A plausible mechanism of overpro
duction of free radicals in living cell due to electron 
spin flipping in confined free radical pairs in magnetic 
field of RFR was proposed (Georgiou, 2010). 


A significant effect of low-intensity RFR on ferritin, 
an iron cage protein present in most living organisms 
from bacteria to humans, was revealed (Cespedes and 
Ueno, 2009). Exposure of ferritin solution to low-inten
sity RFR significantly, up to threefold, reduced iron 
chelation with ferrozine. The authors explained that 
magnetic field of RFR plays a principle role in the 
observed effect, and that this effect is strongly non
thermal. The non-thermal mechanism of the interac
tion of RFR magnetic fields with ferritin is supposedly 
mediated by an inner super-paramagnetic nanoparticle 
(9H 20 x 5Fe20 3 with up to 4500 iron ions), which is a 
natural phenomenon intrinsic lo the cells. It results in 
reduction of input of iron chelates into the ferritin cage. 
The authors underlined the potential role of ferritin 
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malfunction for oxidative processes in living ceU due to 
the participation of Fe2


+ ions in the Fenton reaction, 
which produces hydroxyl radicals. In this respect, it is 
interesting to point to the results of an in vitro study 
with RFR exposure of rat lymphocytes treated by iron 
ions (Zmy§lony et al., 2004). Although RFR exposure 
(930 MHz) did not induce detectable intracellular ROS 
overproduction, the same exposure in the presence of 
FeC12 in the lymphocyte suspensions induced a signifi
cant overproduction of ROS. 


Another set of studjes indicates on a possibility of 
changes in protein conformation under RFR exposure. 
Thus, low-intensity 2.45 MHz RFR accelerated confor
mational changes in P-lactoglobulin through excitation 
of so-called collective intrinsic modes in the protein 
(Bohr and Bohr, 2000a, 2000b), which suggests a prin
cipal ability of RFR to modulate the non-random col
lective movements of entire protein domains. Similarly, 
a frequency-dependent effect on intrinsic flexibility in 
insulin structure due to applied oscillating electric field 
was demonstrated (Budi et al., 2007). Moreover, macro
molecular structure of cytoskeleton was significantly 
altered in fibroblasts of Chinese hamster after the expo
sure to modulated RFR of the GSM standard (Pavicic 
and Trosic, 2010). Thus, a 3 h exposure offibroblasts to 
modulated RFR (975 MHz) led to significant changes in 
the structure of microtubules and actin microfilaments, 
which have polar cytoskeleton structures, while non
polar vimentin filaments reportedly stayed unchanged. 
Taking into account an extensive regulatory potential 
of cytoskeleton on cell homeostasis, these data could 
obviously add to the nature of the biological effects 
of RFR. 


It was shown that ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) 
can significantly change its activity under low-intensity 
RFR exposure (Byus et al., 1988; Hoyto et al., 2007; 
Litovitz et al., 1993, I 997; Paulraj et al., 1999). 


In addition, so-called "calcium effects" under RFR 
exposure in living cells have been demonstrated (Dutta 
et al., 1989; Paulraj et al., 1999; Rao et al., 2008), which 
include a significant increase in intracellular Ca2


+ spik
ing. Taking into account that calcium is a ubiquitous 
regulator of cellular metabolism, these data point to a 
possibility that non-thermal RFR can activate multiple 
Ca2+-dependenl signaling cascades. 


Finally, an ability of low-intensity MW to dissociate 
water molecules was demonstrated in model experi
ments years ago (Vaks et al., 1994). In these experi
ments, MW of 10 GHz with radiated power 30 mW 
produced a significant level of H20 2 in deionized 
water (and also in MgS04 solution) under stable tem
perature conditions. According to t11e authors, a kinetic 
excitation of liquid water associates C(H20) upon t11e 


absorption of MW leads to subsequent viscous losses 
due to friction between moving clusters of water mole
cules. It results in partial irreversible decomposition of 
water, including breaks of intramolecular bonds (H
OH) due to a mechanochemical reaction, and genera
tion ofH"; OH'; H+ and OH- groups. Among these, the 
hydroxyl radical (OH') is the most aggressive form of 
ROS, which can break any chemical bond in surround
ing molecules (Halliwell, 2007). The authors assessed 
that this type of mechanochemical transformation in 
water could be responsible for 10-4_10- s relative parts 
of the total MW energy absorbed. Given the fact that 
the water molecules are ubiquitous in living cells, even 
a subtle chance for dissociation of water molecules 
under low-intensity RFR exposure could have a pro
found effect on tissue homeostasis. It is of note here 
tllat one OH" radical can initiate irreversible peroxida
tion of many hundreds of macromolecules, e.g. lipid 
molecules (Halliwell, 1991 ). Taken together, these data 
show tl1at non-thermal RFR can be absorbed by parti
cular charges, molecules and cellular structures, and in 
this way can potentially induce substantial modulatory 
effects in living cell. 


Generation of reactive oxygen species under 
RFR exposure in living cells 


NADH oxidase of cellular membrane was suggested as 
a primary mediator of RFR interaction with living cells 
(Friedman et al., 2007). Using purified membranes 
from HeLa cells, the authors experimentally proved 
that the exposure to RFR of 875 MHz, 200 ~1W /cm2 


for 5 or 10 min significantly, almost tlueefold, increased 
the activity of NADH oxidase. NADH oxidases are 
membrane-associated enzymes t11at catalyze one-elec
tron reduction of oxygen into superoxjde radical using 
NADH as a donor of electron, thus producing powerful 
ROS. This enzyme has been traditionally known due to 
its role in induction of oxidative burst in phagocytes as 
a part of immune response. Yet, later tllC existence of 
non-phagocytic NAD(P)H oxidases was revealed in 
various types of cells, including fibroblasts, vascular 
and cardiac cells (Griendling et al., 2000). Obviously, 
the presence of superoxide-generating enzyme in many 
types of non-phagocytic cells points to the considerable 
regulatory roles of ROS in living cells. On the other 
hand, an ability of low-intensity RFR to modulate the 
activity of the NADH oxidase automatically makes this 
factor a notable and potentially dangerous effector of 
cell metabolism. Notably, the authors pointed out that 
the acceptor of RFR is different from the peroxide
generating NADPH oxidases, which are also found in 
plasma membranes (Low et al., 2012). 







The other powerful source of ROS in cells is mito
chondrial electron transport chain (ETC), which can 
generate superoxide due to breakdowns in electron 
transport (Inoue et al., 2003). It was demonstrated 
that generation of ROS by mitochondrial pathway can 
be activated under RFR exposure in human spermato
zoa (De Iuliis et al., 2009). The authors revealed a dose
dependent effect of 1.8 GHz RFR exposure on ROS 
production in spermatozoa, particularly in their mito
chondria. The significantly increased level of total ROS 
in spermatozoa was detected under RFR with SAR = I 
W /kg, which is below the safety limits accepted in 
many countries. It was demonstrated recently in our 
laboratory that the exposure of quail embryos in ovo to 
extremely low-intensity RFR (GSM 900 MHz, 0.25 µW/ 
cm2


) during the initial days of embryogenesis resulted 
in a robust overproduction of superoxide and nitrogen 
oxide radicals in mitochondria of embryonic cells 
(Burlaka et al., 2013). It is not clear yet which particular 
part of ETC is responsible for the interaction with RFR. 
To date, three possible sites of generation of superoxide 
in ETC have been shown: the ETC complex I (Inoue 
et al., 2003), complex II (Liu et al., 2002), and complex 
III (Guzy and Schumacker, 2006). A significant inverse 
correlation between mitochondrial membrane potential 
and ROS levels in living cell was found (Wang el al., 
2003). As the authors underlined, such a relationship 
could be due to two mutually interconnected phenom
ena: ROS causing damage lo the mitochondrial mem
brane, and the damaged mitochondrial membrane 
causing increased ROS production. 


In addition to the well-established role of the mito
chondria in energy metabolism, regulation of cell death 
is a second major function of these organelles. This, in 
turn, is linked to tl1eir role as the powerful intracelJular 
source of ROS. Mitochondria-generated ROS play an 
important role in the release of cytochrome c and oilier 
pro-apoptolic proteins, which can trigger caspase acti
vation and apoptosis (Ott et al., 2007). A few reports 
indkate on activation of apoptosis due to low-intensity 
RFR exposure. In human epidermoid cancer KB cells, 
1950 MHz RFR induced time-dependent apoptosis 
(45% after 3 h) that is paralJeled by 2.5-fold decrease 
of tile expression of ras and Raf- I and of tile activity of 
ras and Erk-1/2 (Caraglia el al., 2005). Primary cultured 
neurons and astrocytes exposed to GSM 1900 MHz 
RFR for 2 h demonstrated up-regulation of caspase-2, 
caspase-6 and Ase (apoptosis associated speck-like pro
tein containing a card) (Zhao et al., 2007). Up-regula
tion in neurons occurred in boili "on" and "stand-by" 
modes, but in astrocytes only in the "on" mode. We 
should w1derline that, in ilial study an extremely high 
biological sensitivity to RFR was demonstrated, as a cell 
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phone in tile "stand-by" position emits negligibly low
intensity of radiation (up to hundredilis µW/cm 2


). 


Based on tile analysis of available literature data, we 
identified altogether 100 experimental studies in biolo
gical models which investigated oxidative stress due to 
low-intensity RFR exposures. From these I 00 articles, 
93 studies (93%) demonstrated significant oxidative 
effects induced by low-intensity RFR exposure 
(Table 1- 3), while 7 studies (7%) demonstrated the 
absence of significant changes (Table 4). The total 
number includes 18 in vitro studies, 73 studies in ani
mals, 3 studies in plants and 6 studies in humans. 
Majority of tlle research was done on laboratory rats 
(58 studies, wiili 54 positive results), while 4 studies out 
of 6 in humans were positive. From the in vitro studies, 
17 were positive (94.4%), including 2 studies on human 
spermatozoa and 2 studies on human blood celJs. 


Most of the studies utilized RFR exposure in MW 
range, including a use of commercial or trial cell 
phones as sources of radiation. The power densities of 
RFR applied in positive studies varied from 0.1 µ W /cm2 


(Oksay et al., 2014) to 680 µW/cm 2 (Jelodar et al., 2013) 
and SAR values varied from 3 µW/kg (Burlaka et al., 
201 3) to the ICNIRP recommended limit of 2 W/kg 
(Naziroglu el al., 2012a; Xu et al., 2010). Exposure 
times in positive studies varied from 5 min (Friedman 
et al., 2007) to 12.5 years, 29.6 h/monili (Hamzany 
et al., 2013). 


The most often used indexes of oxidative stress 
analyzed in tile studies were ROS production, levels of 
lipid peroxidation (LPO)/malondialdehyde (MDA), 
protein oxidation (PO), nitric oxides (NO~.), glu
tatilione (GSH), activity of antioxidant enzymes (super
oxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT), glutathione 
peroxidase (GSH-Px)). It is important that some studies 
directly pointed to induction of free radicals (super
oxide radical, NO) as a primary reaction of living cells 
lo RFR exposure (Burlaka et al., 201 3; Friedman et al., 
2007). As we pointed out earlier, direct activation of 
NADH oxidase (Friedman et al., 2007) and the mito
chondrial pailiway of superoxide overproduction 
(Burlaka et al., 2013; De Juliis et al., 2009) have been 
experimentally proven. Besides, a significant overpro
duction of nitrogen oxide was revealed in some studies 
(Avci et al., 2012; Bilgici el al., 201 3; Burlaka el al., 
2013), although it is unclear whetiler an induction of 
expression of NO-synthases or direct activation of tl1e 
enzyme took place. It is however clear that significantly 
increased levels of iliese free radical species (superoxide 
and nitrogen oxide) in cells due to RFR exposure result 
in an activation of peroxidation and repression of activ
ities of key antioxidant enzymes. It is indicative that 
many studies demonstrated effectiveness of different 
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Table 1. Publications which reported positive findings on oxidative stress caused by RFR exposure of cells in vitro. 
Reference Biological system exposed RFR exposure Statistically significant effects reported" 


(Agarwal et al., 2009) Human spermatozoa Cell phone RFR, in talk mode, for 1 h Increase in reactive oxygen species (ROS) level, decrease In 


(Campisi et al., 2010) Rat astrogllal cells 900 MHz (continuous or modulated), 
sperm motility and viability. 
Increase in ROS levels and DNA fragmentation after 


electric field 1 O V Im, for5; 1 O; 20 min exposure to modulated RFR for 20 min. 
(De luliis et al., 2009) Human spermatozoa 1.8 GHz, SAR = 0.4-27.S W/kg Increased amounts of ROS. 
(Friedman et al., 2007) Hela membranes 875 MHz, 200 µW/cm2


, for 5 and 10 min Increased NADH oxldase activity. 
(Hou et al., 2014) Mouse embryonic 1800-MHz GSM-talk mode RFR, SAR = 2 Increased intracellular ROS levels. 


fibroblasts (NIH/3T3) W/kg, intermittent exposure (S min on/ 
10 min off} for O.S-8 h 


(Kahya et al., 2014) Cancer cell cultures 900 MHz RFR, SAR = 0.36 W/kg, for 1 h Induced apoptosis effects through oxidative stress, 
selenium counteracted the effects of RFR exposure. 


(Lantow et al., 2006a) Human blood cells Continuous wave or GSM signal.SAR = After continuous or Intermittent GSMslgnal a different ROS 
2 W/kg, for 30 or 4S min of continuous production was detected In human monocytes compared 
or 5 min ON, 5 min OFF to sham. 


(Lantow et al., 2006b) Human Mono Mac 6 and Continuous wave, GSM speaking only, The GSM-DTX signal at 2 W/kg produced difference in free 
KS62 cells GSM hearing only, GSM talk. SARs of radical production compared to sham. 


(Liu et al., 2013b) GC-2 cells 
0.5, 1.0, 1 .s and 2.0 W/kg. 
1800 MHz, SAR = 1; 2 W/kg,S min ON, In the 2 W/kg exposed cultures, the level of ROS was 
10 min OFF for 24 h increased. 


(Lu et al., 2012) Human blood 900 MHz, SAR = 0.4 W/kg, for 1- 8 h The increased level of apoptosis induced through the 
mononuclear cells mitochondrial pathway and mediated by activating ROS 


and caspase-3. 
(Marjanovic et al., 2014) V79 cells 1800MHz, SAR = 1.6W/kg, for 10, 30 ROS level increased after 1 O min of exposure. Decrease In 


and 60 min ROS level after 30-min treatment Indicating antioxidant 
defense mechanism activation. 


(Naziroglu et al., 2012b) HL-60 cells 2450 MHz, pulsed, SAR = 0.1- 2.S W/kg, Lipid peroxide (LPO) levels were Increased at all exposure 
for 1; 2; 12 or 24h times. 


(Ni et al., 2013) Human lens epithelial cells 1800 MHz, SAR= 2; 3; 4 W/kg The ROS and malondialdehyde (MDA) levels were 
Increased. 


(Pilla, 2012) Neuronal cells and human 27.12MHz, pulsed, electric field 41 V/m, Increased level of nitric oxide (NO). 
fibroblasts 2 min prior to llpopolysaccharlde 


administration or for 15 min 
(Sefidbakht et al., 2014) HEK293T cells 940 MHz, SAR = 0.09 W/kg, for 15, 30, ROS generation increased in the 30 min exposed cells. A 


45, 60 and 90 min sharp rise in catalase (CAn and superoxide dlsmutase 
(SOD) activity and elevation of glutathlone (GSH) during 
the 45 min exposure. 


(Xu et al., 2010) Primary cultured neurons 1800 MHz, pulsed, SAR = 2 W/kg, An increase in the levels of8-hydroxy-2'-deoxyguanosine 
for 24 h (8-0H-dG). 


(Zmy~lony et al., 2004) Rat lymphocytes 930MHz, PD of 500µW/cm2
, SAR = 1.5 Intracellular ROS level increased in exposed FeCl2 treated 


W/kg, for 5 and 15 min cells compared with unexposed FeCl2 treated cells. 


"All effects were statistically significant (at least p < 0.05) as compared to control or sham exposed groups. 


antioxidants to override oxidative stress caused by RFR 
exposure. Such effects have been reported for melato
nin (Ayata et al., 2004; Lai and Singh, 1997; Oktem 
et al., 2005; Ozguner et al., 2006; Sokolovic et al., 2008), 
vitamin E and C (Jelodar et al., 2013; Oral et al., 2006), 
caffeic acid phenethyl ester (Ozguner et al., 2006), sele
nium, L-camitine (Turker et al., 201 1) and garlic (Avci 
et al., 2012; Bilgici et al., 2013). 


It is worthwhile to emphasize a strict non-thermal 
character of ROS overproduction under RFR exposure 
described in the cited reports. As low as 0.1 µW/cm 2 


intensity of RFR and absorbed energy (specific absorp
tion rate, SAR) of 0.3 µW/kg were demonstrated to be 
effective in inducing significant oxidative stress in liv
ing cells (Burlaka et al., 2013; Oksay et al., 2014). This 
observation is particularly important as the modern 
international safety limits on RFR exposure are based 
solely on the thermal effects of radiation and only 
restrict RFR intensity to 450- 1000 µW/cm 2 and SAR 
to 2 W/kg (ICNIRP, 1998). Moreover, studies where 
high (thermal) intensities of RFR have been used 


could not reveal oxidative effects (Hong et al., 20 12; 
Kang et al., 2013; Luukkonen et al., 2009), which might 
point to the variety of molecular mechanisms for ctif
ferent radiation intensities. 


Taken together, the analysis of the contemporary 
scientific literature on the biological effects of RFR 
persuasively proves that the exposure to low-intensity 
RFR in living cells leads to generation of significant 
levels of ROS and results in a significant oxidative 
stress. 


Oxidative damage of DNA under RFR exposure 


To date more than hundred papers have been pub
lished on mutagenic effects of RFR and most of them 
revealed significant effects (Ruediger, 2009). There is a 
substantial number of studies which demonstrated the 
formation of micronuclei (Garaj-Vrhovac et al., 1992; 
Tice et al., 2002; Zotti -Martelli el al., 2005) or structural 
anomalies of metaphase chromosomes (Garson et al., 
1991; Kerbacher et al., 1990; Maes et al., 2000) in living 
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Table 2. Publications which reported positive findings on oxidative stress caused by RFR exposure of animals and plants. 


Reference 


(Akbari et al., 2014) 


(Al-Oamegh, 2012) 


(Avcl et al., 2012) 


(Ayata et al., 2004) 


(Aynali et al., 2013) 


(Balci et al., 2007) 


(Bilglcl et al., 2013) 


(Bodera et al., 2013) 


(Burlaka et al., 2013) 


(Burlaka et al., 2014) 


(Ceneslz et al., 2011) 


(Cetin et al., 2014) 


(Dasdag et al., 2009) 


(Dasdag et al., 2012) 


(Dasdag et al., 2008) 


(Deshmukh et al., 2013) 
(Esmekaya et al., 2011) 


Biological system 
exposed 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Quail embryo 111 
ovo 


Male rat whole 
body 


Guinea pig whole 
body 


Pregnant rats and 
offspring 


Head of rats 


Head of rats 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 
Rat whole body 


(Furtado-Filho et al., 2014) Rat whole body 


(Guler et al., 2012) 


(Guney et al., 2007) 


(Giirler el al., 2014) 


(llhan et al., 2004) 


(Jelodar, et al., 2013) 


(Jelodar et al., 2013) 


(Jing et al., 2012) 


Rabbit infant 
whole body 
Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


RFR exposure 


RFR from base transceiver station 


Cell phone RFR, 15, 30, or 60 min/day for 2 
weeks 


1800 MHz, SAR = 0.4 W/kg, 1 h/day for 3 weeks 


900 MHz, 30 min/day for 1 O days 


2450 MHz, pulsed, SAR= 0.143 W/kg,60 min/day 
for 30days 
"Standardized dally dose· of cell phoneRFR for 
4 weeks 


850-950 MHz, SAR= 1.08W/kg,1 h/day for 3 
weeks 


1800 MHz, GSM, for 15 min 


GSM 900 MHz, power density (PD) of 0.25 µW/ 
cm2


, SAR= 3 µW/kg, 48 sec ON - 12 sec OFF, for 
158- 360 h 
Pulsed and continuous MWin the doses 
equivalent to the maximal permitted energy 
load for the staffs of the radar stations 


900; 1800 MHz RFR from base station antennas, 
4 h/day for 20 days 


900; 1800 MHz RFR, 1 h/day during pregnancy 
and neonatal development 


900 MMz, 2 h/day for 1 O months 


900 MHz, cell-phones-like, 2 h/day for 1 O 
months 
900 MHz, PD of 78 µW/cm2


, 2 h/days forlO 
months. 
900 MHz, 2 h/day, 5 days a week for 30 days 
900 MHz, pulsed, modulated, SAR= 1.2 W/kg, 
20 min/day for 3 weeks 
950 MHz, SAR= 0.01-0.88 W/kg,30 min/day for 
21 days during pregnancy (or additionally 6 or 
15 days of postnatal period) 
GSM 1800 MHz, 15 min/day for 7 days (females) 
or 14 days (males) 
900 MHz, 30 min/day for 30 days 


2450 MHz, 3.68 Vim, 1 h/day for 30 days 


900 MHz, from cell phone, 1 h/day for 7 days 


900 MHz, PD of 680 µW/cm', 4 h/day for 45 
days, 


900 MHz, daily for 45 days 


Cell phone AFR, SAR = 0.9 W/kg,3 x 10; 30 or 60 
min for 20 days during gestation 


Statistically significant effects reported• 


Glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px), SOD, and CAT activity 
decreased and level of MDA Increased. Vitamin C 
reduced the effect. 
Levels of conjugated dienes, LPO and CAT activities In 
serum and testicular tissue Increased, the total serum 
and testicular tissue GSH and GSH-Px levels decreased. 
An Increased level of protein oxidation (PO) In brain 
tissue and an Increase In serum NO. Garlic 
administration reduced protein oxidation In brain tissue. 
MDA and hydroxyproline levels and activities of CAT and 
GSH-Px were Increased, andsuperoxlde dismutase (SOD) 
activity was decreased In skin. Melatonin treatment 
reversed effect. 
LPO was Increased, an administration of melatonin 
prevented this effect. 
In corneal tissue, MDA level and CAT activity Increased, 
whereas SOD activity was decreased. In the lens tissues, 
the MDA level was increased. 
The serum NO levels and levels of MDA and the PO In 
brain were Increased. An administration of garlic extract 
diminished these effects. 
Reduced antioxidant capacity both In healthy animals 
and In those with paw Inflammation. 
Overproduction of superoxlde and NO, increased levels 
of thlobarblturic acid reactive substances (TBARS) and 8-
0H-dG, decreased SOD and CAT activities. 
Increased rates of superoxide production, formation of 
the lron-nltrosyl complexes and decreased activity of 
NADH-ublqulnone oxldoreductase complex In liver, 
cardiac and aorta tissues 28 days after the exposure. 
Difference In guinea pigs subjected to 900 and 1800 
MHz for plasma oxidant status levels. NO level changed 
In 900 MHz subjected guinea pigs, as compared to the 
control. 
Brain and liver GSH-Px activities, selenium 
concentrations In the brain and liver vitamin A and ~
carotene concentrations decreased In offspring. 
The total antioxidant capacity and CATactlvity in brains 
were higher than that In the sham group. 
Protein carbonyl level was higher In the brain of 
exposed rats. 
Increased levels of MDA and total oxidative status in 
liver tissue. 
The levels of LPO and PO were Increased. 
The Increased level of MDA and NOx, and decreased 
levels of GSH In liver, lung, testis and heart tissues. 
Neonatal rats exposed In utero had decreased levels of 
CAT and lower LPO, and genotoxlc effect. 


LPO levels in the liver tissues of females and males 
lncreased,liver 8-0 H-dG levels of females were Increased. 
Endometrial levels of NO and MDA Increased, 
endometrlal SOD, CAT and GSH-Px activities were 
decreased.Vitamin E and C treatment prevented these 
effects. 
Increased 8-0H-dG level In both plasma and brain tissue 
whereas It Increased PO level only In plasma. Garlic 
prevented the Increase of 8-0H-dG level In brain tissue 
and plasma PO levels. 
Increase In MDA, NO levels, andxanthlne oxldase (XO) 
activity, decrease In SOD and GSH-Px activities In brain. 
These effects were prevented by Ginkgo bllobaextract 
treatment. 
The concentration of MDA was Increased and activities 
of SOD, GSH-Px and CAT were decreased In rat eyes. An 
administration of vitamin C prevented these effects. 
Increased level of MDA and decreased antioxidant 
enzymes activity in rat testis. 
After 30 and 60 min the level of MDA was Increased, the 
activities of SOD and GSH-Pxwere decreased. 


(Continued) 
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Table 2. (Continued). 


Reference 
(Kerman & Senol, 2012) 


(Kesari et al., 201 O) 


(Kesari et al., 201 1) 


(Kesari et al., 2013) 


(Khalil et al .. 2012) 
(Kismali et al., 2012) 


(Koc et al., 2013) 


(Koylu et al., 2006) 


(Koyu et al., 2009) 


(Kumar et al ., 201 4) 


(Lai & Singh, 1997) 


(Luo et al., 2014) 


(Mailankot et al., 2009) 


(Manta et al., 2013) 


(Marzook et al., 2014) 


(Meena et al., 2013) 


(Megha et al., 2012) 


(Meral et al., 2007) 


(Motawl et al., 2014) 


(Naziroglu & Gumral, 2009) 


(Nazlroglu et al., 2012a) 


(Oksay et al., 2014) 


(Oktem et al .. 2005) 


Biological system 
exposed 


Rat whole body 


Male rat whole 
body 
Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 
Rabbit whole 
body (non-
pregnant and 
pregnant) 
Male rat whole 
body 
Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Drosophila whole 
body 
Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Guinea pig whole 
body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


RFR exposure 


900 MHz, 30 min/day for 10 days 


Cell phone RFR, SAR= 0.9 W/kg,2 h/day for 35 
days 
900 MHz, pulsed, SAR = 0.9 W/kg,2 h/day for 45 
days 
2115 MHz, SAR = 0.26 W/kg,2 hlday for 60 days 


1800 MHz, electric field 15-20 Vim, for2 h 
1800 MHz, GSM modulation, 15 min/day for 7 
days 


Cell phone RFR at calling or stand-by 


900MHz 


900MHz 


Cell phone 1910.5 MHz RFR, 2 h/day for 60 days 
day (6 days a week). 
2450 MHz. pulsed, PD = 2 mW/cm2


, SAR = 1.2 
W/kg 
900 MHz Imitated cell phone RFR, 4 h/day for 12 
days 
900/1800MHz,GSM,1 h/day for 28 days 


1880- 1900 MHz, DECT modulation, SAR = 0.009 
W/kg, for O.S-96 h 
900 MHz from cellular tower, 24 h/day for 8 
weeks 
2450 MHz, PDof 21 O µW/cm 2


, SAR= 0.14 W/kg, 
2 h/day for 45 days 
900; 1800 MHz, PD of 170 µW/cm2


, SAR= 0.6 
mW/kg, 2 h/day, 5 days/week for 30 days 
890-915 MHz.from cell phone, SAR= 0.9S w/kg, 
12 h/day for 30 days (11 h 45 min stand-by and 
15 min spiking mode) 


Test cellphone RFR, SAR = 1.13 W/kg, 2 h/day 
for 60 days 


2450 MHz,60 min/day for 28 days 


24SO MHz, 60 min/day for 30 days 


2450 MHz, pulsed, PD of0.1 µW/cm2
, SAR = 0.1 


W/kg, 1 h/day for 30 days 
900 MHz, 30 min/day for 10 days 


(Oral et al .. 2006) Rat whole body 900 MHz, 30 min/day for 30 days 


(Ozguner et al .. 2005a) Rat whole body 900 MHz, 30 min/day for 10 days 


(Ozguner et al., 2006) Rat whole body 900 MHz, from cell phone 


(Ozguner et al., 2005b) Rat whole body 900MHz 


(Ozgur et al., 2010) Guinea pig whole 1800 MHz,GSM, SAR = 0.38 W/kg, 10 or 20 min/ 
body day for 7 days 


(Ozgur et al., 2013) Rabbit whole 1800 MHz, pulsed, 15 min/day fo r 7 days In 
body pregnant animals, for 7 or 15 days In Infants 


Statistically significant effects reported• 


Tissue MDA levels were Increased, SOD, CAT and GSH
Pxactivities were reduced. Melatonin treatment reversed 
these effects. 
Reduction In protein kinase activity, decrease in sperm 
count and increase In apoptosis. 
Increase in the level of ROS, decrease In the activities of 
SOD and GSH-Px,and in the level of pineal melatonin. 
The level of ROS, DNA damage and theapoptosis rate 
were increased. 
Elevations in the levels of 8-0H-dG In urine. 
Creatine kinases levels' changes. 


Oxidative stress detected at both calling and stand-by 
exposures. 
The levels of LPO In the brain cortex and hippocampus 
increased.These levels in the hlppocampus were 
decreased by melatonin administration. 
The activities of XO, CAT and level of LPO Increased in 
liver.XO, CAT activities and LPO levels were decreased by 
caffelc acid phenethyl ester (CAPE) administration. 
Increase In LPO, damage in sperm cells and DNA 
damage. 
Melatonin or spin-trap compound blocked DNA strand 
breaks induced by RFR exposure In rat brain cells. 
Contents of liver MDA and Nrf2 protein Increased, 
contents of liver SOD and GSH decreased. 
Increase in LPO and decreased GSH content In the testis 
and epididymls. 
Increase In ROS levels in male and female bodies, a quick 
response In ROS Increase In ovaries. 
SOD and CAT activities were reduced in blood, sesame 
oil reversed the effect 
Increased level of MDA and ROS in testis. Melatonin 
prevented oxidative stress. 
The levels of the LPO and PO were increased; the level of 
GSH was decreased. 
MDA level increased, GSH level and CAT activity 
weredecreased In the brain. MDA, vitamins A, 0 3 and E 
levels and CAT enzyme activity increased, and GSH level 
was decreased In the blood. 
Increments In conjugated dienes, protein carbonyls, total 
oxidant status and oxidative stress index along with a 
reduction of total antioxidant capacity levels. 
Decrease of the cortex brain vitamin A, vitamin C and 
vitamin E levels. 
LPO, cell viability and cytosolic Ca2 ' values in dorsal root 
ganglion neurons were increased. 
LPO was higher in exposed animals. Melatonin 
treatment reversed the effect. 
Renal tissue MDA level increased, SOD, CAT and GSH-Px 
activities were reduced. Melatonin treatment reversed 
these effects. 
Increased MDA levels and apoptosis in endometrial 
tissue.Treatment with vitamins E and C diminished these 
changes. 
Heart tissue MDA and NO levels increased, SOD, CAT and 
GSH-Px activities were reduced. CAPE treatment 
reversed these effects. 
Retinal levels of NO and MDA increased, SOD, GSH-Px 
and CAT activities were decreased.Melatonin and CAPE 
treatment prevented effects. 
Renal tissue MDA and NO levels Increased, the activities 
of SOD, CAT and GSH-Px were reduced. CAPE treatment 
reversed these effects. 
Increases in MDA and total NO(x) levels and decreases in 
activities of SOD, myeloperoxldase and GSH-Px in liver. 
Extent of oxidative damage was proportional to the 
duration of exposure. 
The amount of LPO was Increased in the prenatal 
exposure group. 


(Continued) 







Table 2. (Continued). 


Reference 


(Ozorak et al., 2013) 


(Qin et al., 2014) 


(Ragy, 2014) 


(Salkhedkar et al., 2014) 


(Shahin et al., 2013) 


(Sharma et al., 2009) 


(Singh et al., 2012) 


(Sokolovic et al., 2008) 


(Sokolovic et al., 2013) 


(Suleyman et al., 2004) 


(Tkalec et al., 2007) 


(Tkalec et a I., 2013) 


(Tok et al., 2014) 


(Tomruk et al., 2010) 


(Tsybulln et al .. 2012) 


(lurker et al., 2011) 


(TOredl et al., 2014) 


(Yurekll et al., 2006) 


Biological system 
exposed 


Rat whole body 


Male mouse 
whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Mouse whole 
body 
Plant(mung bean) 
whole body 


Plant (mung 
bean) whole body 
Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Plant Lemna 
minor (duckweed) 
Earthworm whole 
body 


Rat whole body 


Rabbit whole 
body 
Quall embryo in 
OVO 


Rat partial body 


Pregnant rat 
whole body 
Rat whole body 


RFR exposure 
900; 1800; 2450 MHz, pulsed, PD of 12 µW/cm2


• 


SAR= 0.18; 1.2 W/kg, 60 min/day during 
gestation and 6 weeks following delivery 
1800 MHz. 208 µW/cm2


, 30 or 120 min/d for 30 
days 


Cell phone 900 MHz RFR, 1 h/d for 60 days 


Cell phone 900 MHz RFR, 4 h/d for 15 days 


2450 MHz, PD of 33.5 µW/cm2
, SAR = 23 mW/kg, 


2 h/day for 45 days 
900 MHz, from cell phone, PD of 8.55 µW/cm2


; 


for 0.5; 1; 2, and 4 h 


900 MHz.from cell phone 


RFR from cell phone, SAR = 0.043- 0.135 W/kg, 
for 20, 40 and 60 days 


900 MHz, SAR = 0,043-0.135 W/kg,4 h/day for 
29; 40 or 60 days, 


Cell phoneRFR,SAR = 0.52 W/kg,20 min/day for 1 
month 
400 and 900MHz. 10, 23, 41and120V/m, for 2 
or 4 h 
900 MHz, PD of 30-3800 µW/cm2


, SAR = 0.13-
9.33 mW/kg, for 2 h 


2450 MHz, Wi-FI RFR, 60 min/day for 30 days 


1800 MHz. GSM-like signal, 15 min/day for a 
week 
900 MHz, fromcell phone, GSM, PD of 0.024-
0.21 µW/cm2


, Intermittent for 14 days 
2450 MHz, pulsed, SAR = 0.1 W/kg, 1 h/day for 28 
days 
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Statistically significant effects reported• 


At the age of six weeks, an Increased LPO In the kidney 
and testis, and decreased level of GSH and total 
antioxidant status. 
Decreased activities of CAT and GSH·Px and 
lncreasedlevel of MDA in cerebrum. Nano-selenium 
decreased MDA level, and Increased GSH-Px and CAT 
activities. 
Increase In MDA levels and decrease total antioxidant 
capacity levels In brain, liver and kidneys tissues. These 
alterations were corrected by withdrawal of RFR 
exposure during 30 days. 
A slgnlncant change In level of antioxidant enzymes and 
non-enzymatic antioxidants, and an Increase in LPO. 
An Increase In ROS, decrease In NO and antioxidant 
enzymes activities. 
Increased level of MDA,H202 accumulation and root 
oxldizablllty, upregulatlon In the activities of SOD, CAT, 
ascorbate peroxldases, gualacol peroxldases and 
GSHreductases In roots. 
The Increased level of MDA, hydrogen peroxide and 
prollne content In hypocotyls. 
An increase In the brain tissue MDA and carbonyl group 
concentration. Decreased activity of CAT and Increased 
activity of xanthlne oxidase (XO). Melatonin treatment 
prevented the effects. 
The level of LPO and PO, activities of CAT, XO, number of 
apoptotlc cells were Increased In thymus tissue. An 
administration of melatonin prevented these effects. 
MDA concentration was Increased In brains. 


LPO and H20 2 content Increased: CAT activity Increased, 
pyrogallol peroxidase decreased. 
The protein carbonyl content was increased In all 
exposures above 30 µWc/m2


• The level of MDA was 
increased at 140µW/cm2


• 


Decreased GSH-Px adivity. GSH-Px activity and GSH 
values Increased after melatonin treatment. 
Increase of MDA and ferrous oxidation in xylenol orange 
levels. 
Increased level of TBARS In brains and livers of 
hatchllngs. 
The Increased level of LPO, the decreased concentrations 
of vitamin A, vitamin C and vitamin E. There was a 
protective effect of selenium and L-carnltine. 


900 MHz, 13.7 V/m, 50 µW/cm2
, 1 h/day for 13- MDA, SOD and CAT values Increased, GSH values 


21 days of pregnancy decreased In exposed pups. 
945 MHz. GSM, PD of 367 µW/cm2


, SAR= 11.3 MDA level and SOD activity increased, GSH 
mW/kg concentration was decreased. 


'Ail effects were statistically significant (at least p < O.OS) as compared to control or sham exposed groups. 


Table 3. Publications which reported positive findings on oxidative stress caused by RFR exposure of humans. 


Reference 


(Abu Khadra et al., 2014) 


(Gara)-Vrhovac et al., 
2011 ) 
(Hamzany et al., 2013) 


(Moustafa et al .• 2001) 


Biological system 
exposed 


Human male 
head 
Human whole 
body 
Human head/ 
whole body 
Human male 
body 


RFR exposure 


GSM 1800 MHz from cell phone, 
SAR= 1.09W/kg, for 15 and 30min 
3; 5.5; 9.4 GHz, pulsed, from radars 


RFR from cell phone a mean time of 29.6 h/ 
month for 12.5 years 
Cell phone In a pocket In standby position, 
for 1; 2 or 4 h 


Statistically significant effects reported• 


SOD activity In saliva Increased. 


Increased level of MDA, decreased level of GSH. 


Increase In all salivary oxidative stress Indices. 


Plasma level of LPO was increased, activities of SOD and GSH
Px in erythrocytes decreased. 


"All effeds were statistically significant (at least p < O.OS) as compared to control or sham-exposed groups. 


cells due to low-intensity RPR exposure. However, 
majority of the studies on the mutagenic effects of 
RFR successfully used a comet assay approach 
(Baohong et al., 2005; Belyaev et al., 2006; Diem et al., 


2005; Kim et al., 2008; Lai and Singh, 1996; Liu et al., 
2013a). Particular studies identified specific marker of 
oxidative damage of DNA, 8-hydroxy-2'-deoxyguano
sine (8-0H-dG) (Burlaka et al., 2013; De Iuliis et al., 
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Table 4. Publications which reported no significant oxidative effects after RFR exposure. 


Reference 
Biological system 


exposed RFR exposure Effects reported 


(Hook et al., 2004) Mammalian cells in vitro 


(Ferreira et al .. 2006a) Rat whole body 


B35.62 MHz (frequency-modulated continuous
wave, FMCW) and 847.74 MHz (code division 
multiple access, CDMA), SAR= 0.8 W/kg, for 20- 22 h 
800-1800 MHz, from cell phone 


FMCW- and CDMA-modulated RFR did not alter 
parameters Indicative of oxidative stress. 


No changes in lipid and protein damage, and in 
non-enzymatic antioxidant defense in frontal 
cortex or hippocampus. 


(Ferreira et al., 2006b) Pregnant rat whole body RFR from cell phone 


(Dasdag et al .. 2003) Rat whole body 


Rat whole body 


Cell phone RFR, SAR = 0.52 W/kg, 20 min/day for 1 
month 


No differences in oxidative parameter of 
offspring blood and liver, but increase in 
erythrocytes micronuclei incidence in offspring. 
No alteration in MDA concentration. 


(Demirel et al .. 2012) 3G cell phone AFR, "standardized daily dose• for 20 
days 


No difference in GSH-Px and CAT activity in eye 
tissues, in MDA and GSH levels in blood. 


(Khalil et al .. 2014) Human head/whole 
body 


Cell phone RFR (talking mode) for 15 or 30 min No relationship between exposure and changes 
in the salivary oxidant/antioxidant profile. 


(de Souza et al., 2014) Human head/whole 
body 


Cell phone RFR 


2009; Guler et al., 201 2; Khalil et al., 201 2; Xu et al., 
2010). Thus, the level of 8-0H-dG in human sperma
tozoa was shown to be significantly increased after in 
vitro exposure to low-intensity RFR (De Iuliis el al., 
2009). Likewise, we demonstrated that the exposure of 
quail embryos in ovo to GSM 900 MHz of 0.25 flW/cm2 


during a few days was sufficient for a significant, two
threefold, increase of 8-0H-dG level in embryonic cells 
(Burlaka et al., 20 13). 


It would be logical to assume that most mutagenic 
effects due to the RFR exposure are caused by oxidative 
damage to DNA, as the overproduction of ROS in 
living cells due to RFR exposure was reliably documen
ted. ft is known that superoxide itself does not affect 
DNA. The most aggressive form of ROS, which is able 
to affect the DNA molecule directly, is hydroxyl radical 
(Halliwell, 2007). The hydroxyl radicals are generated 
in cell in the Fenton reaction (Fe2


+ + H20 2 -> Fe3+ + 
OH' + OH- ) and in the Haber-Weiss reaction (02·-+ 
H20 2 -> 0 2 + OH' +OH- ) (Valko et al., 2006). On the 
other hand, increased concentration of NO in addition 
to superoxide in the RFR-exposed cells can lead to the 
formation of other aggressive form of ROS, peroxyni
trite (ONOO- ), which can also cause DNA damage 
(Valko et al., 2006). 


Free radicals Induced under the RFR exposure 
can perturb cellular signaling 


Taking into account the abovementioned data, we can 
state that the exposure to RFR leads to overproduction 
of free radicals/ROS in living cell. Certainly, free radi
cals can induce harmful effects via direct damage due to 
oxidation of biological macromolecules. To that, it 
becomes clear nowadays that free radicals/ROS are an 
intrinsic part of the cellular signaling cascades (Forman 


No difference in the saliva from the parotid 
gland exposed to cell phone RFR to the saliva 
from the opposite gland of each individual. 


el al., 2014). Thus, hydrogen peroxide appears as a 
second messenger both in insulin signaling and in 
growth factor-induced signalling cascades (Sies, 2014). 
These species are also implicated in biochemical 
mechanism of oxidation of ethanol and in other meta
bolic processes (Oshino et al., 1975) and is also 
required for initiation of wound repair (Enyedi and 
Niethammer, 2013). In addition, ROS at relatively low 
concentrations can modulate inflammation via activa
tion of NF-kB pathway (Hayden and Ghosh, 2011 ). 
Therefore, even subtle exposures to RFR with genera
tion of hardly detectable quantities of free radicals can 
have their meaningful biological consequences. 


We could ascertain the signaling effects of moderate 
levels of free radicals from our experiments in quail 
embryos irradiated with the commercial cell phone. 
Thus, we were able to show that the prolonged expo
sures of embryos in ovo led to robust repression of their 
development (Tsybulin et al., 2013), which was conco
mitant with significant overproduction of superoxide 
radical and NO radical, increased rates of lipid perox
idation and oxidative damage of DNA (Burlaka et al., 
20 I 3; Tsybulin et al., 2012). Notably, shorter exposures 
instead led lo enhancement in embryonic development 
(Tsybulin et al., 2012, 2013). We demonstrated the 
favorable effects of shorter exposures also on the mole
cular level. Thus, after the short-time RFR exposure the 
DNA comets in embryonic cells were significantly 
shorter than in the control non-irradiated embryos, 
pointing to activation of mechanisms maintaining the 
integrity of DNA. The "beneficial" consequences of the 
irradiation could be explained by hormesis effect 
(Calabrese, 2008). However, one could hypothesize 
that the "beneficial" effects of the irradiation could be 
explained by the signaling action of free radicals 
induced at levels below the damaging concentrations. 







Obviously, any seemingly beneficial effect of external 
environmental impact should be treated with caution 
and possibly minimized before careful evaluation of the 
long-term consequences. Altogether, this gives a clear 
warning of the adverse health effects of low-intensity 
RFR, which could be evoked both by the dfrecl oxida
tive damage and by disturbed cellular signaling. 


Oxidative effeds and non-cancer health effeds 
of RFR 


A new medical condition, so-called electrohypersensi
tivity (EHS), in which people suffer due to RFR expo
sure, has been described {Johansson, 2006). Typically, 
these persons suffer from skin- and mucosa-related 
symptoms (itching, smarting, pain, heat sensation), or 
heart and nervous system disorders after exposure to 
computer monitors, cell phones and other electromag
netic devices. This disorder is growing continuously: 
starting from 0.06% of the total population in I 985, 
this category now includes as much as 9- I 1 % of the 
European population (Hallberg and Oberfeld, 2006). Tn 
Sweden, for example, EHS has become an officially 
recognized health impairment. 


To that, a high percentage, up lo I 8- 43% of young 
people, has recently been described to be suffering from 
headache/earache during or after cell phone conversa
tions (Chu el al., 201 l ; Yakymenko et al., 2011 ). 
Likewise, a number of psychophysical and preclinical 
disorders including fatigue, irritation, headache, sleep 
disorders, hormonal imbalances were detected in high 
percent of people living nearby cell phone base trans
ceiver stations (Buchner and Eger, 2011; Santini el al., 
2002). 


An allergy reaction to RFR in humans has been 
confirmed by a signHkanl increase in the level of 
mast cells in skin of persons under exposure to electro
magnetic devices {Johansson et al., 2001). Likewise, 
higher level of degranulated mast cells in dermis of 
EHS persons has been detected {Johansson, 2006). In 
turn, the activated mast cells can release histamine and 
other mediators of such reactions which include allergic 
hypersensitivity, itching, dermatoses, etc. Importantly, 
an implication of ROS in allergic reactions is rather 
clear nowadays. For example, in case of airway allergic 
inflammation, the lung cells generate superoxide in 
nanomolar concentrations following antigen challenges 
(Nagata, 2005). Then , mast cells generate ROS follow
ing aggregation of FcERI, a high-affinity IgE receptor 
(Okayama, 2005). In addition, pollen NADPH oxidases 
rapidly increase the level of ROS in lung epithelium 
(Boldogh et al., 2005); and removal of pollen NADPH 
oxidases from the challenge material reduced an tigen-
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induced allergic airway inflammation. Thus, it seems 
plausible that EHS-like conditions can be attributed at 
least partially to ROS overproduction in cells due to 
RFR exposures. 


Oxidative effeds and potential carcinogenicity 
of RFR 


During recent years, a number of epidemiological stu
dies indicated a significant increase in incidence of 
various types of tumors among long-term or "heavy" 
users of cellular phones (Yakymenko et al., 201 l). 
Briefly, reports pointed to the increased risk in brain 
tumors (Cardis et al. , 2010; Hardell and Carlberg, 2009; 
Hardell et al., 2007), acoustic neuroma (Hardell et al., 
2005; Sato et al., 2011 ), tumors of parotid glands 
(Sadetzki et al., 2008), seminomas {Hardell et al., 
2007), melanomas (Hardell et al., 2011 ) and lympho
mas (Hardell et al., 2005) in these cohorts of people. To 
that, a significant increase in tumor incidence among 
people living nearby cellular base transceiver stations 
was also reported (Eger et al., 2004; Wolf and Wolf, 
2007). Similarly, experimental evidences of cancer 
expansion in rodents caused by long-term low-intensity 
RFR exposure were published (Chou et al., 1992; 
Repacholi el al., l 997; Szmigielski et al., l 982; Toler 
et al. , 1997). To that, activation ofODC was detected in 
RFR-exposed cells (Hoyto et al., 2007). ODC is 
involved in processes of cell growth and differentia tion, 
and its activity is increased in tumor cells. Although 
overexpression of ODC is not sufficient for lumori
genic transformation, an increased activity of this 


enzyme was shown to promote the development of 
tumors from pre-tumor cells (Cli fford et al., 1995). 


Significant overproduction of ROS leads to oxidative 
stress in living cells, induces oxidative damage of DNA 
and can cause malignant transformation (Halliwell and 
Whiteman, 2004; Valko et al., 2007). It is known that in 
addition to mutagenic effects, ROS play a role as a 
second messenger for intracellular signaling cascades 
which can also induce oncogenic transformation 
(Valko et al., 2006). Earlier we hypothesized (Burlaka 
el al. , 201 3) that low-intensity RFR exposure leads to 
dysfunctions of mitochondria, which result in overpro
duc tio n of superoxide and NO, and subsequently to 
ROS-mediated mutagenesis. To that , it is well estab
lished that oxidative stress is associated with carcino
genesis; for instance, the oxidative stress elicited by 
Membrane-Type I Matrix Metalloproteinase is impli


cated in both the pathogenesis and progression of 
prostate cancer (Nguyen et al., 2011). Similarly, a pro
gressive elevation in mitochondrial ROS production 
(chronic ROS) under both hypoxia and/or low glucose, 
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which leads to stabilization of cells via increased 
HIF-2alpha expression, can eventually resul t in malig
nant transformation (Ralph el al., 20 IO). These data, 
together with the strong experimental evidences on 
activation of NADH oxidase under RFR exposure 
(Friedman et al., 2007) suggest that low-intensity RFR 
is a multifactorial stress factor for living cell, significant 
feature of which is oxidative effects and potential car
cinogenicity as a result. 


Conclusions 


The analysis of modern data on biological effects of 
low-intensity RFR leads to a firm conclusion that this 
physical agent is a powerful oxidative stressor for living 
cell. The oxidative efficiency of RFR can be mediated 
via changes in activities of key ROS-generating systems, 
including mitochondria and non-phagocytic NADH 
oxidases, via direct effects on water molecules, and via 
induction of conformation changes in biologically 
important macromolecules. In turn, a broad biological 
potential of ROS and other free radicals, including both 
their mutagenic effects and their signaling regulatory 
potential, makes RFR a potentially hazardous factor for 
human health. We suggest minimizing the intensity 
and time of RFR exposures, and taking a precautionary 
approach towards wireless technologies in everyday 
human life. 
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